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Richani Hayes Glough was born on January 13, 1937 in Ifamchuroh, 

England. ESs attended %e College, london D^yetfslty, Qigland from 1955 

.to 1958 and St. Edmund Hall, Oxford University, Ehgland from 1958 to 

1959* He received the degree of Baohalpr of Science in Agriculture from 

London .tfaiversity in 1958 and tte D^pioma in Agricultwal Economics from'* 

Oxford iftiiversity in 1959. .

In 1966 he-went to Kenya to work as a farm economist with the Kenya 

Ministry of Agriculture. The wor.k vas conoamed with conducting farm 

.management 'surveys both on large-scale European operated farms and on 

small-scale ^jclcan farms.

lii. 1961 ha was appointed Lecturer in Agricultural Economics and Fafm 

Management at Egorton Agricultural College, Njoro, Kenya- At Egerton■ 

College he was involved primarily in teaching agricultural economics 

although soma farm-management survey work was undertaken. Most of the 

farm m.anagemertt surveys were concerned with small-scale African farms 

on settlement'schemes in the former "White Highlands."

In September 1965 he entered'the Graduate School of Cornell Dniversity, 

majoring in agricultural economics uKier Professor K. L. Robiirson. He 

'T'TComplated studies at Cornell Dniversity in December 1967 and returned -bo 

>. Kenya' to ,t^e up an appointment with the British Ministiy of Overseas 

Develoj^ent as Agricultiiral Advisor, Kenya Ministiy of Economic Planning 

■•■:rand Developn^t.
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AN APPRAISAL OF AFRICAN ^TLaiSST SCHH4ES

IN THE KENYA mdHLANPS -

CIUPTp 1

t

V

iliTEODCGTICW . ■ .
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_ Large-scale farms in the "White IRghlands" of Kenya have produced ', 

most of tlie farm products sold commercially since European settlement 

began in 1902. Although the impbrtanOe of the large-ecale farms has 

- decline recently, these fame still prodiioed 80 percent of all marketed 

agrioulturel'Production in i960. This iriolnded the bulk of the food 

consumed *y the rapidly growing urban population and the majority of 

exports. In addition,sthe large-scale farms were a major source of

employment I(1, pp, 2^, 58-62),

FoF a long while the European settlers were able to resist efforts 

.to redistribute their'land to Africans because there are large areas of 

land in African Ownership that afford substantial scope for development. 

However, l^litieal pressures’4.0 redistribute European owned land to .

Africans continded" to mount. In i960, with the prospect of Independence 

• near at hand, the law was ameMed to own land in the

"White ag^nds

■’ Tae’^White High^^ about seven and one half iniion

acres of land. - About half ofis in areas where the average 

-annual rainfall 'is low (less than 35 inches). large-scale,ranches :
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The land whie^'receivBs high rainfall hasmosTlaniV-

la^ed ^ble/iivQstock; farms.' '
the ranches

Neither
the Plantations are very suitable fdr"®frican farmers.nor

They c^ot be; 3ubdivid,ed easily and they require' a very-large capital ' 

are to be .'operated as complete entities. Thus African

. - settlement lias.been confined thus far largely to the fanning

These areas contained about 3-*^ million- acres of land.
areas.

By 1965 about
half of this, land had passed Into Afiddan occni^atioh <2^ pp, 148-i49) . -V .

Afid-can settlement took two main forms:- Africans were settled on 
- . ' ■ ■ ■ ■ — 

®“®^-scale' farms created through the subdivision of .large-scale farms

and tfie> were permitted to purchase largelseale farms, intact..

The process of subdividing large-scale farms into small farms 

7 di^ :^oh took place
.. decis.ioh on the part of the Keiya Government.

was

as a result of a policy 

A new governaent depart
ment, the itepardanent of settlement, was established and this department

a

1^3 ch^ged with the task of carrying out the so-called "Million Acre 

Settlement. Scheme.«i/
This scheme, which was expected to have, been com- 

. P^®*®'^ !i'iring 1967, involved-the purchase of about 800 large-hcale farms, 

about one.million acres of land, and the subsequent resettle-1

ment of this land with over 30,000 African small-scale farmers (^"p; 

.35&r. ■
s. •

The purchase of large-scale farms intact also took place 

‘ieoisions -made hy^the Kerw

as a

■But for the

1/.. Wie •TMliiion Acrd was the final outcome of several
earlier proposals; smaller schemas ware suggested initially.

-r
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most part this form of Afri-dan settlement-was. plann^ mucfe .less inten- 

siWly lihan Acre Settlemeiit Scheme." > By June 1965 more

than 700 large-sdale farms,; including an area of 550»000 acres of .jand, 

had beeh. P^ffictese.d: by Africans for continued operation as large-scale 

'faras P* 357)« Ifore than 200 of these .farms were transferred vith .
. . . . . . .

the assistance of the Department of Settlement under what beogme' known 

as the "Assisted Oimers^Scheme'^ and the "Compassionate Farms." Most of 

: the remaiiling--SOO farms we?e trahSfert^d' to._Africans 'with. thl:.assistance 

of the Land and Agricultural Bank (land Bank). Probably these farms 

were transferred- to A^ riot because ths Keriya Government had ost

tablished any detailed.plan for. their takeover but be^ tto lW 

Bank, through its normal bperations, assisted the .transfer once the 

racial baridebs to land'oi^grship were removed*

As a result of tbs transfer of European owned land to Africans, 

the Eeriya Obvernment has borrowed a substantial, amount of money from

African settlement las also affected the.- use of an importantoverseas.^

r

part of the high quality land in Kenya. The Kenya Government is con

cerned because neither the large nor small-scale African farms appear 

to be as successful as originally anticipated. Thus, while there is 

continuing.political pressure to extend the various schemes fen: African

. settlement, the rate.of transfer has slowed.doiwn rsoentOy. Some new 

•-foims-bf-sattlemerit-^art-imw-being-iritrpduoM..^d,.measur.e.s.4ro--being„M^d::____._....

-tb imiffcwe^^^t^^ the existing Afrioan farms (2, pp. 127-128,

- 150-159) .• -

2/ ThO; bMiliidri Acre Settlement Scheme" involved the. Kenya Government 
in borrowing from abroad about £11. i^lion. No comparable figure is ■ 

: available iOr the large--scale; llErican farms • '
a

■-i
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■ for further (ievelopamt of • ,

both large and small-scale'African-farna are discussed In'^e pages which . .

follow. 'The primia^ Ob jective of this iialysis is to assist the Kenya 

Government iii formulating future,settlement policies. An attempt has- 

ijeen.made to determine the profitability and debt repayment abilities of 

. individual settlement, farms based on sample surveys of large and small- 

scale-faims conductbd by. the writef betweeh 1963 and 1966.. In addition,

. individual: farms are Oxamined-to, deteiAne..what„bhahges: .night,be. made_:...

to improve output, afliclen,cy-.and-profitabilityi~ (k)apara-gVe figures^ 

also are presented fof the tw predominant forms of African settlement, 

to detertone whioh form contrt^^ most toVnet national product, em

ployment,: the balance of. paywsnts and food production. This comparison •

- sWld Jrovide. information i^ch idii help the Kenya Government in 

^^='makihg policyohbioos between alternative forms of African settlement 

for future extension of settlement in the former “White Highlands."

l^the succe.eding chapter the economy of Kenya and the reasons for 

African Settlement in the. "White Highlands" are discussed. This is 

j , followed by a description-6f African settlement and plans for its ex- 

■ tension. In Chapter 4 possible criteria which may, be used to appraise, 

the African settlement schemes are discussed. In the‘subsequent

settlement are examined based 

' ' Zbn~tte^^^e^ Chapter 4. , A . summary of the findingsand

•v.:

•.i-

o

: tentative cohdlusipna regarding ^he alternative-forms of settlement are 

presehted in the. final chapter.
•'5:. .

,:;.r
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CHAPTHl 2

i

THE NATIONAL SETTING

The laM and the People

■ Kenya covers a land area of 220,000 s^ioaro miles (1, p* 1)*. It ia. 

.a little larger titon BVance or over tidde the size of the Unitad l&iigdoa. 

While Kenya is astride the equator on the East Coast of Africa it isTibt 

entirely a tTOpical country. Altitude varlOs from sea level to over 

17,000 feet above sea level onj^unt K^ya- Part of the country has a 

temperate^ qli^te oh accbliht of -the ttgh altitude. The broad altitude 

differences within Kenya are shown in I&p 1. Map 2 showq the distribu

tion of raihfall in K«iya. If these two maps are compared it ban be • 

seen“that"ii!ost of the' areas of Benya which receive a high average ^ual 

’■ rainfall are high altitude areas. However, high ralitfall is also 

received in the medium, altitude area next to lake Victoria in the West 

and in the Coastal Belt in the East. Map 3 shows the approximate 

distribution of the population throughout Kenya. A.comparison of the 

rainfall distribution.in Map 2'and the population distribution in Map 3

iv

shows ttet most"of the heavily settled areas are high rainfall districts.

^ The teavUy settled high rainfall areas hujcw a relatively, small 

partTofKeny^. The majority of the country‘is arid and very sparsely 

populated, "Table 1 shows the average population density in-each of the 

seven major administrative districts. Th^location of these districts 

is shown in Hap h. i^art frim the urban area around Nairobi, the two..
-

6
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■TOPOGRABHICAL M/ff" OF KENTA* ■Map 1.
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;» Based bn Ihe ln^ Baidt for Reconstruction and ^Deyelp^nt,
The Economic Development of Kenya, pagb 63 (John Honhlns. 1965).
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.KENYA,'SKEfCH l^ OFfPOPUI^bN DEiraiTr*^Map^5^.■>

•r.

r

V

r

Approxiinate PopuJjatloix.
Penalty People per
Square Mile

<
overrlOO

10 to 100 i

less than 10 Scale 1 : 6,000^000-.j;

* Based bn Population Map of Kenya prepared by The Department of Geography, 
/.Ptalvets^y Copegei
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KM:- ^POPUUTiON;by MCE and distinct I962TABLEM-• "
-

Land Area 
(Thousand “ Density per 
SQ* milesT- sq. mile

Population
Province or i (Thousand ^Percentage Composition 
District persohsT African Asian :European

62.9 ;28.2 '8^9

9?»^: >.5 .0.1

99.2 0.5 ^0*3
-10,^ - ..^

99*7 0.2 , 04

6.5, , 1-0

Nairobi 1*387313 2..
Nyaiiza

Central

3,012 

1,925■

1,01>

11*0 272

174 T.11,0

7WK “ orRift
. i

32.8 '.ySouthern 31

Coast 7,28 25.9 2892.5
126.8m 0.199.9 5

Tbtali./' -225.08,634 0.6 .38,2.197.3

Data from, Keni^ , Ministry of finance and Economic Plannihg, 
Gnomics- and Statlatifes IM.vision.l4£BayaMPopniation Census. 1962 and 
ibid.. Statistical Abstract. 1963.

a/ Excluding people in transit.

,#*■
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Map ^ ■ KENYA, ADMINISajRATiVE AREAS / I960*-.w.-

*

lake 1

Rudolf
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* Marsa'bit4

Wajir *

'^RDT
VAIilEY
PROVINCE

NORTHERN PROVINCE

\

EldbretHYANZA
PROV. f'PROV

lOsu Nakuipu
snya‘4t.

•1

l^erl Garisaa

Nairobi Kitui

Maehakos

SOUTHERN PROVINCE COAST
PROVINCE

[Cfl?
^5

/. -
Scale; Approx. 1 : 5,375,000

Mombasa's
V.S..,

i

* Based bn Kenya,.ifee T^^ EconBmics and'Statistics Division,
Statistical Abstract .1961. n. 3.
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sett^d proid^s, thd Qentral mid N^za Provinpe3» sxip- 

ppr* over-50 percent of tte popiia^ yet include only 10 percent of . 

the land area. Ip' contrasty the Norths^ Province which covers more 

than 50 percent of Kenya's land-area includes only seven percent of the 

.population.. < .

, . . When the laet population census was taken in I962 there-were 8.6

millioii pebple in Kenya. Ninety^-seven percent of the population were 

, Africans, theJcaaaining .three percent being either E^peans or Asians 

(Table 1) . largely as a result of inprovements in tt^cal faoiliMes,
' . 4 . !■ ■ . ■ ■■

the population is increasing at an annual rate of^abput three percent. ... 

The ejcact rate is unknown for the majority of births and deaths are not

registered.' The estimate of tlffee percent was obtained by comparing
.. . . ^

the two most recent censuses (19^8 and.1962) and from data obtained

from sample eenauees (2,..pp. . 51-53) •
■ • ' ' \ , ■ \ 

The African people of Kenya fall into four broad ethnic groups -i.

the Bantu,■Nilotic, Nilo-Hamitic,. and Hamitic.people.. Usually there

are several distinct tribes within each of these major ethnic groups.

The 1962 Kenya population census separates a total of hO different

tribes, al'though some autijordties-prefer to subdivide more than this

(2» P» 2): Each of’the four major ethnic groups speaks a distitiot

language

different but related languages

different tribes is difficult, -Swahili, a language originating from the 

Kenya CJoast, has become the lingua franca. However, Swahili is not 

spoken by^everyone, especially in the remote areas. Both English and 

Swahili- are vised as officiiL J.angiiage8«

V

V

mtl^ each ethnic group the ^ferent tribes usually speak

As oomnn^cation between people of

■/
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- a natural entity. Its'boundaries were fixed by the

former colgnial pouers, often to a very arbitrary fashion. Sometimes 

the arbitrary, nature of the ^undaries leads to tension, especially as 

m^y. of them do not coincide with the natural ethnic regions. For example, 

the. Somali people to the North East of Kenya are engaged at present in 

a terrorist movement, for they want to secede from Kenya and join the 

Somali-Republic. ' '
■ - ■ ■ , V .

When the British first arriv^ to Kenya at end of the. nineteenth 

■' wnt^y’^th^ iis alBo^S ecbiiomy; inter-tribai Warfare was ;ccmr ^

mon, as was slave-trading. Partly to try to prevent fighting between . 

different tribes, each major tribe was, allocated a tribal reserve to 

■ ^ioh its peppie were more or less confined. . The major tribal areas 

are. shown to Ifep 5 which also shows the major ethnic regions of . Beiya,

The reserves-which were allotted to the dtfferent-tribes ware normally 

the areas .that-these tribes happened to be occupying at the time when 

the tribal boundaries were fixed early to this century. Subsequently 

it became apparent that the.areas which were given- to the different 

'tribes bora little relation to their future land needs. As the popula- 

'tion continued to grow some.tribal reserves "began to suffer from extreme 

population pressure while other tribes continued to possess ample land.

In addition to the land which was allocated to Africans an area of 

about 12,000. square miles of apparently unpcoui3ied land was reserved 

for European use. In allppating this land tp European settlers it was,, 

hoped that the Europeans, in developing a commeroiai agriculture, would

/

.-V

inaksuse of the;^r^ bean-:Constructed from the Kenya Coast
• >

to Uganda . This would help to make the railway a cemeroially viable 

entarpri.se,'
• rT

: V-



Map^.5.' ■ KENYA, THE MAJOR EPHNOGRAPHlC AND TRIBAL AREAS*
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; " European in 1902^ the l^ge-soale Enro-

; ^eah farms; andvplantatldaCK^ in agrieultwe^s:mari£et
- seotor., Similarly, .the non^agricuitura'^.^sector of- the^-mbnetary- economy 

has been operated primai^ly by Europeans and Asians. Thus a dual economy 

has .developed in Kenya; a small proportion of the population is engaged ' 

in'the rolatively productive la,rgb-seale farming, oqmierci^ and industrial 

isactors, wldle the majority of the population- continues to depend on 

.....subsistence agriculture.' • . -
V .

The ■Eeon'ai.v

fepya is still, a pr^ominantly a^qultural country. Probably
■.-r----.- • ->*

■'more than 75 pei^ent of the population aro directly depraident on agri

culture. The exact proportibn is untoiotm, for, in particular, there'are 

insUfficienf statistics "ntmilable on the amount'of non-agrioulttiral em-
......................-Sf"'.'’!:'............................................................ ■" .................... .................... ■ .................. .......................v-r..--.

plbymeht outside of the major centres. An approximate-calcula-tibn may 

be made as^foilOws. ■ In 1965 tha total population of Kenya was 9*365,000, 

of wiim 384,000 people were Employed in the non-agricultural sector 

(ib RP» 9, 122)i If it-is assumed that eaph one of those employed sup- 

vpoiHis 4.3 people (the average ratio of the total population to the number 

Of adult males)., then 1,652,000 people are sup^rted by the non-agricultural 

sector (2>;p. 6);* ^Thisis-about 18.percent of the total population. 

Ppissibly undarooverage bf non-a^cultxiral onployment in the national

on the non-.

agricultural seotor. However, even allowing for this underooverage, v 

it seems likely that at least 75 percrat of the population depend on,

non-agricultural anployment is directly as- 

spciated wiii agrieul^ either in marketing, transporting or processing•;
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agricultural products. As no substantial mineral deposits have been found .. 

•in Kenya, mining is an unimportant sector of the economy. There is no 

heai^ industry although light-industriesi-iauoh as processing wsdl, cotton, , 

leather, etc., are. becojdng increasingly impqrt.ant. The tourist industry ' 

widch relies primarily on Kenya's magnificent wildlife resources is an 

important and rapidly growing industry.

The compositton of Ifeny^^s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for the'

1965 is shown, in Qhart ' Of the fbur sectors shown in

_ChartJt, -about._45_peroent of jQDP is produced, by. private^ sector_commeroB. .

and industry* This is slightly more than the total contribution of com

mercial agidoulture and subsiatenee agriculture combined, which togetter 

account for about 40 percent of GDP. Of the 40 percent of GDP which 

comes from the agricultural sector, about 60 percent is produced from 

'subsistence agriculture, the balance from couBieroial agrieulture. The 

rj^ainlng sector, the public sector, produces about ten percent of fflJP.

The .value of GDP increased fairly steadily throughout the period 

from 1956 to 1965. During this time the relative contributions of the 

fpiar sectors.shown in Chart 1 have remained much the same, except for a

j

years 1956 to

-f- slight-swing towards the public sector. Probably the latter item results 

from the fact that goyernment saiaid.es have increased more than other 

salaries during' this period. While the value of (2)P increased frean 1956 

I V to 1965, average;real>per capita incomes durtog this period remained
\

fairly static-a-lpabout ^30-i)er annnmT^Table-2)',

•^-^—^i/^Grbss^mestio, Product is Shown rather than Gross Na-tiohal 
Preduct (GaiP); (^, is not calcnlatdd in; Kenya because the^ statistics 
on ihedne transfers between Kenya .’and the rest-Of the world are incom- 
j>leteV{ia3P:is cale^^ted^^a^ not at Market Prices. •'v

•4.-;
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X k£my^^ :coi^iiioif of gross b^iktic produot; 1^56-1965*Chart i

*-• :

1956

J.

1957

,1958 V '.

1959
..’iilEC

19M

196i

.1
.. 51962

.i'. '!T^1963 I./■

.i'
*v

■V
19^.

-■i

SMBSISTEWce vcdMffjr/fcMt - T’RTv'flTe coliiMeflcifli. aw
flORlcmTuRg ^ K/eicvLTutlt ~ /A'6usTK(flt. ggejroB

FUBuic.
SEc-ToB

i
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-r y.
2605oo 300r-:

■:

* Ra,sed.6ri data from Kenya, Ministry of Economic Planning and
^ Ifeveldpmenb i-Statistics 1^ Statistical Ahstractv0966.
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TABLE ?., r KEAL PER CAPm.\ra 195^:^1:985*

Product i/ Living S/ I965 Prices PopUlationS/
(£ million) Index ; (£ rnmion) , (ThoU^ds)

•Real Per Capita 
Ihoome

Tear,,

1954' 19345
1957 ^5^17 288

1958 ;?G8.iO

2l4o79 296
—-4960^^ -: _:;:225;ii5l,,:.:_   ;>q?

1961 22i<^,7P

■1962;' '244.09

..1963' ' 25^.09

281^32 

287i64

279 :2^,00 7r209

241*68 7:7,iQ2

244.23

'250.34. : 7,880

- V 26l.a3_ _., : 1 8,115 ...

8,352 3041

8,595 30.47

8,847 31.22

9,104

338 287.64 9,385

32.46 

32.52"- 

7,652 31.92

31.77

288

1959

254.00 

313 261^1 •

276.24

299

317 ■

1964 324 293.47 32.24

30.71”1965

£ * Data. fra^ K^njra, Ministry of E^^
Statistics Ldvision. Statistical Abstract. 1966 and ibid.. 1965. heal 
pe? capita incOT^^ defined here as Gross Ddmestic Product, at Factor 
Cost, iii 1965 prices, divided by population.

t ■ a/ -The 1965 figure is provisional.

^ The Cost of living Index is the only index available with which 
to adjust the national income data for price changes. Ifafortunately,

_ it is not a ve^rsuitable'ind^ for it is based on the patterns of 
■ sumption of ̂ Eiffopeih’civil servants. Ifenoe’the ^gures in.the table 

jmiSt;:be regard^ as ;ai»proximations^^o^ '

■ 1962 census. It is
. assumed that the African population has changed, at an average annual ., 

iite of 3.0 ii perdent, and the Asian population at a rate oT 2.5 percent 
a year. The actual numbers of Brropeans are known exactly for each year.

con-

i

A.', *■.:. . . . .
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From. Chart i it might appear that fenya'i^^ relatively highly cdm-
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , “i- , ■■■■. ■ . ■

:_;:mer,Qia!ize|^.r^tjy:.’

K

The apparently Mgh proportion of GDP 

- which conies from the conmercial snd-ihdustrtal sectors is a result of 

both roal and •statistical'. Tin output ot oo-aroa 

" and lhdust%- are relatively easy to meagre, whereas that from subsistence 

agrioult^e is not a There is little doubt that; the value of subsistence 

agriculture is undefestiaated in the national accounts.2/ However, 

produetivity.is genuinely higher in the non-agricultural and.ooBmercial

-t-agtiCultnral--s,ectors,- partlylb®oause:_of the. Mgber capital-labor ____

An indication of • the disparity in income':levels between

It is not.:

If".!-"

v

IV .1* .

in those sectors^

the coitni^cial and subsistenoe seotprs ren bg obtained from the national

accounts, although no detailed income distHbutidn stSSstios arB avall- 

.ableV. In the period between 1956 and 1965 about 75 percent of the total 

^ derived from theoommefcial sectors of the eoonomys which together

^ -W less than 30 percent of the popraatibn. In contrast, the

suhsistence sector product only about 25 percent of CffiP but. occupied 

a^out 70 percent of_the population. While these figures are only ap

proximations, they do give an indication of the dual nature of the economy'

External Trade

' Kenya, like most low^lncome countries, depends largely on imports 

to^obtain its" manufactured gopds and exports agricultural goods to obtain 

foreign exchange. " The’composition; of Kenyans exports-to countries, out-: ^ 

■side of lost Africa is shown in Table 3. Most of these exports consist

r . ^ c*fo 15) for a description Of how'the national accounts are cal-
ctllated, 1^ of-the relcuiations, e for subsistence agSibuIture,
are based on bold"assumptions^

« : r
: •
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I^EE 3. KMIA:-^0RTS DIJTSIDK OF 1956-1965* " :

■" (muiona of t E.Ai) V

1956'1957 1958 J959 i960 1961 1962 1963 W 1965■ ■ ' -

Coffee ■. 13,7 10.8 lO.ii 10.6 10.3; 10.6 10.6 11.0 15.1)- 14.1 

2.6 2.9 3.2 3.6 4.4 4,0 5.2 5.7 6.1 6.1

2.1 2.1 2.2 3.5, .4*6 4.2. 4.3 7*5 6.0 v 3.9

1.2 lil 1.8 2.2 3..O 3.1 3.‘2 3,0 2.5 2.2

Tea

Sisal

Pyrethrum

Wattle 1.5 *1.5 1.0 1.0 0,7 0.9 0.9 0.8 '1-.~1 - 0,8 .

1,2 1.5 1.0 1.6 .1.8 1.6 1.4 1.2 ' 1.3 1.8

0.2 0.4 1.2 '’2;0 1,8 2.3 2,8 2.6 2.2 2.5

0.6 0.5 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.9 0.8 0.8 0,3

o79 . 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.8 0,6 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.7

Hides & skins v

Meat

Butter

Gotten

l&ize 0,1 0.5 1.9 1.1 0.2 1.0 1.6

Canned fruit 0.8 0,6. 0.6 0,5 0.4 ,0.4 0.7 0,8 0.9 0.8

Sodium Carbonate I.5 1,4 1.2 1.7 1.3 1.6 1.2 1,2 0.7 0,8

0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 3.0 5.6

2.6 . 2.7 3.4 4.1 5.0 5.0 4.8 6.6- 6.5 7.6

, Cement & Petroleum - 

.Other
f

‘ Total 29.0 26,4 29.3 33.3 35.2 35.3 37.9 43.8 47.1 47.2

* Data from Kenya, Ministry of Eoottomio Planning and Development, 
Statistics Divi^on; Statistical Abstract. 1966. page 27.

S
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of agricu^itirai^I^^ About 60 percent of total exports come from ■:

four products; coffee, tea, Isisal, .^d pyrethmn.-Coffee i-s the single 

most imi^riant export, acoounling for about 36 percent of the -total, value
V ■ -r

lEecentljr some noh-agidLoultural exports, especially cementof exports.
aid refined-petrolepmj have become more important.^

In addition to ’ exporting to cpuntoies outside of East Africa, Keh^~ 

exports to the other Best Afilohn countries,' Uganda and fanzahiaji/ Today 

this trade has ihcre.asad to such ah extent that Kepi's exports to the 

rest: of-East Africa are worth almost half as much as her exports outside. ^

'V. .

of East Africai -Ten years ago this trade was vary small. Slightly .less, 

than half of the exports to Uganda and;Tanaania consist of agrioiaturai 

:fTOduots'. mostly'piBducts that can best be grown ■ at high

altitude* such as wheat, vegetables, and milk,.for Kenya has an advantage 

over Tanaania and Uganda, in the production of these products. Mere than 

half of these local eppprbs cohsiet of manufactured goodsi These are 

the produdts Of a diverse collection of light industries, including various 

consumer goods, cement, and refined petroleum (l, pp. tO-43).

Imports from outside of East Africa.consist mostly of manufactured
■ .-V ' • , ^

goods; only about ten percent of the total is accounted for by agricultural 

products,'the most important being wheat, vegetable oils, sugar, maize,

• rice, and dried mil^ Most of these Rro.ducts could be produced locally. 

Some'of them are imported because the imported product is of Wgher quality

%

3i/--All of the crude petroleum is imported. No oil has been dis
covered in Kenya so far. ^

4/ Tanzania was, ruatil r^oent^ two separate countries,; Tanganyika 
and Zanzibar. In most of the statistical referehpes quoted in this thesis 
the original names are :ua^.L .: '

* .

-C--
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than the locally prodtfced ,alternative. In addition to importing son® 

food produots, Keiijra imports certain processed raw materials, notably

cotton cloth and paper. Benya hopes to be able to produce most of these .-'

. ' materials: ijiternally-in the

Jtoports from. Uganda and Tanzania consist of agricultural products 

and manufaotiired goods in about equal proportions, The largest items

are su^r and-^ootton cloth, both from Uganda (1, PP* 44-^5)-

Kenya has.had_a persiatently unfavorable balance of trade with 
■

. countries outside .of:-East-Africa.^_Racently..Kenyalhas_developed a very ' ' 

favorable trade balance with the other East African countries but this 

• -7'has:beem^ to eliminate the oyepall tradOldemit (^le 4).

No statistics for Kenya's balance of payments were available before 1963.

V

I^nya has^not explrtenjed a baianqe--of payments deficit in _any of the ...

Powever, this has been pos-years' for which statistips are available,

-sible-ohlY-b&Ca.U3a:.&nya has been receiving considerable assistance from

overseas governments (4, p. II3). While there is'considerable uncertainty 

about possible future changes in the balance of payments, Kenya expects 

to: incur a substantial payments deficit ^7 ^970 p. 96).
•>' v

East African Co-operation

For many, years there has been'a-high degree of co-operation among

Several important services are operatedthe three %st African countries 

Vbn an^East African basis under the control of t& East African Gommbn

Serrtces Organization. These include the railways and airways,, the -postal

Untilservices, income tax and some Statistical and research services.

under the control

: of the fest African Currency Board. Hoimer, all throe countries now
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: L:;hav^sep^ate; . The ppss^ii^jr-df^ JOTiing-an-^st . African

Ste^era^on has been tira subject, of almost contini^ns discussion. Howevei** 

there' seems to be -little prospect that a Pbderation wili .be formed lidthin 

.. the near future.

^nploTOent

The majority of Kenya*s labor force is employed in subsistence agri

culture. Perhaps 25 jSercent of the labor; force is employed as wage earn- 

ing labor, although the o^t proportion is unknown. In 1965 the total 

known employaent-outside of subsistence agricultvire'was 594,000 people. 

The large-scale agricultural sector employed 210,g00,.people, tte private, 

oonshercial and industrial sector 206,000 people and the public sector 

174,000 people. While the statistics on employment are reasonably satis

factory,'- there" are no usable statistics for the level of un^ployment. 

Hswevep, unemployment, ‘especially in urban areas, and xuideremployment in 

the agricultural sector are known to be severe problems. These problems 

have been aggravated by the political uncertainty which occurred during 

the period of Kenya’s transition to independence. During this period 

there was a large decline in-the annual level of capital investment, 

especially after I96I. This trend in capital investment was followed 

. closely by a decline.in the level of employment. While the levels of 

capital ^vestment and employment began to increase again in the mid- 

1960>s, both capital investment and employment were lower in 1965 tl^

“ in i960. period, of falling employment, the population has

conti.nued to grow at about three percent each year. Thus, unemployment 

is a severe problem (4, pp, 9, 112, 122).

? -
■""i.'v
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The Agricttltiiral Sector

lessthan ten percent oi the land area’o£' fo^ reives an average ‘

•'ahnnai o%35 P* B). Intensive agriculture

is possible only in this ligh rainfall zone. While crops can be grown 

in a^as'where the annual rainfall is slightly less tlan 35 inches,

■ cropping is unreliable in these .areas-, especial;^ if they are at ths 

lower altitudes whS^ eVhpcratibn is much higher; Atent onei^f^tb of 

the: high rainfall land (35 ihches or more) is found in the **3?ihito High-

...... lands;*? the remaining- four-fifths being^in-the African reserves (ihppendix

I, Tabid I).

in the .African Areas was devoted alinost en

tirely to siibsistanoe agricultnre, either mixed cropping and livestock , .

- fari^LngJto the areas, or nomadic pastoralism in the arid

areas. Tto large-scale farms in the "WM-te Hlghlanda*' were the major 

source of mrksted agricultural production, either food CRSps' for the 

local, market, or; in the case of exports, mostly the products,of planta- 

—1 -tion-agrioultura.— The-proportlon-of .marketed agricultural production 

, coming from the large and, small-scale'farms is shown in-Table 5. Recently 

’ the small-scale farms have produced a higher proportion of marketed 

.. agMoultural^production, although in I965 the large-sc^e farms still 

produced:almost' thPee-quarters of the total marketed agricultural 
- productibni^

i.

V .

/

increased, production on the saalt-scale farms
the traditional

"v smali-sdale farming areas, part of increase results froia the fact 
- that, beginning in I96I; some of the large-scale farms have been split 

' up inte small-scale farms .as a, result of,the..AfriQan, setWement aolmea.
t".’

>
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: ZTABIfi-S.i^G^SSi-V^ ^RDDOCTIONi v
1956-1965* .

^Millions of^ i E.A.)r ________________ Percentage;
Small Share of tb®"-'

■ - Fann SectopS/ Stoll Fam Sector .
• V Large,:,/ '

' Farm SectorYear

1956

' 1957 ■

52*6 

32.^ ;

■ 5.9 • 

6*9

15.3
.17.6

18.51958 33»^ :7.6 ^ V : ..»■*! r.

1959’ ; • 8.b33.9 -1?.? „ 

20,1.I960 37^7 9.5

1961 22.6■. :l0i.b35.?
1962 57*1 10.5 22.1 .

1963 bo.9 .11,6 22.1

•. 42.0 24.9, 13.9

36.9 14.5 28.2

* Data from Kenya, Mnistry of Economic Planning’and DeveloEment,
: —— StatiBtioah^a^aionfc—EeentolJc^^^Sur?gy^l966^^ige^8«^—_—----- /Ilj------

a/ The figures for a^cultural production from the small-scale 
, - farms inolnde pnlyr produce sold Outside of the producing area. Hence 

i^tal maike-ted produclior Oy these farms-ts-greater ."than these-/figures- ■ 
show. The ahoT)©. a probably also be slightly underes-timated
through poor statistical coverage. It is possible that some of the 
increase shown;in. the table results from an improving statistical 
coverage* : asw^er,. the major products sold outside of the African 
areasi coffee, and tea, are sold through centralized

,.„i::/ag;enQies r^ehikeep: accurate ^ r^

z i/b/ Provisional figures.

'•i' -■
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•B^OT^v^crat 1950 tbs #veOTnt*s^^e to develop African ':;:
- ••>..■■■;

agriculture mqtq often half-hearted, ftbst of the -attention alas concen- ,
i--farxiis.^ VMle the leibnstrAtioh'e of the

European farms was undoubtedly_J3eneficial to African farmers, the. inter- 

ests of .the European settlers sometimes conflicted with those of the 

Africans. For example, until the early nineteen fifties Africans were. 

not allowed to grow cbffee; the Europeah settlers had been able to: per

suade the Government that if Africans were allowed to.'^ow coffee t^hey
V .

would l^oduce low quality coffee whicb would spoil the high rep^utatidn

of -I^ya*s coffee ohiihe*World market. Tte moat significant Change .in 

■ lgovernment_policy-^onrnMJ4iJ-95^-with4ihe..j>flhl4aai^c!it^of^the_so^

SW^erton Pian ilB). Following the adoption of this plan substantial- , 

development took place in the African areas of fenya, especially in the 

Jtor^ fa-TOred areas such^.a Kikuyu Reserve. Usually this develbimient

•took the form of consolidation of fragmented holdings, registration of 

freehold title deeds, introduction of .high value cash earning farm 

-prodhctsj-rsuch as-oolfee,-tea,-pyrethrum.nnd high grade dairy cattle,

... H. .

»

and a considerable expansion of the agrlciLLtural credit and extension 

consblidatibn'and tite registration of’'freVhbld ’tTtle
•t

programs.

deeds wah seen as the key to the successful development of these areas, 

for it was onljr when this process had been completed that the other de- 

veloiments could take place. From the beginning.,of the consolidation 

ato registration,scheme up to 1965 about 1.6 million acres of land were 

consolidated and the title deeds issued (2, p. 353)* .During this same

>.■

-the introduction of (2).

■■4
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: 7■j^r3^3;sales-from^^te'Afri fa^ inor^sed threefejol (Table 5)* " While

:it is ^ tlis increased productivity stews

:'.; :';f:i5.C the^^:^f^^ the; fams were' consolidate, it is';felt that-

' landrconsolidatton-TOs an important factor. Thus land consolidation 

remans a major component of government plans for developing African 

fanning. Pi 127) . f .... ....^ -

_
The" Large-Scale Farming Areas V .

____ In i960 there%ere 3,609 large-scale farms in Kenya. Apart from 4? '

■farms along the coast and a few Asian operated^ sugar estates in the hig'hr- 

lands, all thesd farins were located in the "T^te aghlands" (2, P* 3)*

The aveiSge^ze of these farms was 2,ife^icresi although ttSTmedian farBr"

. size was Ptt (2, PP* 5) * This skewed distidbution of farm

size is aforetioh of the fact that many of the fanns.in the "Vftiite 

Highlands“are located in dry areas where the dominant system of farming 

is based oh large-scale oattle ranches. European.faiuns in the high 

rainfan areas are copmionly less than 1,000 acres in extent. On the .. 

better land in the hi^ rainfall areas there are two main types of farm:

.. first, there are plantations growing coffee or_,taai and_ge&QBd^-there-are- - - _

mixed farms produoi^ maize, wheat, pyrethrum.and milk as their major 

products. The other major product is sisal. While this can be grown 

on good land In‘high rainfall areas, usually it is grown in low rainfall 

areas where other more valuable crops cannot be grown. Although the- 

large-scale farms can be separated into mixed farms, plantations and 

i^olajs,! this‘distinctto always clear-out. _ For example, many,

coffee estates also grow maize and keep dairy oattle, some mixed arable 

ar^ dairy farms have a small acreage coffee or-ev&i tea, aod some

*

■V,
'■ -f
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rapclies, grow a smiLl mount of arabl^ crops. In addition‘to the i&jor 

products mentioned so far the large-rspale farm^pi^uce a variety of 

otter f^m products:., The si's wattle, barleyj potatoes,

yegptabi^sy sheep, pigs, and poultry.,, Tte, value of the sales of these 

‘products from the large-acale farms in shown in Aj^andix Table II.

The anall-Scale Farming Areas -

3ji-the-old'African reseiyes or qmall-scale farming-areas, as they 

are now oallid, there are estimated to be about 950,000 small-scale 

farms. Tte-jayerage-si^o-of -faiui is about ten acres,* although this varies ,

widely from one cdstrlot to another and within districts (j^ p. 1?).

tl?eii'":rara3ia=r'fdffiKr in-tm-hdgff*f^
Victoria", .around the Nairobi/Mpunt Kenya area or along the coast. ^ Much 

of the rest of the country is arid and'is sparsely inhabited by nomadic 

■pa:storalista.

* »
(r • ^

e •

Almost all.of the small-scale farms concentrate on the production 

of subsistence crops, notably maize. Ifeny other subsistence, crops, such 

as millets, sweet potatoes, cassava, various vegetables and beans are 

, grojm, although.maize is usually the dominant crop. In most areas, ex

cept those where "popxilation pressure is extremely high, livestock, either 

cattle, sheep, or goats, are kept as well. Most of these livestock are 

indigenous typed although high grade dairy cattle are now being kept by 

an increasing proi^rtion of the small-scale African farmers. Since the 

implementation of the Swynnerton Tlan ^ 195^ some of the African farming 

arehs have developed vOJ^^^ ra For example, the'^kuyu, Kipsigis

and Bisil areas, ■vdiere land consolidation has-taken place,, are probably. 

some of the most productive, sm£Ll-soale farms in sub-Saharan Africa.

%
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These small-scale farms sell a variety of agricultural, products.

.is the most important cTOp, although maize, dairy products, sisal, cotton, 

. and pyrethrum are soid'in substantial amounts’from the. batter small-soale 

farming areas (Appendix Table .m). Kenya can pell only a limi ted 

amount of coffee under the International Ctoffee Agreement and' she,expects 

to have a substeijrial coffee surplus, in the next few'years. There has 

been-a:great--deai-of-new:“eoffee-Tplanted is the last few-years- and this .

, coffee is now coming into. pit)duotioh (g, p. I76). -Thus Kenya'hes been . 

obliged to prohibit all new coffee planting. This has been a major blow, 

especiriiy .tP mar^ small-sori^ fanners. ' It is espepted that tea wi.ll b® ' 

planted eriensively.in the next few years and this will help to overcome 

the problem created by the coffee surplus. While a number-of other 

countries .are ,also increasing tea .production, it is hoped that this in- . 

creased p^duotion will not affect world tea prices adversely.

In contrast to the rapidly developing small farming areas Such as 

the Kikuyu, Kipsigisit and Klsii areas, many of the African areas.^have 

. .progressed very little from the basic pattern of traditional subsistence 

agiioulture. This is especially true of the heavily settled areas close

Coffee

■V.' .

to lake Victoria, in the Kamba area and along the coast. The majority 

of tte'pastoral areas have shown alinOst no improvement. In fact, soil 

: -erosion is so severe in some of these areas that total production may 

have declined in,recent years. This is speculation, however, for there 

V are ho rriiable statistics bn the volume of subsistence production either - 

in tiki small-scale farming areas or in the pastoral districts.

;.,i^:^- .Tha -A^can faraing. areas- bhus-present a' very 'diverse picture i 

Sigthtfioaht developmeht has taken place in some areas, but hot in others.

■ V-.. i
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Possibly betirera ,two-thir and three-qxiarters of the rural population 

live.in areas where little development his occurred.

The ■ Role of Agriculture iii Economic Development

Because .of the' rapid rate of population growth and the limited avail- 

. ability of agricultural land' it is desirable that Kenya should develop

This -would help to-overcome the tremendous

'V

■ its nori-agriculttural sector, 

problem; tha-t ; Kenya has at with urban unem^p^ent

Kenya can develop its npn-agrioUltural sector only if, among other things, 

enough capital and enough skilled manpower are available. While it is

However,

.
difficult ^ make pradiptidns oh the basis^of presentr-trends,- , 

it would seem that shortages of capital and skilled m^power will prevent 

rapid non^agriqul-toral growth in Kenya. It has been estimated that the 

rural .population will be-about 70 jjeroent hi^er in: 1980 than it was in 

^9^2 (llj p. 7), This ineraasing population'pressure on the.land will

necessitate extending the area of cultivation to poorer quality land and 

raising yields on the land already being farmed. As the majority of the 

population will continue to depend on agriculture, development of rural 

^ . , ^resources will be..a-Jcey.issua.J.n,_determl^^ the course of economic 

progress, in. Kenya. • • ’ '

- mthin agriculture there are many alternative ways of trying to
bring.about develppmerit. In this thhsis the dis<mrs3ldn“i^cdhlihed to“'....

t&ae alternatives that involve the transfer of European owned land to 

AfiiPans. jT^ been done,^ not ^because itfrican^ settlement’on Europe^ 

theild^l.::fenttj3f; because African settle-

meiit is politically desirable and .therefore it appears -to be legitimate 

C’eo restrict-pie disbusribh to

■.'N,

7^--....
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LMd Availability; '^The Heed for African Settlement
in the -"White rnghlaads” .

, any pna - t^b^ area lard 'can ch^e lands th^ normal

’ . market ctennels, if it is,individually;owied. Normally'land cannot be 

purchased in one tribal area by a person from a different tribe. Hence 

there is relatively abundant ^od land in some tritel areas whereas it 

is very scarce In others,., for the tiibal boundaries were fixed more by 

right of conquest than by the needs of the people for land.

. It is difficult to obtain, reliable information on the availability 

of .the different grades of agricultural land in Kenya'. However, the 

-dif-feienoBS-between tribal areas are so gr-eatjthat_.even an approriiaation 

is valuable. This has been done in Table 6. Hhe most noticeable feature 

is the relative abundance of good land in the European areas and in the 

Masai reserve and a few of the African areas in the RLft Valley Province. 

In contrast the. people in the Northern Province have no good land what“ 

soever, the Kamba have“very little, while.there are moderate amounts 

in the Coastal, Central, and Nyanza Provinces. However, roost areas have 

relatively abundant acreages of poor grade land.

The Norttem Provinoe is quite distinct from the other Provinces 

except in a few places where it adjoins them. It is a vast-arid area 

which supports a small population of nomadic pastoralists'. Even though 

^ the population density is extremely low much of the land is overstocked 

and famines oeour. periodically. It will be tU.fficult ix) develop this 

land without usihg the irrigation potential t^t exists in a few areas. 

There lave bean instances where it has been.shown that substantial in-

V .

creases oyer the original carrying capacity can be obtained simply by.

removing the livestock for a.brief period so that native species of grass ‘
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TABLE 6. KEN2A; lASD AVAILABILITY PER AGEtGDLTORAL HOLDING
BY DISTRICT,, 1960-1962*

(Acres)

■i

/

■. I

Land• T y.p e. of
PoorHigh Medium

Potential Potential Potential Ranching Total
Low

District

516*0 2,163.6■ . European Areas 775.6 ^ 871,9

V .
African J^eas

8.1 56.5 102.3Masai District 

Rift Vall^ Province . 

-Goastr Prcrvihce 

Nyaiiaa Province 

. , Central ^vinoe 

Kamba District 

Northern Province

63.0 229.9

18.4 91.19.337 iO

18.8, .1^^^^^ I49»i~-11»1. 12.2

9.4 12.93.5

6.4 14.54.9 3.2 i©
is59.420.817*3 19.22,2
IE

,585.60.6 585.10.1
t

V

IA'
115.49.8 . 83.9.10.1Total 11.7.

;

-i♦Based oh Appendix I, Table I, the footnote of \diich describes the 
method of calculation and the method of land .classification.

- ■>
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EiT?^6stock then can be under controlled cdndi-can develop

tions. However^ as might be e;i(pe.cted in an area where the land is com

munally owned, grazing schemes have not been successful for the people
%•

.will not co-operate:in, controlling the grazing. Many people feel that,
. \

especially in the very dry areas, this-poor qua,lity arid land could be 

used better for ranching wild game animals. Apparently the wild game

animals are able to manage with less water than doroastic Stock,- produce
. . .  :. . . . " ■- • . 7/ '
more meat per acre, and do not cause such severe erosion. .

While the average amount of high potential land per farm, is much 

larger in the Eixropean areas than in any of the African areas, the European 

L farm8_AlPmi$la force while the ./tfrloap .farms .support few

in i960, for example, the average areapeople apart from their owners, 

of land of all grades per farm worker was only 28 acres for' the European

areas taken as'a whole. Howwer, in the principal mixed farming areas- 

of the ^White aghlands," the only areas which are really suitable for 

African'settlement, the average area of land per worker was about 35

Only about 65 percent of these workers were adult, males (g, PP* '<•5- 

46)i Thus, the mixed farming areas of the "White Highlands," which con- 

- sist largely of high potential land, apparently supported one adult male 

worker (rouighly one family) on each 5^ acres of land, fable 6 shows 

that the Masai M-strict was the only African district where the high . 

potential land was-less densely settled than the mixed farming land in 

the "White Highlands." In'addition, of course, the tesai District is 

devoted to a type of agrioiature which produces almost .no majl-ket surplus^. 

Thus, economic reasoning alone would suggest that gains from developing
■ t

acres.

;2/ a good review of th^ subject see (12).
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the I^sai iastri-ct teora'-lntsnslveiy-^tiid probaFly-b^^^^^

: - derived from transferring European farms in the "White . Highlands" into

. African settlement schemes.^ ,

If the high potential land in Masai Distiilot were to be settled at 

the same dansity as the present "Million Acre SettlCTent Scheme"-in the- 

"White HtghlMds," the number of'people that could be absorbed’Ti"ibou-r" 

equal to those that could be settled on all of the miyed -farming land in 

the "White Ifi.ghlands." The small-scale farms which comprise the :^esent 

"fttllioh Acre Settlement Scheme" have an average size of about 3O'Acres 

(if p. 358). Thus, as the former European farms in the mixed farming - 

’ : areae buppc^ed one fanMly^^'O^^ 5h acres of land, the process of ■

V- .

- • -• 'i*.
^rioan settloment should increase the population density by about 80 

percent If the smali-soale farms were to support some hired laborers 

in addition to their owners, the effect on population density'would be 

somewhat greater. Hswever, this possibility will be neglected primarily 

because most of the African settlement schemes are high-^ensity schemes '

which do not appear to support many people apart from their owners.

For the present "Million Acre Settlement Scheme" the 80 percent in- 

‘ crease in -the number of families supported represents about It,000

If all of the 3.4 million acres Of mixed farming land in thefamilies.

8/ This was the attitude of the Ckilonial Government, at least until .. 
Inmediately prior -to independence. This is illustratod by the following 
quotation from a repbi^ made by Sir Philip Mitchell when he was Governor 
of Kenya in 1951 (12, P^ 6):

"And, t^rdly, of land properly'farmed by
man' in'drder to hand it over far destraca.on by others irould be not 
only ^ act of gross and indefensible'in justice but of egregious 
folly. If it were not thgt one parly is white and the other black 
im) oneiw3uid;:suggest such a- soiiitipns: unles5"Of::C^ 
held in very large areas and were not properly-used. But by that 
criterion e:q)roprdation would begin .with ;the Hasai “

one

>

-If
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'•Writo -IELghlands'l were-settled on 'a “sindlar basis, this-mixed jfarmljig 

• land would^pRort a total of 110,000 famii'es, roughly 50,000 more famil

ies than was the case when'this land was operated by European farmers. 

However, thia figure would have to be reduced by about 10,000 families 

if the mix^ farmingjand in the former "White Highlands" which is pres

ently owned by African large-scale farmers was excluded from the oalcula- 

Uon. Thus if all ot the mixed farming land in the forifler "White High^ . 

lands," apart from that presently.operated by African large-scale farmers, 

were settled with Africans on 30 acre farms, the "White Highlands" .could 

support about ^,000 more families than were supported by the European

farms in these areas* ,

The data which are presented, in Table I, Appendix I, suggest that 

if the high potential land in the Masai District were to support One 

family on every 30 acres, this high potential land- co\ild support about 

45,000 more families than the present total number of familios in Masai 

■District, thus Masai-District alone could support as many extra families 

■ as all of the mixed fanning land in the "White-aghlands." , , .

In 1962 the adult male population of Kenya was about two million 

If it is assumed that this group of people is increasing in 

size at the same rate as the -total population, three percent per annum, 

-and that-these people comprise the labor force, then the number of workers 

is increasing,t<y about 60,000 each year. If, as seems, likely, most of 

these people will have to be absorbed in-to the agricultural' sector, it 

is. clear-that neither African settlement in the "White Highlands" nor 

settlement in thinly populated areas such as Masai .^strict is

temporary relief -bo growing

■>:'. . . . . . .

: ‘ (2, p. 6).

- b
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; pppia.ation pressure, at least if these extra people are absorbed on to 

farms as large as 3O’acres each. Certainly the population pressure on 

the land will mount and.eventually the existing tribal lanciibarriors 

.' must break down.. However, in the present p.biitieal'tritrcumstances in 

Kenya, re-allocation of land between different tribes is not feasible 

'’while African settlement in the ^White Highlands" is extremely attractive

- " -politically.--It.-sati3fiesthe_ Am who. for many years have cast

envious eyes bn the Europeans' broad acres while at the same time It en

ables -European farmers to sell their land and leave Kenya if they wish 

to do so.

•t
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CHAPTEE.3

T^~AFEICM''SETTISffiinriN^HE~"Wfa:T^HrGffiAlfflS"-

•/• v

This chapter describes the various forms of African settlement in 

the "White ffl-ghiands.'* In Ipart, this description is given to provide a

background for lliO:aES^'scrssroirof-some--parti-cular‘ African -farms^- . .

However, some of the information which is presented in this chapter vdll 

be directly useful at a later stage when the effects of alternative 

settlement arrangeuents on Kenya’s economy are,.disoussad.

V

The actent of African Settlement

In i960, the last year before African settlement began, there were 

al^st 3^600 iarge-scale European farms in the "White Highlands." 

farms covered an area of about 7.5 million acres of agricultural lai«i. 

Table 7 shows that by June I965 about 1,600 of these large-scale farms 

covering an area of about 1.8 million acres of land had been purchased 
for African use.^ About half of -the farms which were purchased were 

split up into small-scale farms and made into settlement schemes, 

other half are still operated as large-scale farms by .their new African 

-bwiers.

These

CtThe

j7 These statistics include only fams which were bought'-either by 
the Kenya Qovei^ent or .with the help of loans from government agenoios. 
A small but unknown number of Afrtoans have bought or rented European 
farms iAthout' haying reoeived any financial assistance from the Kenya 
Government. ,

39
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,, 1 TABiE 7r. KiSIA,: , LAND PDRCEASSD: IN FORMER "WHITE HIGHLANDS" 
■ M;AERICAN:oR:GOVEra^

TOTAL DP TO 30th JUNE, 1965 *

... . Number of • 
Large-Scale . Total 

. Farms Purohased

Cost to 
Public: , ■ 
Agency" ... ■ 

(Thousand (Thousand-■
acres) ii B* Ai.)

l^e of Scheme . Area
(Number)

-Stoall-Scale Jarms^
V .

High-Density and Low-Density 
Settlement Schemes 800 1,084 ' 10,038

■ Large-Scale Farms

Oosoperatim.Ehrras}, Ol'Kalpu _

Privately Operated (Land Bank)

Priyateiy derated (Dept, of
Settlement) . ?26

84 120 888

2,651 ‘488 393

.158 1,433

Total large-scale Farms 798 6?2 ^,371

Government Farms 26 32 ■ 318

Nandi Salient 21 17 180• -.i

Total • 1,645 1,805 14,907

* Bata from. Kenya,.Development Plan. 1966-1970...page 357.

,ib/ ~Thi”s“in'cludes“ about“t2 large-scale co-operatively operated
These are officially classified as High-Density" settlement •ranches

schemes. • ...

djiclddes only the .cost,of the land and permanent improve- 
• ments. It does not include administration 

loans to individual farmers
expenses or developnent

- .
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About 3^4 million acres of-land in the "White Highlands" is in areas 

. .where mixed livestock'and arable faimiing is the major farming system.' So ' 

far almost all of the fai^ which ha-ve been re-settled■ttith..AfricMS are

im the mixed f^ ....toout half of all the mixed' farming land'in .

■_ the "White,.mghlands" tad been taken over by Africans by June 1965.. The 

balance of the land the "White HLgWLMids," b.l million acres, is de

voted'to latrge-so^e; ranches nr plantations. ■Vexy'^few' of'the^TrinoheB" 

or plantations have been affected by African settlement (l^'pp. 148-149), 

The "White Ifi.ghlands" of Kenya ahdthe areas'which were taken up 

by settlement schemes at the :ebd,, of .' June 1965 are shown in Map 6. Most 

of the Africa ppefated faisis, both on^ set'tiement ^schemes and individiwilly 

.Operated--lar^e-aeale-^rican rfarm.s,-are locate ip- the tfestarn and Central 

Paris'Of the hwhite Highlands." The farms which are operated by Africans 

'AS-iarga<^scale .farms .are' not. shown separately in Map 6 for most of these 

. .' farais -weri bought, on an individual basis and are scattered throughput the

"White Hi^ands." However, most of the African large-scale farms are 

, . located, in the major mixed farming areas; the Trans Nzoia District, around 

Ki-tale, the Uasin Gishu District around ELdoret, and the Nakuru District, 

The majority of the Eastern pari of the "White Highlands" is devoted to 

iarge-scaie ranches and plantations. '.All of the large block of land 

around Eumimiti and Nany^ apart from a few places alj^ its southern 

edge, are used'entirely for very large-scale ranches.^ The area to the 

east of-Nairobi contains very favrmixeihfarms but is used,for-ranches and 

piantations. -Thus, most of tbe large-scale farms,in the eastern part of 

the "White Highlands" are still operated by-Europeans.

•v
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■'Table 7 shows that 1,645 large-scale; European fams had b^h purchased

by’June 1965- The itejbrity pf these farms will pass or have passed into 

African' ownership'^ - However, 26 of these' large-scale farms, those,, shown

as Government Farms in Table .7, probably will remain in government .

possession,. Some of these farms are being kept for an afforestation 

scheme.in connection with a proposed paper pulp mill. Most of the others 

-^dli-f0rm-lJatiPnal^im!s.^-~lEhese-4dilJ3e-udministered-by--a-newly;-fc - - -

. Agricultural-Development Coilwration which will operate ths 'farms as , ^
• - - . .

livestock breeding Ol* crop seed producing farms. As a result of the

FS'ocess of splitting .up European farms and settling African farmers on 

small-soAle farms many of fenya's best li-vresta°h breeding and seed pro-

^   duoing jarms. have been disb ..Al.so, given -the currOTt politieal un-

cartaintyj many of■ the reMjMng European farmers appear .to be unwilling 

to: engage in such Ipng-term .aetiVlties as the production of high quality 

breeding livestock. The Kenya Governmen-b hopes that some of this damage

’V:

V...

can be repaired through the operation of -the National Farms. .

Twenty-onh of the large-scale farms which have been.purchased from
• ■

Europeans, the Nandi Salient faims, have been given back,to the Nandi
5-

■ -74

people fOr-incorporation in the Nandi Reserve.Apparently these farms 

were bcdupied by the Nandi when the first European settlers were given 

rights to this land. . The Government'has now returned these farm.s to the 

Nandi to compensate them for the-original "wrongful'' settlement by

-Europeans.

Apart from the 47 farms mentioned above, alj. of the .remaining 1,598 

large-scale farms which have been purchased from Eu'ropeahs are being or 

:, will be farm^ hr Afi^ as complete large-scale farms
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smll-scale farms created through subdivision of the original■ ■'"^^^or as

large-scale farms

The Large-Scale Tarms ■

Table 7 shows:that by 30th June 19^5 hhariy 800 farms had been pur

chased for use by Afrtoans as large-scale farms. In fact, there were 

slightlyjnore than this for about 12 large-scale co-operative ranches

are included together with the smali-scale high-dahsity settlement scheme"^
, ' ....... ............................................................................................................................................................................■ ^ ^ ■

farms in Table 7. These co--0peratlve ranches are officially cla;ssifled

as high-density eehtlemant ■schemes, primarily because they were financed 

with British Government funds under the same terms as the rest of the 

ffiLgh-density small-scale farmh. The government \j5as anxious that all of 

-.Jhe-smaii-sCaie farms oh aettiement sehemos should be organized on a . 

tribal basis and, if'possible, be situated on land adjacent to the exist

ing tribal reserve. Unfortunately, in the iEuropean areas adjacent to 

the Kamba reserve there was very little high-rainfall land suitable for
, • ' ff. ' ...

subdivision into small-scale farms. In order to overcome this problem 

■ the Kenya Government decided, to set up a special category of settlement 

sphemeif- the 'co-operal;iyp ra^^^ so that the Kamba could have s.ettle- _ 

mhnt schemes in the European areas next to their existing land unit.

Eighty-four of the Idrge-scale farms shown in Table 7 occur in one 

block of land, the Ol'Kalou Salient. The Kenya''Gbveniment intends that 

these farms will be converted into 18 large-scale co-operative farms.

i-.:...-

each with lOtf-member settlers (2, p. .53X* The Department of Settlement"

■ will help to administer thestf co-bperatives for the first few years until 

the co-operative societies are suffloiontly well organized to operate

This land was piurchased in the early part ofeverything themselves
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/ 1965.. So far most eif the land is still bBhg .farmed by'the i)epai^

has been insiifficient time to,get all of the co

operative societies established. These farms will not be included in

. .the.^^anai^is.,,L. . ^. . . “. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ^,. .

All, of.Jthe remaining large-scale farms are .operated priyately.

These farms m^ be operated by individual Africans, by partnerships, by 

tad companies or through Gp-o^rative . sooieties. There are no ata- 

. , tistips availaMe to show how many of these farms fa-ll djuto each of these

: oategories,^^ most of these farms are eithpr individually owned

or operated by private partnerships. Only these two types, of organiza- 

tieji will be dealt with iri this study;- , ^ -

The majority of these farmers were financed through the Land and 

- Agrieultura.l %nk pf kmya. The Land'Bank allowed farmers to borrow 

a mardLmiim-pf 60 pe.rpent, or, dn special cases 80 percent, of the cost of 

the farm and permanent improvementsi Most of these loans are repayable 

over a #riod Pf 20 years.with interest charged-jat six and one-half 

percent per annum, Ely 30th June 1965 the Land Bank had helped to finance 

” farms, and had lent ov^ ii 2 million for this

-- -

1;—

purpose.

The remaining 226 large-scale farms ware bought through the Depart-, 

meat of Settlement, These farms came under two separate schemes: the .

. "Assisted Owners SoheiBe" and the *^0^^ Farms." - Under the

"Assisted Owners Schama" 90 large-scale farms were purchased by the Depart- , 

; r ment of Se^ were split rqp intp two or more

farms and finally 125 large-scale farms were reso^ to African buyers 

(2j P; 8).. Each of these farmers was able tp borrow up to 90 percent of

<»

T .
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; the fail’s pw prioe, tte loan to be repaid over 3P years and oarry-

Tb? remaining .136ing interest at six and one-half percent .per annum, 

large-scale-farms, the "Compassionate "Farms," were sold intact to African

■ ■ ■■

* buyers. After tKe first constitutional conference was held in London 

in i960 the market for.land in the "White Highlands" collapsed. At the
■ " ...v ■ ' - ' -

same time there were a number of people who, through old. age or disability,-

needed ta sell their fantis. - 'These farms were officially: listed as

"Compassionate Farms" and the British Government provided ; funds so^ t 

they could bo purchased. A total of 16O large-scale farms wore bought 

in this way and I36 of these farms'were..iie-sold. to. ;^rioan farmers. (2, 

p* 7). The land purchase loans were made qn^the same conditions as those 

for the Assisted Owners. .

%-.30th June 1965 ever 7p0 iarge-soale farms had been purchased by 

Africans through eithen.tha Land, Bank or the Department of Settlement* 

These farms cover a total area of 550,000 acres of land and average 

about 770 acres in size. After allowing for the faot-that a few of these 

farms were split up by the Department of Sottlemait, the average size of 

these privately operated African large-scale farms is airout 746 acres. 

"This is considerably smaller than the average size of all large-scale _ 

farms in these areas. Host of these farms are in the Nakuru, Uasin Gishu 

or Trans Nzoia areas. In I960, before African settlement began, the

average fanj sizes in these three areas were 1,487, 1,5^» and 1,282

acres, respectively; (4, p,. 4>. Thus most of the private'Afrldan buyers

have tended to buy jthe smaller large-scale farms; This is understand-

able in view of most Africans' lack;: of capital.

■ ,- - .r -r-.-;,
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All of the .farms which ware bought by the Kenya Government for sub

sequent resale to Africans ware bought on'the tesis of 1959 land values.
• r . >

This meant that the farms were valued on the basis of the-land values 

- which prevailed in the last year before the land market collapsed in

V

- i960. The'"Compassionate Farms" were resold to Africans at 50 percent

of their cost to the Government. Those under, the "Assisted Owners 

Soheme" or the large-scale co-operatiits farming schemes orgai^zed by

the Department of Settlement were resold at tsp-thirfis of their cost to

In each case the subsidy element was paid with a■ the Konya Government.

grant from the British Government. "While the subsidies quoted apply to

' all. of the farms in each category taken as. a whole, individual farms may 

have received more or less subsidy than the percentage applicable, to all 

of the farms in the particular category.

All of the farms v*ich were bought from their previous-owners on a 

private basis through the Land Bank were bought on the basis of a privately 

negotiated free maricet price. However, at the time of purchase the Land 

Bank made an official valuation of the farms using 1959 values. Fre

quently this valuation formed the basis for negotiation between the buyer 

and the seller. There was no element of subsidy involved in the purchase 

of any .of these farms. ^ .

From Table '? it'can be seen that almost 5 million of government 

'funds have been used to finance the transfer of the large-scale farms.

. '*i2r:add3^tioirtb”ffiis more'pplid'fuM to thebe

African farmers for development loans for buying livestobk, machinery

Unfortunatelyand Bquipmwt, and also for short-term cropping loans, 

there are no statistics SM«il^le showing the gjctent of these loans.
-■'f-'-n-.
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••••
; -The Small-ScaleVftois

All. of the small-sdale Africaii-operated farms, in the former "White 

.Higkaands" are fotmd in groups or settlement schemes, each scheme being 

' created through-the sub-division of one or more large-scale farms. All 

of these-settlement schemes are administered by the Department of Settle

ment, which was created esjaoially for this purpose. There are two m^n 

" types of jiettleleht schemes,' distinguished primarily on. the basis ^

- the target irioomes which settlers wore e^cted to obtaini- Table 8 

shows the number of settlement schemas and the number of settlers on 

these settlementsWhen the preseht settlement scheme is completed in 

1967 slightiy more .than, one million acres of^land,will have been 

■ sHtled wiiih 32,000 African families. For this reason the whole settle- 

'raent scheme is referred to as the "Million Acre Scheme." It is appro- 

jOT-iate to point out here ttet the figures in Table 8 for the area of 

land involved in the settlement.schemes are not directly comparable with 

those in Table 7* Table 8 shows that 1,087,000 acres of ..land are ex

pected to be used for the "Million Acre Scheme" (including the 12 large- 

scale ranches) . Table 7 shows that 1,084,000 acres of land had been

rei*
•

purchased for this purpose by 30th June I965. That is nearly all of the

land required for the whole settlement scheme had been bought by 1965- 

However, there is always a delay between the time when the government 

■purchases the land and the time when it-can get the settlers onto the

settlements. -This is ,refigpted -in Table 8 which shows'that re-settle

ment ha^ started on only 878,000 acres of land by'30th June 1965*

■ Apart from the co-operative ranches, all of the settlement, schemes 

are based On indirtdu'al ownership of the small-scale farms.. There are 

twb>.majdr: types of settlement scheme

.a- .
'r'C::;:;
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-kEKiar—MIIillON-^
. PHOCSRESS DE TO 30th JUNE,: 1965 jm.

. PHOJE3TED ilGD^S FOR SCHEME *

TABLE 8

V- .... ♦.

HigH;^r ,Co*;bperatiTO
7 '■ Ranches...

low
Density ..Dansity^ .Tda-1.

(Humber)Humber of Schemes

Aetffilly started by 
30th June, 19.65

Total Projected

6 V :58 9228 ,

12i7636 12

(Thousand acres)Area

Actually started by 
30th June, 1965

Total ProjeOtbd

141 878141 595
184 166 1,087737

mab^ Of- Settlers^ (Number)

Actually settled by 
30th June, 1965 3,311

Total Injected - 5,3^7

62620,606

25,896

2^69

32,2951,052

(Acres)Average Farm -Size
.v;

3t.5 28.1Projected

Data from Kenya, Development Plan.' 1966-1970. Page 358

projected, total number of. settlers on the HLghToensity and 
tte Co-operative Schemes is slightly underestimated^ for a few of tl^- 
sctemos which have not been .started yet have not bOeii fullyr plaimed and 
the ejected mmber of settlers’is uhlqiowh.

,■
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1,- High-Derisity Settlement Schemes; These are intended for people 

who are both landless and'un^ployed. The individual farms on these

schemes average ^ acres in size although there is considerable variation 

- in size among the settlement schemes. Each settlement scheme is planned

- on the basis of a specific target income. ' The aiverage'farm size on any. 

p^tioular settlement is-fixed so that, given the agricultural ^potential, 

of the land on that settleiipaht, settlers ought to be able to achieve the 

^pected target incomes.; On High-Density Settlemant'Schernes tte target 

Incomes vary frora-^5 to iiTO-per-annumi; Tfeeee inpomes are expected to - 

be cash surpluses after settlers have repaid their loan installments 

and obtained their own subsistence. The smallest-farms on any one of 

these high-density settlement schemes average only ll acres with target 

farms 'incomes of The largest farms on any high-density settlement

average 66 acres each with -^iiget faiw Incomes of 1.70.

Each high-densitf settlenent scheme' comprises an average of about ' 

10,000 acres of land* The majority of the settlement schemes'are high- 

density schemes. When the "fttllion Acre Sd'heme" is completed there 

should be about~267000^"settlers-on thts-type-of--scheme. ’

Schemes; These are intended for Africans 

with some farming e^erience. ’ Apart from one scheme-with nn^nverage— 

farm size of 140 acres and a target income of i250,' all of these settle

ment schemes, lave target farm incomes of ilOO. The small farms average 

. 34 acres in size although this varies from as low as 12 acres on one 

' scheme to as much as 56-acres.on another (2, pp. 51-53). When the 

;”MiiliOTvAcre>Soheme'^ is completed there should be about 5j000 settlers 

on these low-density settiements. Each low-density settlement'comprises ■

-

■- -'i
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average of about .5,000 acres of iarid. These scheiifes are only half 

. settlements prim^ily because the. agencies

.an

which, lent the money for the development loans insisied on. their being 

• smaller and receiving more intensive supeinrlsion.

Although both the high-density and the low-density settlement 

schemes are based on individually owned sraall-sdale farms,most of the 

farms are too smail to be able to provide all of tie aarvioes that the

•-

fanners heed. Tiius each settleiaent scheme or group of settlement schemes 

■^s 'a eentral~w-operative society which operates some services such, as ' 

marketing .farm produce, dipping c^attle, operating an

.tioft seryipe,- running a-tractor cultivating.,,sfnvice,, etc. Kfbrmally, when 

the settlement scheme is started these services are provided by the De- 

partnsnt' of |ettl|m^ settlement officer who lives on each

scheme. As the eo-pperative.becomes established the settlement officer 

hands over these gerviCBs gradually until the cooperative is able to 

manage them by itself, However, certain services, notably tractor oultiT 

vatioh and cattle dipping,.may be provided by an outside contractor.

Originally the government intended that the settlement officers 

would stay on each scheme for the first two and one-half-years. Later 

it becameapparent that most settlement schemes could not function 

properly if the settlement officers left., so soon. The Kenya Government

is tiying now to keep the settlement officers on the schemes for the 

first five years. This has posed problems, for no financial provisipn , 

was made for doing this when the original plans for settlement were dfawn
Reoen-t^ about 60 American Peace Corps ’Volunteers, have bean helping 'v::V:W

to provide an supervision4

: -v^ ...

r.
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Land purchase loans were available to all 'settlers. TheseNloans 

^ repayable over 30 years and like all government loans carried interest 

at six and one-half percent per annum. On high-density schemes settlers

coxad obtain 100 percent of tte farm's purchase price, as a loan. On

were

low-density .schemes settlers had to deposit 10 percent of the purchase

■price. .Recently, settlers on low-density schemes have had to deposit 

some TOrking capital as well. They are able to withdraw this money when

ever they can show that they need to purchase something for their faring.
V. ..

In addition to the farm purchase price-, all settlers had to* pay-a small 2
s
Ifee, usually-about i5, to coyer the legal e3q)enses involved in trans- 

feryd-hg the title deeds of the land.
I::All settlers could obtain develop- 

. ment loans for buying livestock, building materials, equipment and for 

some short-term cropping expenses. These development loans were usually

K

large enough to enahle settlers to completely equip, stock, and operate 

their farms for the first-year
s

or spj Once these development loans 

•issued at least some of the settlers were able to obtain short-tern credit

awere

iS

Ifrom their co-operative society, usually against the security of their

sheeted monthly.milk check. If their co-operative society was well
. ...^ .......
oz^anized the, settlers could obtain short-term goverrunent loans for ex

penses incurred in planting maize. These loans were obtainable only 

through the co-operative society and were made as advances against the . 

Minimum Financial Return on maize. J^art from this, mogt settlers 

un&le to obtain much credit from, commercial sources; they were too-in

debted, to the DepartniMt of Settlranent to be suitable candidates for-com-, , 

mercial credit. .

K

I
I
I
I
a
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a
i
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I
I
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s
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7“ oiii^na.ly all s9ttier§ were able to obtain two deyelopment loans.

(fee was intended primarily for buying livestock, building materials and

equipment and was repayable over 15 ysarb. The other was intended for

• shoit-tem cropping expenses and was to be repaid over five years. Hoy^''

-ever, it hepaine~apparent that, if' settlers had to repay part of their ,

loan oyer five years there was'a very heavy burden of loan repi^ents

during the first few years. Thus the Depaftment of Settlement decided 
, _ . '':s • '

to consolidate all fiye .aiid 15”year loans into one 10-year loan. This

also helped to simplify accounting procedures within, the Department of

Settlement.

•V .

■fi

."M,.

L

When a group of large-scale faims was, mrchaaed for a settlement 

scheme they were bought on the basis of 1959 values. In giving at the 

price of a ao^l-scale faim .to a settler the following procedure was 

adopted; First, the total purchase price of the large-scale farms was 

raduced by one-third. This was paid with, a grant fro% the British Gov

ernment and was intended to cover the cost of expensive permanent improve

ments, ■ such as"the houses of European faraers, which were not directly 

valuable to the new settlers. This one-third.subsidy,applied "to all

- ’ settlement schemes taken together. Individual settlement schemes may

have reppiyed more or.: less than, one-third, depending'upon the special 

- circumstances on the particular settlement. Then, having deducted the 

pne-third ^ant, 10 percent was added to the remaining two-thirds and

the resulting f^ by the number of small farms to get the

average purchase price per.farm. ^This extra 10 percent was'intend^ to

cover the Kenya Government againgt’any possible loss through late repay

ment or default on loan repaymaits by settlers. ” .

.V:77":7-r?:v;i'gv'v-r:,'-T-..:v. -Sj';
■ . . . . ;7J:
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All of the iand^ bought for settlement schemes was purohas^

with money p'rovided by the British Government, one-third as a grant, -

two-thirds as a loan. After the large-sfiale farms,were purchased more 

* money ffid to be spent on s.oil conservation, road building, farm planning, 

etc. before, the'.farms could bh subdivided. The 'cost of this wojck was 

paid with a-grant from the British Government. This grant also'paid for

...... ...alLof JihB costs Of adiainiaterihg the settlement schemes for the first '

two and one-half ^^s of their existence. Most'of the funds for settlers*' 

development loans were borrowed from overseas. However, when the European

V

large-scale fartas were purchased by the~QovS^'ffient, soiirdnHe'~BiQ; 

farmers had to settle outstantog loans witb,::govemmBnt credit agencies 

such as the Land Bank. The proceeds of these loan repayments were used 

to' help finance development loans for settlers on high-density settlement 

schemes.' The rest of the money for development loans on high-density 

schemes wap obtained as loans from either the Brttish GoverEment or the 

^ , West teraan. Gove'rnment;.

schemes-were financed through loans from either the Commonwealth.Develop

ment Corporation (CDC) or the World Bank (IBRD). There was no subsidy 

element in any of the development loans. A summary of the expected total 

cost of the ,Million Acre Settlement Scheme and the source of the funds

-The whole of this scheme was expected to cost

The development loans for low-density settlement

• -■>
r

••V.

is given in Table 9.

■:about i23 million of which about i9 million was a gr^t from the British

u:: GoverniMri'b.

Thlsls intended oiajTas a'brief description of African settle-s;,, 
meht in the fomer ^Whitefaihlands." A more detailed:desoriptibn of - 
the "Million Acre Schemee: is given elsewhere (2). -Also, much useful 
information” oh the settl^nt schemes which: are, organized by the Department

r

■V
',r.'
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^ -KENa^ :EdaiON:ACRi "lETTmra^
:. TOTAL COST AND SOURCES OF FINMCE *

• ‘ ■ ' • - ... . *'-V

(Tbansarids of i, E.A.)

TABLE 9'

, Sphemes £?:
Low-Density 

■ Schemes Totel

Land'Purchase-

•62?
1,258

3,807
7,617

. 3,180 
6,359

Grant frcm, D.K. 
Loan f'i’om O.K,

V. .

. C .•

11,424 •1,885 9,539
Development Loans

U.K. Qoveniment
CtD.G^
I,B.RiD..

—West- German -Government 
OtherW

“ - 2,497 2,497 •
1,^7 
1,218 
1,422

824 824
- 1,647. ••

1,218 
1,422 .

7,^82,471 5,137

Administration

4,286. - Grant from D.K. 1,221 5,507

s/ 17,540->Total--Cost' 5,577 - 23,117

* Data from fenva. Developnient Plan. 1966-1970. page 358.

^ a/ The high-density settlement schemes.include 12 large-scale . 
co-operative ^anches^^hlch■are officially classified^as high-density 

. settlements, for finan.c^^ '

proceeds obtained from loans which were re
paid to the Kenya Government by European farmers whose farms were 
purchased.

^ iie,, the total cost to the- Kenya Government, not including 
i the itet^.3liic.h,;iojCjJoursej^is jush^ajbooto^ arrangement within

■ the'^Kenya,;.:Govenunent..\-^,' V,,. ' v: .. ".r:" - -....  -
'--v; ^

V .. .i
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Possible j^inire Bicten slOns of African Settlement

The-Kenya Government is _anxious, that the rest of the European owned 

land which is suitable for mixed fanning i^^ the "White Highlands" Tje 

transferred to African- farmers. However, the (^ernment realizes that

a rapid.transfer of this land may be detrimental to the econony, for it
« - ......................................................................................■ - - , , ' ■

would be e:q)ensive and there are few Africans with sufficient experience' 

of commercial agrtoultufe to farm the land su6oessf\xlly. The Kenya .Gov-,.

^_ ■ emment is not feppy with the progress of either of-the .e:;d.sting forms

of African settlement. Production frcaii the small-scale settlement schemes 

has not been as high’as was expected and a-large proportion-of the settlers 

have hot repaid their loan installments on..,.time pp. 150-156; 2, p.

62). Sind,larly, the large-scaie African farms are generally considered 

to be padly run, 'although there is little factual information available. 

Thus the Kenya Government has decided that the -pace of land transfer 

shall be slowed ,dQwn. At the same time the Government is considering 

.introducing hew ways of effecting the land transfer which, hopefully, 

will be more successful than the previous ones.-

Dufing the period of the current development plan from I966 to 1970, .

V ..

... .y .....

the Government expects.that another 400,000 acres of land will be trans- 

About 80,000 acres of this land .will be settled onferred to Africans ...... -

lines similar to the existing low-density settlement schemes. Probably

of SettiSment is ^ven in tbat Department * s annual reports {Zj, ^ 6, 2) • 
The annual reports of several other govenment agencies which deal with ' 

-theiCTalirsdale ssJttleinent schemes Contain useful information 2^ 10). 
Tery lAt'tls iitf^ is available concerning the privately owned large-
scale; African-operated'farms, although there is some in the annual re
ports of the credit agencies which deal with these farmers (11. 12). 

iji..:,Statemen-t: ;d^;tiw£Kenya, Ck)vernment *s attitude towards the'process of 
African settlement in the former TO is contained in the
current development plan (j^ pp. 150^160) .
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-r'V-' another 200,000 • acres will be bought privately African farmers who

The balance of the land, 120,000 acres,' wish td‘~farm large-scale farms.

tmkelroveT-by the-recently established Agricultural Develoiment^will ee

' Corporation (ADC). Some of this land will be farmed as National Farms . 

by the ADC with the intention of producing breeding livestock or high 

quality crop seeds.’ -.The rest of the land to be administered by the iffiC

will probably be operated as "Transitipnal Farms." These will be large-

They will be supervised by a
■V .

scale farms leased,, to African tenants, 

manager who toll be employed by the ADC. If, after a few years, it ap

pears that the African tenants can operate the farms on their own* they

The-total Cost of-will be -gi-tfeh the opportunity to purchase -the fams. 

transferring from European to African ownership this 400,000 acres of

land is ejected to. be about i.6.4 million during the period of the 

current development plan (1, pp. 15'6-l60).

By 1965 about 1,8 million acres of land had been purchased from

European farmer#, for either African use or, in the case of a few'farms.

Of this land about 1.7 •'for use by the iCenya Government (Table 7). 

million acres was in the mixed fanning areas, the balance being in ranch-

ing districts. During-the period of the current development plan, 

from 1966 to i970, another 400,000 acres of European land, will be pur

chased, most of it for use by Africans. Almost all of this land will 

^ ,be in the .mixed farming areas. Thus, by I97O a total of' about 2.1 

- million acres of land will have been purchased in the mixed faming areas 

of the."White Highlands." As there ^e about 3.4 million acres of mixed 

farming land in the "White.Highlands," about I.3 million acres of this- 

land will remain in European occupation in 1970. Apart- from about 100,000

i .■ ■

f
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aci^eg aC iand 'iri^h ih the randhing areas,

the ^majority ; of tte fo)^ of land in the ranching .and

-piant;atioh-areas^-of-d;he -''White -aghlands" will remain in. European use 

in 1970. At present there are no definite proposals for taking over, the 

land vdiich. will remain in Europe^ occupation in 1970, although, pre- 

sumably, the Kenya Government would prefer to see all of tlds.land in 

Af?ioan'occu^tl5i7 proviMng'^a"s^lIsractor^'MthoS"ldf~AIrican settl:e; 

ment could be found.
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CHAPTER 4

CRITERIA FOR APPRAISING ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF SETTLEMENT

Ihtroduotion

This chapter begins by exaiairiing some theoretical considerations which 

are involved when inves-taient criteria are chosen. . It then goes oh to 

discuss how these principles can be applied to the task of choosing suit

able oriteiia for appraising alternative forms of A^ican settlement-in 

the Kenyihigldahds.- - _ r

V, . ■

Some Theoretical Considerations

Interest-in ;the subject'of investment criteria has arisen for several 

reasons, two of which appear to be of major importance. First, any 

society has to make investments in areas such as health, education and 

defense, where the market mechanism cannot be expected to act as a guide 

forsaking investment decisions. Second, even in those sectors of'the 

economy where the market mechanism plays a dominant role, returns, obtained.

A

- - - - - - - - - - - • •- ■ } - . ^

‘by. private investors may diverge from those which accrue to society as a
whole.^

. •

Thus a need has been felt for investment criteria which could 

be used to appraise.alternative investment projects.

^ ^ investment projects a county will

be try^g to reach several objeotivesj such .as higher national income,

of the reasons vhy ■
social and private returns may be different.

‘ ■;....
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more .^lojment and: a 'tietter: of income. If an investment

program which makes the maximum possible contribution to these-objectives 

is to be chosen, certain conditions will have' to* be fulfilled. For ex

ample, the objective of higher national income implies that resources 

should be used in an economioaily efficient manner. This would-requiro 

that all resources in limited supply be used up to the point where the

ratios of their marginal contributions to national income and Social op

portunity .costs ai« equated,- --In .pEaotioe_sumcleBt_^tfi.ai‘^ not available 

to determine whether these conditions are met. The process.-of choosing 

between alternative investments must be simplified. Investment criteria

^ .

should be :ajalejetgda3oJbJat they pan be used.,¥ith the'data available but' ' 

still lead to a choice which approximates to the ideal investment 

Clearly there is a danger that too high a degree of simpl^oation yjn 

be involved.

•in the-literature on investment criteria there has been considerable

program.

disagreement, much of which has been concerned with the problem of trying 

to cRbbse onesingle-best investment criterion. If one single criterion

is to be used to appraise the effects of alternative investments in reach- 

ing more than one objective, several procedures are possibler

First, all of the objectives, except for one, can be neglected and 

a single criterion which relates to the single objective may be used.

For example,-, Kahn-has-suggested that the ^oial Mar^nal Rwduotivity 
Gr^eidnn be-emploj^ pp. 35-61). This criterion, among,other things, 

assinnes\tfet the: cotmtr^^ only one objective, maximizing the value, of
■ -

nationa^l income in the inmediate future. 'Other people have suggested 

that maximiaing.national income in-some more distant period in the future

...
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is the i^rfcarit objective-and thus, that the effect of a project on 

capita investment ie what should be studied. For example, Galenson and 

Leibenstein have suggested that, projects which involve production with 

’ capital intensive methods should be encouraged, for if capitalists have a., 

higher than average propensity to save, this will encourage capital in

vestment (2, pp. 343-370). In contrast, others Imve, proposedjhat projects 

wMch anploy capital extensive methods should be adopted since capital 

is usually the scarcest resource (^. 'No doubt some, of these differences 

may be explained because there were legitimate differences in toe objectives .... 

which were appropriate for the situations under review. Nevertheless, 

it is apparent that much of the confusion has arisen because each of the 

suggested criteria Was designed to help reach one objective when in fact 

there are many.

.This has led to the second method of approach. T)ks procedure ac-

V .

I

cepts that there is more than one objective, assies weights to the dif-

ij^erent objectives and then tries to maximize the degree to which one

For example,, many investmentsingle combined objective is reached.

-- criteria, such as the Benefit-Cost Ratio used by Eckstein, use an inters 

■ ' bst rate to calculate the pxesent:value of future incomes (2, PP» 55-57)*

In,other words, the. interest rate is being used to weight several object

ives, .tooomes in different time ■peri(^s, in order to reach one single com- 

•' bin^ objective, the present value of the future income stream.

another example, Chenery has proposed that in using the Social Marginal 

Productivity Criterion a project's performance should be measured by adding

To cite

its contribution to national product and the- product of. a weighting factor 

-"muitiplied by the project's effects on the-balarice of paymehts (6, pp.-80-81).

."pi-:...,' '-V
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■ A. third approach adcepts that there are several objectives, chooses 

a criterion that leads te maximum possible attaiiunent of one of these bb- 

jectives but imposes restraints to ensure that the other objectives are 

' . reached tbi some specified degree. For ex^le, projects may be chosen 

- on the basis of their Benefit-Cost Ratio but subject to restraints which 

require that a certain measure of employment or equality of income'dis-' 

tH.bution be obtained. Although this approach has not been used widely, 

it has been-discussad by several writers, inclnding-iinbergen and King
V,

(z), (§;. •
Closer examination of these three procedures shows that they all de

pend on one basic principle, namely weighting the. diffarqnt objectives 

in order to obtain one single combined objective. The difference lies 

iJi the systan of weighting. The first method assigns zero weights to all 

of the objectives except fpr one} the third method assigns a constant 

weight to the main objective while the objectives which are Incorporated 

into the restraints are assigned infinite weights until the restraints 

are satisfied and zero weights thereafter. Thus the first and third methods 

are special oases of the second method in"which very arbitrary systems 

of. weighting are used. The basic question in all three methods,, there- 

fore, is can weights be attached legitimately to the different objectives? 

If they cannot, one single criterion cannot suffice to appraise the extent 

to which an investment project meets several^jectives. .

, Suppose, take a hypothetical example, that a^country has only two 

objectives, & aaployment and more national income. Further,

suppose that all of the feasible combinations of ^plbjmeSt' and natlohal 

income that can be obtained from national'resources can be shown as a..

■ ■•iv
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production possibility set". Then if the national social welfare function 

^ is represented as an indifference map, policy decisions'should be made 

in such a way that they le%d to a position where the efficient frontier

' of the production possibility set is tangential to the highest possible
. ..... . ^

social utility contour. In Diagram 1 two production possibility sets,

with efficient frontiers labelled and Ptfl» and two social utility 

contours, labelled Ut and ' are sho^. The subscripts, t and t+1,

.. represent different times, the beginning and end Of aupl^ing period. 

Clearly, in Diagram 1 policy decisions should be designed to lead to' 

point B at the beginning of the planning period and point B' at the end 

of the peniod.- If the policy decisions are.to be.made by the economist 

he should assign weights to the two objectives and these' weights mast • 

be proportional to the slope of the line AC at time t and A*Ci* at time 

t+li Blit the diagrjm has been constructed in such a way that AG is not 

parallel to A*C*. In other words, the relative utility of given units 

of extra income and extra employment is'not the same at the beginning of

. the planning period (when it might be known by the economist) as it is at

the end of the period. '3ji this instance the economist cannot make

constant set of weights for the whole of the-policy decisions using a 

planning period.

- Although Diagram 1 is entirely hypothetical, the situation which it. 

represents.appears to be realistic. The relative degree to which a .. 

country derives satisfaction from the attainment of different objectives 

is ddh^antly changing, as to Use the previous example, the levels of 

; national income and employment change; Therefore the weights which have
..... .

to plac^ on the dif^ Objectives cannot be known in advance by-the

'./■T

. . .r_
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DiaRram 1 .'

,!

■M-

' Employment - ■

V .

National Income

ecpnoraiat, ' He can only point out the relative effects of alternative 

■ policies >^th-respect to several criteria; the policy decision must be 

a political decision governed by the conditions which prevail at the time 

, when the decision is made. These arguments appear to be especially rele

vant to land settlement policy decisions in Kenya for this policy will 

•affect aiiljnportant part of Kenya's resources. Thus,in this thesis,

alternative types of African settlement will be appraised using several

criteria ,but,-no attempt will be made to. give an overall ranking to the .

alternatives. .

Criteria for Appraising African Settlement Schemes

This thesis .has two objectives first, to examine the levels of •

indiyidtial farm profits and suggest ways. of. improving them; second, to 

compare alternative fonns of Aifrican settlement with respect both to

< >,
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gains to the individual farmers.^hd to t^^. n,atipn. Agprais^g the success 

of- the settlement farms in meeting the first objective clearly requires 

that’ some form of profitability criterion be employed. This would alsd 

’help to appraise their success in meating the. second.objective. However,

• , a profitability criterion- would not be sufficient to appraise the relative 

gains to the nation from.alternative forms of settlement. Other criteria 

■Will be needed fof '■ this purpose for high individual farm profits do- not ' 

necessarily ijidicate'that national resources are being jis^ in an eodnomloal- 

ly .efficient'way; also, some national problems such as unemployment and 

possible shortages of foreign exchange, government revenue and food would

not be taken into decount directly by a piiofit^bility criterion. '

. ■■

Individual FarmJ&rofits

In using a profitdbility criterion the analysis will try to see 

whether*faraers are able,to organize production efficiently and obtain 

reasonable incomes and sufficient cash to repay their loans. An impoidant 

part of this study will be concerned with examining the factors which 

prevent farmers from brg^zihg^production more efficiently, such as 

r V- ftheir-inability to accumulate farm capital or their inability or unwilling

ness to adopt improved farming practices.

It is.clearly desirable that the individual settlers should repay

If they cannot do'so, considerabletheir:loans to the Ifenya Government, 

social unrest may ensue if the Government-attempts to-insist on obtaining

foil repayment. jU-so, if the Government cancels loans the Government 

liteeix JdlLJate :placed in a jdiJ^ or not the

fsttlers-repayfthd Cte^rhiiffihty:‘difB:henya- Government is otm 

to repay the overseas institutions which help^ to finance the settlement
.'v
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schemes. Neyertheless, 1 be pointed out 'that. the rdpa^ent of

loans %>indixidual: ?s is not an^ essential condition for a settle

ment scheme to be considered .successful. If a settlement scheme per- 

forms much better than others'with respect to certain other Criteria, 

such as; the effects on national income or employment, it may still be 

desirable even though settlers are unable to repay their loans. If this 

were tte case, some' of the finabdiar burden would have; to be removed 

from the settlers and met from government revehuo.
.,v

Economic Efficiency

. :The n&rt .priterion economic efficiency with which

national; resources are used tinder alternative’t"^Bs of land settlement.

-If theeconomy of Kenya fulfilled all of the conditions of the perfectly 

competitive:mod^^ as used in economic theory, resources would be al-:

. located;optimally and each^ would be using his resources in such a

manner as to maximize profits. But there are imperfections in, the economy 

and profit maidndzed for the individual may not lead.to the optimum use,

- ..of national resCurces. In Kenya there is widespread unemployment and 

: , ;. t^s .suggests t^^ social opportunity cost of labor is lower than the 

market wage rate. Thus a farmer would tend to employ less labor than 

; would;best siiit the^heieds of the nation for he would base his use of labor,.

~ "on the-market, wage rate, not on the, social qppo^unity cost of labor.

private and "social returns

could be noted. In the case ^ schemes, the inflexibility '

of farm sizes, once they have been established initially, and the art-ific-i al- 

“"—iy cpirtrolled nature of some f^ prices woifLd be-other factors '

contributing-to-thia-divergence. "
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For riatibriif'resources'tb"be aii6oatea~'effied3irtl7-al-l--soaroe, re^ 

sources should be used in such a way that the ratios of their marginal 

additions to national income and social opportunity costs are equated.

■ As noted T:xpeTieus3y^-t-4A^Qt-po.<3sibla^Q dat.ermine whathar t.H ^ nw

is being ii@t. in practice and a simpler criterion must be employed. Two 

important problems arise in trying to find a criterion for this purpose: 

first, how should ihe social benefits or net.addition to national income 

be estimated; second, which are the most important sparoa resoiu^ds.

In estimating the net effects of alternative settlement schemes on 

national income both farm profits and labor income will be counted as 

benejfits. Idbor income will be included prj^rily-because the social 

opportunity cost of labor is less than the market wage rate and thus, 

at least some, if not all, of labor income is a net addition to national 

income.' This amounts to measuring the value added-by the settlement 

- schemes. The value added by the settlement schemes is not, however, the 

net addition to national Income. The settlement schemes will have some 

- secondary effects on national income; also, the government provides some 

services to these farmers at no cost to the farmers themselves.

V.. .

.
_ In tM.s analysis np attempt will be made to accotmt for the secondary

effects on national income of the settlement schemes. There a3re two 

reasons for doing so. First, both types of .settlement produce very 

sito.l^.products and use-similar farm inputs. Thus, the direct effect 

on national income should be about the same proportion of the total ef-

"T---

feet on national income for both types of settlement; they can be ranked 

^ just on thelba,si3 of their direct effects. Second, all of the African

• settlement farms have replaced farms which produced rather'similar

J:--

»-
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:: 3tjf6asets;“, :Hep;e,:3 changlfig ownership-'and opera-

: : tioh of such units‘bn national income should be small. '

The African-settlement farms receive some services,, such as agricul-
■_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ > -• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ «

turai extension and administration of settlement -schemes,-for-which-no -

charge is made to the faiiners. The cost of these 'services_ will be de- 

ducted from the value added in order to estimate the.net effect oh national 

•income. This assumes that government expenditure on these seryibes r^;. 

fleets the social, oppojrtvmity cost of providirig them. ..In view-of the 

fact that most of the cost of these services is for skilled manpower and

V.'

imported machinery and eqxiipment, this assumption appears to be realistic. 

At present the most limited resources toJCenya appear to be capital,

skillad manpower and high quality-landvThe settlement schemes involve 

mainly the transfer-of land ownership. Thus this study will concentrate 

on the effloienoy with which this resource is used. The secora-criterion 

to be used.will be the coritiibutions of the settlement farms to national 

inepme per unit of land. Ideally, it would be desirable to ascertain the 

- marginal rather than the average product per unit of land, but this 

opuld not be done because of the lack of data.
. V,. *
The settlement schemes dp not involve any large new capital invest

ment; for this, reason, the efficiency with which capital is employed 

will not be singled out for study.. There may be differences between 

settlement schemes in-the rates at which farmers are able to. accimulate 

farm capital. This will be discussed in relation to the profitability • 

criterion. Similarly the settlement farms do not involve the use of 

imch sldned manpWer apart f^ by the government services

provide to farmers. ■For'this reason no detailed analysis will be made 

- ■! -of' relative returns skilled manpower.. ::jl-stu(^ of the offi^enesr wy*^

V: -
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^ wHich^ s is used, by the agricultural extension senrices

-TO area ior research. However, this study

.was hot designed for that purpose. , „ ' ’

:• -

Effect bh Ekplovaent

In initiating the various schemes for African settlement, the major 

objective of the Kenya, Ciovernmeht was to transfer the control of the 

• large-seale’farms from"Biirbpeahs to Africans. While this transfer was
' ’ ’ . . . . ’ • ■ " ' -v.

desirable mainly for political reasons, excessive population pressure on 

the land in some of the African farming areas and urban unemployment-were 

economic factors which reinforced the need for African settlement on 

European land. There Was a need to undertake'settlement in such a way 

that .a large number of people cotild be given the opportimilgr, to farm.

For this reason, when the high-density settlement schemes were established 

they were designed to absorb a large number of people, all of whom were 

selected from the landless and‘unemployed. Although there is probably 

,some preference for adopting types of settlement which involve Africans 

. ... in’ land ownership rather than in being employed as wage earners, it would 

. .s.eemvthat the best criterion for assessing the success of alternative

t^es of African-settlement in. meeting the above objectives is the number 

or people engJloyed per unit of land. Even though this criterion would be' 

misleading if Kenya were to reach a condition of full employment, it will 

be used in tide stu^ since full employment is unlike!^ in Kenya within 

the foreseeable future. ' - '

Effect bn Balance of Pa.vment8

Apart from a substahtial, ^ foreign exchange required to

;: ;finance the^land trahsfei^ tKeFSstablislmientmf African, settlpment

.....
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schemes does not require that Kensra use an apF<reoiable quantity of foreign 

exchange, the amount of foreign exchange required to finance the land 

transfer is not noticeably affected hy thq subsequent type of land use.

-Thus, this aspect of the effect of alternative forms of African settle-

However, there,mayment on the balance of payments will not be stressed, 

be differences between the different forms of settlement in the extent to

which they use or produce foreign exchange as a result of normal opera

tions, either for imported farm inputs or through the production of exports 

or import substitutes. For this reason and because it appears likely - 

that Kenya will experience some balance of payments problems in the future, 

comparisons will be made between the different .fgrms of African settle

ment with respect to the effects of their normal operations on the balance 

of payments. Again the comparison will be made in terms of the effects 

of transferring a unit of land.from one type of African settlement to 

another and. not between European and African ownership.

V.

Effect on Food Output and Market Food Supplies

In appraising the different forms of African settlement the writer- 

believes'that their effects on food production should be taken into 

account. Recently Kenya has experienceti.several serious.food shortages, 

especially maize shortages. While it may be argued that additional food 

could be .imported, provided that Kenya does not have a serious balance 

of payments problem, this is not always a realistic solution to the problem. 

. ^ood shortages may not be anticipated sufficiently far in advance and 

before imi>orted food arrives in Kenya serious hardship may result for a 

large number of people. Thus, in this analysis the effects of trans- 

: ferring a unit, of land into’alternative forms of African settlement on the
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;valu3-andoomposition of total food production, food u^ed by farmers for 

thei^ dm subsistence and food ?ales will be studied.

- Effeot on Government Revenue
'■■.y

;The alternative forms of African settlement, may .be expected to have; 

different effects on the amount of.government revenue collected-. In 

particular, splitting ;up large'farms into small ones should have an .

adverse effect bn the amount of revenue obtained from income tax* Although 

this could-be an lmpprtant prdhlem it will not be considered 'in -this ..study. 

- All of the settiement schemes involve the freehold ownership of land.,

Thus, if tax receipts are reduced as a result of African•settlement, the 

GCvernment could introduce a land tax to meet-iHe deficiency. In other 

words, , the system of taxation could be chosen to suit the best type of 

settlement and not yiCe'-.versa. - ■

In order to app^ types of African settlement in the

former "White Highlands" of Kenj^ fiye Criteria have been..suggosted.

, These are the level of individual farm incomes, net contribution to 

national income, employment, the balance of payments and food production.

, In .using;^^^^ different ordering of the two types of

settlement schemes might be expected depending' upon the time period on 

" which the comparisons are based. Because data were available only for . 

the period from 1962 to I966, the analysis will bo based largely on 

that -time period.'

■-A ■

'

'•-r.,-
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;;CHAPTER 5

PRESENT PERFORMAMCE Al® POTENTIAL FOR INCREASING 

INCOMES ON THE LARGE-SCALE FARMS
5

■

Introduction ;;

This chapter is concerned with an appraisal of some African-operated 

large-scale farms using the profitability criterion suggested in Chapter 

A. C\irrent levels of farmers' incomes and debt repayment capabilities . 

are examined and possible ways in which farmers might reorganize, iiheir

■'V.

resources so as to improve their incomes are suggested. In Chapter 6 a 

sample of small-scale farms is examined in an analogous manner.

The analysis is based on a detailed examination of three typical 

farms. These three farms were chosen from a sample of 30 farms Included 

in a farm management study conducted by the writer during I966 (^). The 

three farms were selected in such a way that the important types of com

mercial farms were represented; fanns that varied from wall below to well 

above the'average farm size, farms that obtained good, average and poor 

farm-incomes and farms that were operated either by individual owners or 

by groups of partners.

The farms included in the farm management sxurVey were located either 

in the Uasin QLshu or the Trans Nzoia areas of Kenya. In choosing the 

sample of farms an effort was made to select farms which were located in 

an area of similar agricultural potential to the settlement scheme farms 

which 'are described in Chapter 6. The large-scale farming areas in the 

Oasin Gishu and the Trans Nzoia and. the neighboring African settlement

%

U.

7k

r-
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schemes are shorn in Map 7* The three settlement schemes selected for

fonns a part of the Lsssos-Settlement Complex,

• Ndalat, and Mautuma which is located in the center of the Vfestem Region 

Settlement Complex. Ail three of these settlement schemes are in areas

where the dominant.farm enterprises are maize and daiiy cattle. Thef_ _

agricultural potential in most of the large-scale farming areas is similar

• to tha,t of the settlement scheiiies Only in tiiose areas which are ye^ close • 

to the settlement schemes. While much of the Trans Nzoia area is devoted

to maize and daiiy cattle, this system of farming is dominant only along 

the westem edge of the'tJasin Gishu area, from Turbo to lessos. Most of 

the rest of the tJasin Gishu area is a wheat, ma^ze and dairying area.

The large-scale farming area to the South-of I&ssos is'prijttariiy a tea- 

producing district,'Nandi Hills being an important center for Kenya's 

tea plantation industry. , ThU.S the sample of large-scale farms was chosen 

from the area around Kiminini and Kbey's Bridge, from the Turbo and Ndalat 

areas'and from an area to,the North of and adjacent to lassos Settlelnent ,

■ V

a

Complex.

■While maize and dairy cattle are the major farm enterprises in
t'. . ■

the areas studied, some other products are produced on a small scale. 

These include native cattle, sheep and goats, pyrethrum, wheat, coffee 

An of these areas receive an average annual rainfall Of 

;. Howeyerj the altitude tends to deolii^ -towards the 

Noith, .from aW at^Lessos to just over 5,000 feet above'sea

level at Hoey's Bridge,.; This,^phange in altitude has little effect on the 

;major enterprises, ;maize and daily ca-t-tle, although maize yields do tend 

to ihorease somewhat as the altitude decreases. More important is the

and potatoes, 

about 5Q inches

'v
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Map 7/ KimA, AFRICM SECm IN-THE UASIN.GISHU
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effect ot^altii^ enterprises. I^yrethrum production

. is possible,only.in the high altitude area around lessos. Wheat can be

grown around lessos and N^alat-although neither of'these areas are

Coffee' can be ^dwn only around' Hoey’s Bridge and Turbopod -vaieht areas.

although the coffee which is produced in these areas is usually of poor

quality.

Many areas of Kenya experienced a severe drought in 1965/66.; How

ever, the areas which are included in this analysis received only slightly 

less than the normal amount of rainfall (2). Probably, in the 1965/66 

season, maize yields were somewhat worse and wheat yields a little better 

than the average'yields for these areas'. ' As these areas are too wet for

■ V• ■:

' successful wheat production, wheat yields tend to be somewhat batter in 

a drier year like 1965/66. Average milk yields were probably affected . 

very little by the lower rainfall, in 1965/66. However, there are' no 

official yield statistics available for these Afrtcan farms and the pre

ceding remarks are based primarily on the wri'ter's personal knowledge of

the area.

-Between 1959 and 196I some European-operated .large-scale farms located '

Vci’ose to the African farms-included in this study were also included in .. 

- --farm -manigi^^t^^r^eyV.'^'-THe^jS'eld statistics 'ISM''si«fveys“i- if ^ 

compared id-th those from the survey of the African large-scale farms in 

the 1965/66 season, suggest that thp African farmers obtained maize and 

milk yields about 25 percent, lower thanlthos obtained by the European

difficulties in making a compari'son

of this sort, these yield statistics do support i'he widely held view that 

the African farmers do not obtain such good yields as did the European
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farmers. Ifowever, a few of the better African farmers obtained maize and

milk yields in. 15>65/66 which were better than those obtained by the average 

European farmer between 1959 and I96I (1, pp.‘ 16,‘ 18 and 20; 2, pp. 21-22; 

i,- p. 24). While the objective of this thesis is not to compare African 

farms with European farms, it is interesting to observe that the better

African' farms appeared to have a level of management as good as that 

found on t.he European farms which they have replaced*

In recent yean^considerable progress has been made, in Kenya in 

breeding better varieties of wheat and maize. For example, average 

wheat yields at the Plant Breeding Station, Njoro, have increased from

a five year average of 6.1 bags per acre■bet^^een'l951 and 1955 to 10,2 

bags per acre for the period from 1961 to 1965 (^). 

maize breeding,have been even more spectacular.

Thie results of

Several field trials of

hybrid maize have produced yields between 30 and 40 bags per acre during 
the 1965/66 season (6)*'^

These yields are at least three to four times 

as great as typical commercial maize yields. While these improved 

varieties of maize and wheat are being introduced on commercial farms, 

it is uncertain how much effect this will have on average crop yields

■ over the next three to five years.
■. . . . . . . . . .

The Method of Analysis

' For each of the three farms which are examined in detail in this 

chapter, the analysis starts by describing the pattern of farming and 

. the financial performance of the farm in the I965/66 season. Then,

1/ yields in Kenya are usually expressed in bags
.per acre. .A bag of wheat or maize contains 200 pounds of grain.
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.bearing in,M limitations or resource restraints which

r,.l control the extent to. which farmers can expand their farm enterprisesj 

the analysis proceeds, using budgeting techniques, to see how farmers 

could Improve their incomes if they were to allocate thair resources more 

efficiently. . Several farm plans are suggested for each farm. The first 

^ ..of these plans is designed to. show how each farmer sfculd allocate his 

resources if the amounts of resources available to him and the levels of 

output and resource input per unit of each enterprise remain similar to 

their 1965/66 levels. "Then, where it appears that the farmer may be able 

to improve his level of management or increase his supply of resources, 

other farm plans which incorporate these dhanges^are suggested. However, 

any assumed yield improvanents do not raise yields to levels higher than 

those obtained by the best farmers in the 1965/66 season.

The three farms which.ara',described in this chapter are real farms. 

However, in order to preserve the anonymity of the farmers concerned,

■ .. some small changes have been made in the figures pertaining to each farm. .

Case Studies of Individual Farms

Faim-Humber One

'This farm was chosen because it appeared to be typical of a large- 

scale African farm which was managed by just one operator. The farm, 

which includes an area .of 550 acres of-land, is situated in the area 

just north of .lessos Settlement Complex. While the farm'is smaller than 

the average size of all African-ppeiated large-scale farms, it appears 

to be siinilar in size to the average individually'operated African large- 

scale, farm; most Africans can purchase the larger farms only if they

. ..f
‘s.
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enter-3^to partnership .\d:th others.^

1962. The farm and

farming assets were valued at £10,^00 in I966. This represented an invest

ment of about £18 per acre.- The farmer had borrowed almost 70 percent 

of this capital? Both the capital value per acre and the proportion.of 

borrowed capital were a little higher than the average levels for similar 

farms in this area.- • '

The farmer mmaged the farei himself and did little iaanual-labor, 

as wife helped'to supervise the dairy, although none of the caidren 

provided any farm labor.' • There were 1‘6 laborers resident on. the farm

in 1965/66. Six of them worked regularly with the dairy .'cattle. The 

farmer tried to employ the other laborers every month although in some 

months work was not available for them. At the peak seasons of weeding 

and harvesting, the farmer could obtain additional labor from the families

of his regular laborers. Howpver, in practice ha needed to employ little 

extra casual labor for he could obtain most of his requirements from his 

resident male laborers. Should he have required it, extra labor was

readily available from people living in the neighborhood.

The laborers who lived pn,the farm each had a small piece of land

• on. which they planted their .subsistence crops. This land was in bushy

or rough patches of the farm where it did_not interfere with the cropping 

program of the farmer. -In fact, the farmer would have been able to bring

: - / : 2/ The average farm size of all African-operated large-scale farms 
■ is about 740 acres. In the farm management survey the 30 fams had an, 
average size of 687 acres," although the median farm size was only 590 
acres. <^ly six of the farms below'the median farm size, but 11 of those 
above the^inedian size were operated by groupsrof.-parthers- rather than by 
individual operators. ^ ' ^ .

N

"V
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extra land into cultivation as a result of the cropping by laborers.

and rocks, etc. 

or so.

Usually the laborers clear this land of bush, tree stumps 

•Thus-, when they move to a fresh piece of land every three years 

the land which they imcate, is left in-a condition which is’more suitable 

■for mechanical cultivation. In 1965/66 the farmer allocated about 1? 

aores of land to Ms laborers.

After allowing for the land which wa’3 taken up by laborers' crops 

and roads and buildings, etc.. about 520 acres of land were available for 

farming operatioris. Abo# 265 acres of tMs lahd .were suitable for arable

cultivation although tMs land could not be cropped continuously.

land ca^ be cropped jwithpuLt^impairing productivity. 

However, suocesaful commercial farmers do

little .

crop their land as frequently 

as four years out of every seven and in this study it is assumed that all

farmers can crop their land as in-tensively as tMs. Thus the total sup

ply of arable lan^ on this fann is four^sevenths of 265 acres or 151

acres.of land.. In I965/66 less than 40 percent of tMs available acreage
was cropped.

The farmer owned 

s-tock of cultivating macMnery.

one tractor in fair condition and a rather inadequate 

Mth a good tractor and an adequate 

•supply of implements he could have cropped between 15O and 200 acres of
land, that is somewhat more than his.total arable area. While the farmer

could increase the acreage in-orops-Tising-Ms existing-mac-teieiy, he would

be better advised to obtain some more up-to-date equipnent. TMs would 

require an additional investment of about iJ.,000. The farmer does not ^ 

have tMs much. Capital available and probably would have difficulty in 

bprrowing.it.-. Hopefully, he may be able to improve Ms macMnery from

savings but'of future farm profit#
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The Performance of the Farm in

■ Jji 1965166 the farmer kept 112 livestock units 

as his major enterprise.^/
of grade dairy cattle

His cash crops consisted of 45 acres of maize
• and .13 acres of pyrethrum (Table 10). 

of oats for his cattle to
In addition he planted six acres

graze. He also kept a few native goats and 

poultry for his own consumption and two work oxen for transport work around■

the farm.

The farmer made a profit of il.Oll during the 1965/66-season. 

Not all of tliis represented a cash income, however, fo.r in calculating 

farm profits certain non-cash items such as the appreciation in value of

the dairy herd and the value of farm produce consiug^ by 

included. Also, depreciation was deducte,d arriving at fam profits 

while capital repayments of loan principal

the farmer were

were not. If these items are 
taken into account, the farmer made a cash surplus of i7?8 or about i230

Both his farm profit and cash surplus 

similar in size to the average levels of fam profits and cash surpluses "

less than Ms farm profits
were

obtained by the other African farmers who were included in the farm 

management suwey in this area pp. 8 and 14). This farmer’s income
■to allow him to repay his loan installments and obtain a 

reasonable level of living.

making any capital improvements to his farm.

However, he would have had difficultysin 

Both his buildings and
macHThery were in-heea~of^iipovemehT.---- ----- ------ ------  '

In 1965/66 the famer obtained maize and milk yields 

to the average yields obtained by the other
very similar 

survey farmers in his immediate

.=AB of the term livestock unit (or o
see the-footnote to Table.I, i^ppendix II. .

cow equivalent)
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' LARGE-SCALE FARM NUMBER ONE: ACTUAL USE OF 
RESOURCES 1965/66 AND SUGGESTED CHANGES, UNDER 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ alternative ASSUMPTIONS *. . . . . .

Ti^EE 10.

Budgeted Plans
Actual . 

■ 1965/66 id' 2^. - 3£/. .•

(Acres or livestock Units)Resource Use;

550550 550Total Fam Area 
Maize’
Pyrethrum 
Dairy Cattle

550 550
100 150.45 100 .100

2513
165 9298 105112

(L E.A.)Financial Results;

1,965 V 2,502

11,317 11,317
1,000 1,000

1,011 1,286

10,31-7- 11,317, 11,317
' 1,000 ■ • 1,000

758Farm Rrofit 
Capital 
Investment 

Extra Capital

(Gallons per Cow. Bags per Acre or
Pburid's of Flowers per Acre)

Helds;

300228 228228 . 300 
12.0

talk 
Maize , 
Pyrethrum

6.7 12.06.7 . 6.7
372 372

* Details of the^ enterprise costs and returns on which these bud- 
-gets are based are given in Appendix II.

a/ The' first plan is based on the same yields as those which the 
farmer obtained in 1965/66. The plan involves increasing the maize and 
pyrethrum enterprises to about twice their 1965/66 levels. This does not 

. . --represent-a substantial-improyement.. . . .  — . .

' The second plan is similar to Plan 1 except that^ pyrethrum is not 
grown.' This returns a profit lov;er than that .obtained ih 1965/66..  .

' . 0/ The third plan is similar to Plan 2 except that the maize and 
. milk yields have been increased to levels similar to.those found on the 
best fams. This provides a substantial improvement in income'.

r ^ The-last plan is similar .to PlAn 3 except that the maize.acreage 
has been increased to I50 acres. This represents the most intensive .^d 
profitable system of farming
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.He--obtained-6.7 bags of'maize per acre antif228 gallons of milk 

■ ilLppT-.-nriTj-griiinpa^^fiH. Lrit.h avflrage levels of 7»6 bags of maize per acre and ^ 

204 gallons of milk per cow/ However, his pjmTethrum yield, 372 pounds of 

” dried flowers peh acre, was theSiighest yield which any of the survey 

fanners were able to obtain, the average' yield being only 295 pounds of 

flowers per acre (j^ pp. 16, 18 and 20).

There would appear to be oonsiderable scope for improving this fann

er's income, both through better husbandry and impiroyed yields and through. 

.. a more efficient allocation of resources. Before these possibilities are 

examined the restraints which limit the expansion of the various farm 

enterprises will be discussed.

area i

tr

*

limitations on acpansion

The total size'-Of the farm, the amount'of arable land and the farm

er's stock of maohipery have been mentioned already as being major re

straints which limit the ejqjansion of farm enterprises. -labor is not a 

limiting resource, although the ability of the, farmer to manage a large

'labor force is an important restraint which, unfortunately, is difficult 

. . io :quantify. The other important restraint is the willingness or ability

'^■“^'T^'i-aimer'^io""withstarid'the“ risks a higrdegree of special

ization.

__ _JIairy eattlelar&:usually-tM.-.BO_st reliable jjf the fam eivfceiyrises

choc^e. The only restraints which could possibly

limit the size-of the dairy enterprise, apart from those mentioned al-

readyr -dre/shbrtages nf M for increasing, the stock numbers and-dif- 

ficulties in mknaging a- large milking herd. On this.farm neither of these 

restraints are effective. If hewanted to, which.is unlikely, the farmer

V

■ V--.-.'
■ i/ '-''i •>
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oouJd. iJiorease m rearing more young stock. Also,

:]g^^ tmj&tal area of tMs Ta would never be able to" keep

a dairy herd so large that it was beyond his management capabilities.

If the faimer wanted to increase the size of his maize enterprise, 

the major limiting factors would be the availability of land, and equip

ment, the id.sk involved in placing too much reliance on a single cnip, 

and difficuities of management. Although this farmer doeS not possess 

a good set of mechanical equipment, it is assumed here'that he -id-ll be 

able to’improve his equipment and cultivate all of his arable land.

While there is an increased level of risk.in planting a larger area of 

maizel- this is not an important considerabion.-en thfl.s farm, 

farmer were to suffer a crop failure, he vrould be able to recover his ' 

expenses from the payment for the "Minimum Jinancial Return" on maize.

Also, the maximum possible area of maize on this farm is less than 30 

percent of the farm area. Thus, as the fanner should obtain a very 

reliable income from the dairy cattle which are kept on most of the re- 

p raaining land, a system of farming which involved planting all of the arable 

area with maize would not be unreasonably subject to risk. Ifore important, 

and extremely difficul^to quantify, is the ability of the farmer to 

manage a-large area_ of maize. The writer believes that this farmer would 

have difficulty in loo^g after mOre than 100 acres of maize. Thus, 

in most of the farm plans that follow, 100 acres will be used as the upper 

limit for. the maize enterprise. . However, one plan, will be suggested.which ■ 

involves crpppihg the full, 150 acres of- arable land "with m^ze. Even 

though this"able to -do this, the plan will still be of

If the

I

ijiterest for it should represent wh§t a really good manager could achieve

on. this farm.

'.••r
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. Pyrethrum is an intetjsive crop which requires h fairly high level of 

management, especially la^r management. While there are risks involved 

in too high a degree of specializatioh, these risks do not .usually limit 

the extent of the pyrethrum enterprise; difficulties of management are 

usually, more important'. In-order to produce pyrethrum a farmer requires 

a production quota. Iii the past this has been an important factor limit- 
• ing pyrethrum ^reages. However, this farmer should have little difficulty 

in obtaining a larger,quota' for pyrethrum has been under-produced rebently. 

In 1965/66, for example, all growers together produced only 55 percent of 

their production quotas- (£) • Thus the only effective restraint limi-ting 

the size of the pyrethrum enterprise is -the maittgement ability-of the 

farmer. Ejqjeilenoe suggests that most African fanners -would have diffi

culty in supervising more than 25 acres of pyrethrum and‘'this will be used 

as the upper limit for the pyrathrum ente^rise on this farm.

This completes the list of restraints which limit the expansion of 

- the enterprises on tMs farm. Using budgeting techniques, the analysis 

how proceeds to see how the farmer might be able to improve his income 

through either a re-allocation of resources or through improved methods 

■ ' of husbandry.-'

maize-and^pyre-thrum;

sheep, pigs and poultry, are possible. These will not be considered, 

however, for they are kept by few farmers in.this area and there is no 

evidence to:suggest that this farmer should consider any of them.

s'

I

Only three enterprises will be considered ~ dairy cattle, 

several other enterprises, including wheat, potatoes^

-

4/ There are'so few effective res-traints or alternative enterprises 
that linear programming methods are scarcely appropriate. However, the 
budgeting techni^es: which are. used ^ w^ systematic
principles as those involved in linear programming..

v'
v;;
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Aitemative Plans for Improvement

'The first plan which is considered shows how the farmer - should 

optimally combine his'three enterprises — dairy cattle, maize and 

pyrethrum — assuming that the performances of these enterprises remain 

at their I965/66 levels. The results of this plan are shown, as Plan 1 

in Table 10, This plan involved increasing pyrethrum up to the limit of 

25 acres, increasing maize.up to the limit of 100 acres and keeping dairy 

cattle on the remaining land. This plan returns a profit of £1,286, an 

increase of more than £250 over the 1965/66 farm profit. This is not a 

substantial improvement and it does require.that the farmer obtain some 

better equipment. Ifawever, no additional labor ,-would be required. In 

fact, this plan could be operated with about 11 full-time laborers if 

casual labor from the laborers' families were used during peak periods.

-Qiveh that uncertainties exist in the world market for pyrethrum, 

no farmer can have confidence that pyrethrum will continue to be a 

profitable crop. It is interesting therefore to see how the income of 

this farmer would be affected if he were unable to grow pyrethrum. A 

plan without pyrethrum is interesting also for maize and dairy cattle 

alone-are more typical of the African farms in the survey areas. If the 

farmer Were to cease pyrethrum production he may be able to increase the 

size of his maize enterprise. However, the area of maize will not be 

increased above 100 acres in the next suggested farm plan, although this 

will be done at-a later stage. One hundred acres of.maize is still a 

large increase over the maize acreage in 1965/66 and even without pyrethrum 

the management requirements on the farm would be high during the cultivat

ing, planting,; weeding and harvesting seasons.

■ ^

Vs. " U -
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Plan 2 i^ idratical with Plan 1 except that it includes, no pyrethrum. 

The land released by the pyrethrum has been used to increase the size of-
“ , , • .V .... ■ .

the daily herd; from 98 livestock unit_sJ.n H.an 1 to 105 livestock units 

in Plan 2. The farm‘profit suggested by Plan 2 is only i758. This is 

about i500 less than that suggested by Plan 1 and 4250 less than that ob

tained in 1965/66. It is appa,rent that pyrethrum production enables that 

farmer to obtain suf income appreciably higher than that which maize and 

dairy cattle alone would provide.

The.maize.and mil^ yields which this farmer obtained in 1965/66 

both similar to the average yields on the farms included in the farm

V ..

were

management.However, the best farmerj? in. this survey obtained ap-

Thus the third plan which is sug-preciably higher yields than these, 

gested involves increasing maize and milk yields to levels similar to
«

Although it is uncertjn whether.-those..bbtalmd. hjthe better .farmers, 

this-farmer will be able-to increase his yields to these levels, they

are feasible on this farm. Primarily, hswever, this third plan is sug- •

-• gested because it represents a level of performance similar to that found

Pyrethrum is not considered in Plan 3. This particularon the best farms.

farmer may have difficulty in ..^proving his yields to the levels suggested

Also, dairy cattleif .he were to mafiage three enterprises rather than two. 

and maize alone ar.e. more typical of the majority of farms in this area.
4

'Plan 3 is identical with Plan 2 except that the mJze yield has

been Taised.^^^f^ 12.0 bags per acre and the milk yield from 228

While these yields .appear to be typical of theto 300; gallons, per. cow 

best African farms in this area, even higher yields are possible.

•-

How

ever, these very high yl.elds will not be considered here. There would

® appear to be no evidence -to suggest tl^t ar^ne other than the exceptional

. 
rr:---- --------•'V.r
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fairer; can them in isolated and especially favorable

yearsi ;

Based on Plan 3 the-farmer might expect to obtain a fsrm profit of 

11,965. Py standards prevailing in tM.s. area this is a satisfactoiy 

level^bf incoma-fpr a farm of this size; it is sufficient t'o allow the 

fanner to meet his financial Obligations, to live reasonably well wd to 

finariceV within a few 3®ars., most of-the capital improvemehts which Ms--

Although the yield levels which have been' assuMi^ for Plan 

3 were very similar to those fojjnd oh the best African farms in 1965/66, 

profits are higher than on the best farms; this is due ix) the.fact that a 

more intehsive system of fanning is assumed tl^^that- prevailing on .even 

the best Mrican farms. On a well-managed African farm of this size an

to be more usual.

: ::Ihe:iast- plan tQ^be^CQnsiieredLj?eprasanta-a.:mQrB-,inten3iva, and.more. _

profitable system of farming than that found on any of the African farms ■
■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ j

inpluded in the survey in 19,65/66. This -plan is probably'not within 

the reach of Farmer Number One. It does represent, however, about the 

most profitable plan that the best African farmers may expect to attain. 

This plan, shown as Plan 4- in Table 10, is based oir identical assumptions 

to those used for"Plaii 3 except that the maize acreage has been increased

farm requires.

to 150 acres and the dairy cattle.numbers reduced accordingly.. This plan

This is about two and^one-half timessuggests a farm profit of -iB, 502

as great as the profit which -this farmer obtained in 1965/66 and is sub

stantially larger than Ithe profits obtained by even the best African

aiicidentally,:this is the only plan whiph would providefull- 

employment fbr all of the laborers who li-vbd oh th^^ in 1965/66..

farmers. ;

■ ■■-■Km-]:.
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Even then these laborers would have been:fully employed only .at peak

seasons.
V •

If this-farmer-were,to farm in’the future as he did, ih '”

1965/66^ he should be able to meet his loan repayments and obtain 

able level of liAring.
a reason-

However, he would have difficulty in making, soiije

necessary capital improvements to his farm. ■ Had he not been able to grow

pyrethrumj capital improvementnould have beeh almost impossible. This ' 

rrould appear to-be . a typical situation on a large number-of ^^ipan f 

in this area for the majordt;^ of thebe’farms do not grow pyrethrum but 

depend on maize and dairy’ cattle alone. The.farm plans which have been 

suggested shoTOd that-the farmer CO,uld ol?taiii.,,a ,gsibstantial improvement 

tpcome if he were to improve M.s maize and milk yields, 

would appear to be no’opportunity fdr improving income through- substituting 
nwrenterpidsesTdr^eSEi^^

There

a re-allooation of resources more in 

favor of maize would be helpful, however. Two factors make it difficult

for the,farmer to effect these improvements. The first is his poor stock 

of machinery; the second and more important is his lack of managerial

ability.
7

Farm Humber Two

This is a typical small farm of 250 acres in the Ndalat 

--■- 'Of these OTall farms appear to be better managed than most of the larger ’ 

In fact, 'although a small farm which was less profitable 

. , than this one could have been chosen, it would have been difficult to

1966 a small farm ■

where- the level of management was as poor as .that which is i.commonly 

found on larger :farms>- - . :

area. Many

African farms

i.
'■ 'C.'
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The farm and faiTning assets were valued at about iX6 per acre in 

1966.' While this iras about the average level pf capital investment per 

acre on all African fams in this area, it was not perhaps as high as 

might have'been expected for. so small a farm, \iftien the farmer took over 

his farm in 1962,. there were virtually no permanent improvanents on it. 

iiJhile this was a disadvantage in some respects, it did mean that the 

farmer was. able,-to. construct only those improvements which Were of most 

use to him. In particular, he Was able' to build a house.more in keeping 

with his own requirements. This xras preferable to financing the purchase 

of--a large European-type house as many African farmers lave been obliged 

to do. This farmer, i^ho had qo business partners,^ had-borrowed about, 65.
' V

percent of his fanning capital.

Maize and dairy cattle are the major enterprises in this area.

•Tr-

However, wheat can be grown although rarely with great success. ■ In 

1965/66 this farmer planted 20 acres of maize and-lK) acres of wheat 

and kept.56 livestock units of dairy cattle. Also, his wife cultivated

about one acre of mixed vegetables and pineapples next to the house.

In 1965/66 his maize and milk j^elds, 8,8 bags of maize per acre and 210

However,
r. ’

■gallons of milk per cow were somewhat better than the average, 

his wheat yield, 5.2 bags per acre, was not good, especially as the drier

weather in 1965/66 tended to favor-^wheat production in this rather 

wet area. In 1964/65 he obtained an average wheat yield of only three

In.view of these poor wheat yields and because he had tobags per acre.

rely upon an outside contractor to plant and harvest hi.s wheat, the farmer 

decided to grow no more wheat after the I965/66 season. The writer agrees

that this TOs a sensible decision.■
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in 1965/66-'the farmer made a proa^^ of which £534 was a

cash surplus. Although, this-represented a profit per acre better than 

the average for all African, fams in this area, the absolute size of 

his incom'e^was not suffirient to allow-him to make necessary improvements 

to his farm,, at least not without difficulty. For example, neither his 

machinery nor fencing were adequate. In order for him to buy suitable 

macrihery, even if he were to-buy used machinery, he would need about 

i600. While he may be able to borrow this money, if he 'were to make re- 

pa^ent over a period of less thab five, years, as would be usual, his cash 

surplus viould be reduced to an uncoMortably low level.

Thpre were eight laborers resident on th.e- f^rm in 1965/66. Three

of these laborers were employed regularly with the dairy cattle. The 

.. .^Other-,five obtained emp^^ an irregular basis. Six of these ,

laborers, were allocated one-half an acre of land each for their subsistence 

crops.

: About 240 acres of the farm were available for farming operations, 

the balance of the land, about ten acres, being taken up by roads, build

ings, and laborers' crops.'"The majority of the farm, about 200 acres,

Assuming that the farmer could crop 

■ four-seyenths of this land, each year, he would be able to plant a maximum 

. of about li5 acres of maize.’ However, te would be adopting a somewhat- ' 

risky pattern of farming if he were to do so. The. writey. believes that- 

this farmer should-no-t-plant more than 80 acres of maize. This will 

be used as the upper limit for maize production in the farm:plans which 

^are sugges-teb beibw,! ■ ^ ‘

Table 11 gives a summary of the farm plan which,was adopted in I965/66 

;:.arid ti^ suggested imprrbved^^p The first^plan shows-how the .'farmer's

..i
was sui-table for arable cultivation.

•-'r
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: TABLE 11:. LARGE-SCALE fMi NBMBEK TWD: ACTUAL USE OF • 
■ RESOURCES IN 1963/66 AMD SUGGESTED CHANGES UNDER 

'■ ALTJENATIVE: ASSUMPTIONS *

Budgeted PlansActuaCL 
1965/66. is/ -zW
(Acres or livestock Units)Resource Use:

250 25Q 250Total Farm Area 
Maize 
"Wheat
Dairy Cattle

86•20 80
40

50 ."56 30

(fi E.A.)Financial ‘ Re-sults:

869■ ’Farm::ft?6^t- ;
- -Capital Investment 

;; Eictra Capital

61?
•••4,686' •. 4,086■tt:

600 £00

f -

(Gallons per Cow or Bags per Acre)

. 210

lielde:

300210Milk:
Wheat
Maize

5.2
8.8 12.08.8

* Details of the enterprise costs and retxims on which these plans 
are based are contained in Appendix H. '' '

a/' The first plan assumes that the-farmer increases his,crop acreage 
a little: but plants only maize. The maize and milk yields have been left 

. at their 1965/66 le-fels.: This plan does not represent a substantial im- 
provonent

This plan'is identical with the first plan except that the maize . 
. and milk yields have been increased to levels similar to those obtained 
by the best African farmers in 1965/66. This plan returns a farm profit 
more th^ twice as high as that obtained'in 1965/66.

• ....

*•:
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income would be aiTected if he were to increaee his m^ie enterprise to •

■^^'JSO 'aores^ v^w no wheat,-fed keep^^ cattle <» the

,remaining land._ This plan,'which asshmes that his maize and milk yields 

remain at their 19.65/66 levels, produces a farm profit of iB69. While 

this is i250 more than the farmer obtained in 1965/66, the first plan 

does not represent a substantial improvement.

The second suggested plan is identical to the first plan except'that 

the average milk yield has been increased to 3OO gallon^ per cow and the 

maize yield to 12 bags par acre. This plan shows a farm profit of

- fhere is more room for incr^sihg" income throngh..Ampr««Ptog yields than . 

there-is through re-iallpcating farm resources among enterprisos or even 

increasing the acreage of maize without some increase in yields.

Although the performanoe of this farm in I965/66 was not uhsatis- 

• factory, the plans which have been suggested show that there is consider-' ' 

able.scope for improvement. The writer believes that these plans are 

within the reach,of this farmer and he .would not be surprised if the 

fanner's income were to approach the level suggested by Plan 2 within a

V

few years' time. Both of the suggested plans wovild require that the farmer 

increase his labor force by one or two people. This shoiild present no 

problemsV *

4'

Farm Niunber Three

This fann, i-tha in this chapter,^ is a farm of 

1,300 acres in the Ndalat area. -The size of the "farm and the type of ' 

farm organization appeared, to be typical of the majority of the larger

■i*

y*
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i/ However, the level of. management on this farm- was ex

tremely poor and probably'below-average even for the larger African fams..

; ■ Nevfriheless, despite the poor management, judging by the unfavorable re

ports contained in the amual' 'reports of the credit agencies which deal ^ 

with these farmers, many of the problems encountered on this farm were^ 

common to a large number of African-operated farms (10, 11)•

This farm was operated by 15 partners. All of them, except for one, 

lived on the farm; one, the senior partner, acted as manager while the 

others worked as laborers, at least intermittently. In addition, there 

were four full-time laborers who were not partners in the business.

Although there are no suitable^ statistics available , the nximber of part- 

ners who operated this farm appeared to be fairly typical for a Term of 

thi's size. However, very large numbers of partners are involved in some 

farms. The vnrlter visited, ope farm where there were 92 partners, all 

of whom were living on a farm of less than 1,000 acres I

In 1965/66 Farm Number Three-was valued at about il3 per^cre.

This was a little lower than average, mainly because there were few 

permanent improvements on the farm. The farmers had borrowed only 25 

percent of their farming capital,. They obtained a-loan for 60 percent 

of the farm's purchase price. However,, they were able to obtain only a 

small development loan, possibly because the agricultural credit agencies .

African farms

^ ^ is reminded of the observation in Chapter 3 that while'
the,average size of all African-operated farms was about 7k0 acres in 
1965,-the average sizes of all of the large-scale farms in the Uasin 

. Qishu smd Trans; Nzoia were; in i960 before African settlement began, 
l,59h; and 1,284 acres.respebtively. 'Thus, a farm of 1,300 acres- is a 
large farm for an Africaff'operatbr but only a farm of average size-for 
the areas coricerried.
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would not finance the purchase of high grade dairy cattle on a farm where 

•natiye-livesioo -presenty as they were on this fam. >. This was an :

instance of where the interests of the different partners conflicted.

The senior partner was anxious 'tp stock the farm only with high grade dairy 

cattle. Most.of the other partners, however, decided that they would keep 

hatiye stock and each of these .partners brought his own herd of native, ' 

cattle, sheep or goat's onto the .farm.

This -farm is in an area where maize and dairy cattle are the major 

enterprises. In I965/66 the'livestock on this farm consisted of 286 

livestock units of grade dairy cattle and 160 stock units of native, 

livestopk, most of the latter being native cattlg, although there, were a 

■few native goats and native sheep. The grade Cattle were kept as one 

enterprise under the control of the senior partner. The native cattle

. we.re_Jcept_in separate :herds by:.their several pwners. ffibcty acres of maize

were plahted as one single enterprise for the whole farm. In addition, 

the 13 resideht junior partners each planted about two acres of maize 

for their own subsistence.

In 1965/66 the maize and milk yields were very low, 3.3 bags of 

maize per acre'and only 58 gallons of milk per cow. Although poor hus

bandry was undoubtedly the main reason why these yields were so bad, 

there were some special circumstances involved. The maize crop was 

-planted about three months too' late. Soon after maize planting began,

- at the norm!: time,: the tractor broke down. The formers were unable to 

repair the tractor for another three months for it took them that long to 

- accumulate.sufficient money from their monthly cream checks^. Incidentally, 

had the farmers been willing to make the effort, the maize could have been-

•Vs "■ •
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planted by-hand -with little loss of . time. Alternatively, some native, 

livestock could Have been sold to finance the tractor repair.

- Although the average milk yield was extremely low, a part of this
. . . ^

., low yield could be e^lained by the’ fact that about one-third of the 

milking cows were purchased half way through the I965/66 season, some 

of the partners having agreed at this time to sell their native cattle in 

order to make this purchase possible. However, this was ah insufficient 

reason to explain more than a small, part of the low yield.' Poor dairy 

management was more important. The milking herd was comprised of poor 

grade stock, the farmers having bought the.cheapest that they could get. 

In edition, a large proportion of the herd was diy and the grazing was 

grossly overstocked. To. make matters worse, the farmers sold no-whole 

milk but separated all of the milk and sold in the lower-priced butterfat 

market.

-:y

9

There was no formal partnership agreement on the farm. The senior 

partner attempted to operate’ the farm as a commercial entity. He made 

most of the management decisions himself, except, insofar as he was pre

vented from doing so by the junior partners; for example, in’ the case of
- 'f

their refusal iwj remove their native livestock from the farm. In sharing 

the farm income the following procedure was adopted. The junior partners 

obtained whatever income arose from their own native livestock and sub

sistence crops. Also^ whenever the junior partners worked,on farm enter- 

.prises such as maize and grade dairy cattle, they were paid wages. In 

addition, each month's cream check was split up between the partners in 

relation to-the size.of their, shares in the farm. However, the farmers 

iritehded that a portion’ of the, receipts from.the sale of the cream and
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all-of^ the proceeds from-the. sa^Le of maize should, be'retained for paying 

-farm ejqjehses.r iliisufficient cash, retained to meet .these

operating expenses. ' ‘

The senior partner, who had t^ce as large a share in the business 

as did any of the other partners, derived his income primarily from his

However, he was able to obtain, his food fitom 

the 60 acre block of maize and he lived in the house of the former 

European owner whereas the junior partners all lived in raud and wattle 

huts similar to those which farm laborers normally occupy.' Only the most 

ndimentary farm accounts were kept and the majority of the junior partners 

could not read or write. Thus^ the senior partner.,woUld have been well 

placed had he wanted to increase his share of the farm income surreptitious

ly. Although there is no suggestion that this did take place on this farm, 

.....the wri-feer is of the opinion that it is a widespread practice on,many farms. 

Given.the complicated partnership arrangements on this farm, it was

/

share of the cream check.

difficult to define an entirely satisfactory procedure for calculating

the farm profit. To make this farm comparable with the other farms which

have been discussed already, the following procedure was adopted. The 

farm profit was calculated in the usual way except that only the grade 

cattle, native cattle, sheep and goats, and the 60 acre block of maize 

were treated as farm enterprises.- The junior partners' subsistence maize 

was not included in farm output but wages paid to them for ...work on farm 

jobs was treated as a farm expense. Under these assumptions, the farm 

made a ia:rbfit of ■£1..,013 in 1965/66. This performance i^s \insatisfactory. 

The profit per acre obtained on this farm was typical of that obtained by 

the less successful farmer included' in the farm management survey conducted 

■by the -^ter.
..y
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■ - The. size of the ^sh 'surplus or deficit obtained on this farm could 

not be measuredy:::jriinaril3r':because:_the^ value of the. sales of native live- 

stock-was not known. However, there was little doubt that the farm busi

ness' was extremely short of cash. If the native livestock were excluded, 

the farm incurred, a cash deficit of iS78.

up through the sale of native livestock. However, the senior partner 

told the writer that, except in-a few instances, the jiuiior partners who 

owned the native livestock could be prevailed upon to sell-them and make 

the money available to the faim business only at times when the farm busi

ness was so critically shoft of cash'that its. very existence was threat

ened, such as when a loan repa^ent installment became'overdue.

Although the performance of this farm was distinctly poor, it does 

not necessarily follow that the farm is a non-viable commercial enter

prise. All of -the partners seeme.d. prepared to accept a very low level 

of living. They, all obtained their basic food from the farm aiid they

This deficit was in fact made

did not have any large financial obligations, especially as only a small 

amount of credit was involved in financing the business. Thus, despite

the poor performance, the writer believes that these people could remain

in business-even if they did not improve their farming methods, 

or not the performance of the farm could be improved is questionable, 

particularly if no steps are taken to improve the managegent of the farm.

■ Several improved fam plans-will be .^scussed. All of these, plans will

■ assume that the farm‘is managed as a single ■unit. . The means by which 

the' necessaiy changes in .the management structure of the farm might be' 

effected will not b" discussed.

the farm p'

' cattle will be CO t

Whether

• ? which are discussed here only maize and grade dairy 

idered ;as suitable'farm enterprises. Although little
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inf6rraatiori-is'"avaiiable concerning the,level of productivity of native- 

livestock^ the; writer's own estimates’ support the widely held view, that 

native cattle'^re not as profitable as grade cattle, unless the grade 

cattle are managed extremely badly.

The most important restraints which limit the size and performance 

of the.rmaize and cattle enterpxises on this farm are management restraints. 

Providing that the junior partners' native cattle are sold and the pro- 

ceeds used to develop the farm, capital is not in short supplyr However, 

the farmers would not hSve sufficient capital to make some desirable im

provements to the permanent improvements on the farm, although these long

term developments could be delayed without impairing the productivity of 

the farm.

In 1965/66 the farm was grossly overstocked, the stocking rate being 

about 2.6 acres of grazing per livestock unit. If there had been no 

native livestock on the farm, the stocking rate would have been about 4.1 

acres per stock unit. This figure is similar to the stocking rate which 

is recommended for this area, four acres to the beast being usual. Thus,

in 1965/66 the farm possessed sufficient grade cattle to stock the farm
■-

completely, and no more capital would be required to increase the dairy 

herd. However, as the grade cattle which were on the farm in I965/66 - 

were of poor quality, a gradual process of herd'Improvement through 

■'selective culling and breeding, together with some outside purphases, is 

- required. '

Sirfficient l^d was available to cultivate well over 3OO acres, of 

maize. Ifowever, the writer does not believe that a farm plan which 

: • involvep ^o^g: rabre^ti^ of maize will ever be within the

• • 7
•1:;
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In fact, 300

—-^-. acrss: of-maize, jfonldJ5e_fca5ibiepn_t^^^

radical improvement in the farm’s management.

The-first plan which is suggested, Plan 1 in Table 1'2, represents

the greatest degree of improvement which the writer believes is possible

if there is no marked improvonent in the management of .the farm. Even

this plan assumes that there is sufficient unity among the partners so

that all of the native livestock can be sold. Plan 1 irtvolves gro^ng

100 acres of maize and keeping 280 livestock units of grade cattle on

the remaining land. The'maize yield has been assumed to be 8 bags per

acre and the milk yield I3O <gallons per cow, •llo..,plan’has been suggested

idiioh is based on fBe^6|/66 yield levels, for these were so low as not

to merit consideratibn,. ^le the milk yield which is used in K.an 1 is

low, 130 gallons of milk perrcow was the highest milk yield obtained by

any of the farmers on farms of over 1,000 acres in the survey in 1966.

Plan 1 returns a farm profit of M,470. This is a worthwhile increase

over ...the I965/66 profit level but still is a poor farm profit for a farm
■ ■ ■#**" '

■ , of this size., The plan would not require any additional capital but it

»

would require the employment of one or two extra laborers.

The second plan involves growing 200 acres of maize and keeping 

256 stock units: of grade dairy cattle on the remaining land. The maize 

jdeld ihks been^left at eight bags per acre but the milk yield has been 

increased to 200 gallons per cow. This plan returns a farm profit of 

i2,876.L. This is a large increase over the 1965/66 profit level. The 

writer does not believe that this level of profit can be achieved on

V: the organization of the

^ .
■ ■■

*1
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■ TABLE 12. LARGE-SCALE FAEM NUMBER THf#: "ACTUAL USE OF 
resources in 1965/66 AND SUGGESTED CHANGES UNDER 

— ALTERNATIVE-ASSUMPQMONS-*-- -  -. .

Budgeted Plans
Actual
1965/66

32/la/

(Acres or lAvestock Ifriits)Resource.Use;
r-'

1,3001,3001,300
60

1,300Total Farm Area 
Ifaiae.

- Native livestock 
Dally Cattle

300200100
160 ise 231286 280

(L E.AOFinancial Results!

2,676
18,692
1,200

1,013 • 1,^70
1*7,492 ■ 17,492 -

5,115
20,692
3,200

Farm Profit 
Capital investinant 
Extra Capital

(Gallons per Cow or Bags per Acre)Helds!

20020058 130Milk
Maize 8.0 12,08,0 •3.3

* Details of the enterprise coasts and returns on which these plans 
are based are shown in Appendix II. The dairy cattle figures are shown 

' separately in. Appendix Table VI. The maize figures are the same as those 
shown in Table V for -Farm Number Two, except that for' the lower-yielding 
enterprise, the yield is eight bags per acre and the output per acre 

’^9^00’'&lihgs,
3.'

aj This plan assumes that no native livestock are kept and that 
the maize enterprise is increased in size tp 100 acres. The maize and 
milk yields assumed for this plan are higher than those obtained on this 
fam in 1965/66 but similar to those obtained by typical larger than average 
sized'African' farms not increase farm income substantially.

The second-plan is similar to the first except that the maize . 
acreage has been increa.sed to 200 acres and the milk yield to 200 gallons

twice as large as that shown by Plan 1 and
successful of

the larger than average African fairos in I965/66. -

c/ The third plan is similar to the second except that the maize 
adreage:has been-dncreased; to 360 acres and 3;he maize-yield to 12 bags 
sper acre.; This:-shows'^:;very:;la^e profit. Probably only the very best ■ 
riAfrican: farmers could faimi as wsli as thisjiL
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farm*s-management, nevertheless, the senior partner in the farm.should 

be able to carry out this plan if he can manage the farm without inter

ference. Incidentally, the level of profit returned in Plan 2 is almost

identical with that which was obtained by the most-profitable of the
. . ^ . . . . . . . . . -*4 ' ■ ' ' • ^

larger farms in the survey in 1966. However, this particular successful 

farmer obtained his high profit in a slightly different maimer. He had 

a larger crop acreage.than that suggested in Plan 2, but his crop yields 

were better and his.milk yield was worse than those used for Plan 2.

The second plan requires an additional investment of about ii,200 for 

macMnery and also would require that seven extra laborers be employed.

The t,hird and last plan represents what ihe ;Writer believes a really 

good farmer could achieve. However, the level of profit returned by 

Plan-3 is considerably greater than the highest of the farm profits which 

any of the farmers obtained in 1965/66. Plan 3 involves growing 3OO 

acres of maize and keeping 231 livestock units of dairy cattle. The

maize yield has been increased to 12 bags' per acre but the milk yield

Although this milk yield is nohas been left at 200 gallons per cow. 

better than the average level of those obtained by the survey farmers

in 1965/66, the.writer believes that milk yields higher than this cannot

be expected from large.dairy herds. Plan 3 returns a farm profit of

i.5,115« Although this is five times as great as the leW of farm profit.*

which was obtained in 1965/66, the writer would emphasize that the maize 

and milk yields on which this plan is-based are. no more than those which 

average dairy farmers and better than average maize farmers were able to 

obtain in I965/66. Vdth really good management a much higher farm profit 

could be expect^. Plan 3 assumes that the farmer will invest another
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. i2iOOO--in buildings and fences. Also,“fKelplan xrould^Ye^iW that^abdut

. 30 laborers be employed, an increase of I3 above the labor force which

• was present on the farm in I965/66. ‘ - '

This completes the discussion of the improved farm plans for this 

These plans illustrate that uhile a very large increase in farm 

profit is^possible on this farm, vary little if any improvement is 

possible without a major re-prgani'zation of the fam's management.

' - ■ -farni.

Conclusions

Three large-scale fanns have been discussed in this chapter. They 

were chosen from a sample of 30 farms which were included in a. farm 'manage

ment survey conducted in I966 in the Uasin Gishu ancT Trans Nzoia Districts 

(^). These three farms were chosen to represent the important types of 

African-operated, large-scale farms in the maize/dairjdng areas-of bhe 

Uasin Gishu and Trans Nzoia Districts, ^art from the above farm manage

ment survey, little factual information concerning the African-operated,

.. large-scale farms is available. For this reason and beeause both the 

discussion in this chapter and the farm management survey itself have 

shown .thati there is considerable variability among the large-scale farms,: - 

it is hazardous to make dogmatic generalizations about these farms. M.th 

.'thiejvproviso in mind, the following tentative conclusions are suggested.

‘ "-S?. l&st~bf'the large-scale farms were able to obtain

■f

■i

'farm incomes sufficiently large so that they could meet their financial

bbli'gations and obtain rather modest personal incomes. Few of the farmers

. were -able to make substantial capital improvements;' yet on^most farms—---- ----

the machinery, buildings, and fences were inadequate and in poor condi-'

tion.

•.-Sf. 't-,-
■ -■■.r-

•r ■ • -
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able to'meet their ilhanoial
obligations i s .su^ort^ bT; evidence' from other

Foi- example,
if loan vepajments which had been overdue>Jor'only six months are ex-'

sources.

■ i.-,.

^ eluded, tyjhine 30, ^1966 the Department of Settitement had received pay. 

vient for 90 percent of the value of the loan installments that had been
billed up to that date to all of. the farmers in the "Assisted Owners

Scheme;" the comparable figure for the "Compassionate Farms" tos 86 

percent (12, p. ^). .No published .statistics conceming Afrioari farm-

ers^ - loan ^repayments to the Bank or the Agricultural-Finance Corpbra- 

■ tion are available HCwever, the land Bank informed the writer ttet most 

•of the African fanners in the Uasin Qishu and Trans Nzoia areas were
up to date with their loan repayments.

_4nQng-the 30.,fajms included in the farm management survey there 

a few farms which appeared to be non-viable.were
As might be.expectedj

most of the farmers who^ had diffioulty in repaying their loans

fanners who had borrowed a large proportion of their farming capital
were

and

also who farmed badly. Poor management in itself was not sufficient
to, prevent farmers from repaying their loans. 

' ■•'^- ^afed to . accept
If the fanners were pre-

a very low level of income and if they had not borrowed 

• ^ large proportion of their farming capital they could probably continue

to farm even though their management was poor; Farm Number Three was a
case in point:

Although most of the farms appeared'to be 

considerable variation in farm incomes.
; Sa'f Arm: sample 

jj^s-sindOari^

commercially viable there 

The median farm size in the 

The discussSm of F^ Number One, which

was

acreage, Ulustrated; that typical farms
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of: this .size eazTled inoo^ of about iSOO to il. OOO while 

; . Of the- sane size earned incomes
better managed 

In contrast,as high as

theis were several poorly ^aged farmk included in the farm management
^ry^ and t^cally a poorly managed farm of median size

cx)me no greater than i5bo. Pbrm profits were highly variable w faiis
earned an in-

of other sizes also. However, the smaller farms were often better managed

than .the larger farms. Mot only did the larger fattns require more skili- 

ful management because of their size, but alsb^ many Of tlrase faims tffire
operated by partnerships and this made management difficult.

The variability in farm-profits was surpassed by the variability 

in average incomes per farmer, ^he larger farms tended to be poorly 

managed andjopB^ed^by groups of partners rather than Single operators. 

Thus,, on these farms the aw^gethcBmefT3er-pardiner-.ms lower-than .tha

average level of incomes on the smaller farms 

of tfe partners on the larger farms.
with one operator, ^fany 

such as Farm Mumber Three, obtained 

levels of income little better than those obtained by farm laborers In

contrast, a single operator on a farm of average size 

One, might obtain an income of -£1,000 or more.
such as Farm Number

In this case the-farmer

operate a motorcar.and live in the previous European owner's 

hpuse in a manner not veif different from that of his European predecessor, 

^srisbility in farm incomes and the farm .budgets which 

have ljeen discussed in this chapter suggest that substantial increases

farm incomes could be obtained on most farms. The most Important 

means by -which fa.nn incomes ooiild be improved would 

.the adoption of better methods of husbandly.

seem to be through 

In the farm management sur-

yey-the better farmers f^quentl^ were able to obtain maize and milk

■■ '■
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^ were fyom 5P to, 100_ percent better than the average j^elds ■

and even the better farmers did not obtain outstanding yields. A less 

important but neTfeirtheless worthwhile additional method of raising farm 

incomes would be for farmers to plant more maize. A shortage of machinery 

and a lack of managerial ability were the two most important factors . 

whichTprevented farmers from doing this.. ^

.Until recently the agricultural and veterihaiy extension seryio.es ,, 

which were available to the large-scale African farmers wej« acknowledged 

to be inadequate. These services are now being increased partly as a 

result of the help which Kenya has been receivihg .from the West Qeman 

Government and the United States Peace Corps (12, pp. 1^-155),• Hopefully, 

the African farmers will be able to increase their incomes along the

- - lines. suggestBciJ.n..tl«„farm-budgets..in .this chapter, if the .increased level

of extension advice,which they are now receiving proves to be effective. 

Probably little improvement in farm incomes would take place without 

. .  .this extra extension effort. ■

Additional measures to improve the agricultural credit services

As far as the existing African farmers are con--are also being taken, 

cern^, it would seem that the credit agencies could be most helpful if

they were to make” more money available for the purchase of machineiy and

such as artificial in-possibly for some items of recurrent expenses, 

semination or veterinaiy treatment, neither of which are eligible for.

government sponsored credit in normal circumstances. Jxtra,credit may be 

'helpful in some circumstances, altho.ugh in others,, especially if it is not 

■ accompanied by improvements in methods of husbandry or in the intensity 

; of fanning, it may be harmful. 5br this reason, the writer would, place

• ♦

;;
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more emphasis on improving the extension services rather than making 

credit more readily available. * / .

V-
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CHAPTER 6

' ' PRESENT PERFORMANCE AND POTENTIAL FOR INCREASING

INCOMES ON THE SIALL-SCALE FARMS
V,

" Introductim--

In this dhapter several small-scale farms are examined. The method 

of analysis adopted in this chapter is very similar to that used for the 

analysis of the large-scale farms in Chapter 5.

All of the small-scale farms «hioh are dealt with in this chapter 

are located on either Keben Settlement Scheme (Lo'vf'Pehsity Scheme Number 

48), Ndalat. Settlement Scheme (High-Derisity Scheme Number 43), or Mauturaa 

Settlement Scheme (High-Density Scheme Number 22). In choosing these 

. . .three settlement schemes, an attempt was made to include only farms lo

cated in areas where the agricultural potential was similar to ,that of

the large-scale farming areas discussed in the last chapter. It was also 
■■ .•' T ■ % ■

convenient,to use these fams since data relating to these areas previously

.had beep obtained from farm-management surveys. Finally, it was desirable

to include at least one typical high-density settlement scheme and one

typical low-density Bchemev

• For the purposes of this analysis, it was essential that detailed 

individual farm .statistics be available. The only individual farm 

statistics available, to the writer were those obt^.ed in a farm manage

ment survey of several settlement schemes, conducted during the 1963/64 

season (1). Thus, this ahalysis was restricted to the four settlement 

schemes included in this.farm management survey— the low-density

' ■

no
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aetti-ement sohemes at Keben and Ainabkoi' East and the high-density settle

ment schemes at Ndalat and Mautumaw Of these fo\rr settlement sohemes 

all but Ainabkoi East were located in areas where the agricultural potential 

■ was ^milar to that of the large-scale farming areas described in Chapter

V'

5.

- Ideally the writer would hava liked to include just one_high-density 

and one low-density settlement scheme in the analysis. However, although 

Keben Settlement Scheme was fairly typical o'f all low-densi-ty settlement

schemes, the farm management surveys suggested that Ndalat was particiAarly.. - - - - - - - - - .—._ , 

■successful while Mautuma' was a poor high-density settlement scheme (1^ 

pp. 68-69 end 89'^90) • Thus both Ndalat and Mautuma^^Settlement- Schemes-* 

have been included in the analysis*

Keben Settlement Scheme forms, a part of lessos Settlement Complex.

When the settlement scheme at Keben was established in 1962 three large-

scale farms including an area of 3»700 acres of land were subdivided to 

make 146 small-scale farms. In 1963 two more settlement .schemes were 

made from some'adjoining land. Sy June 30, 1966 these three settlement

schemes-inoluded ,a total of*362 small-scale farms covering

These three settlement schemes

' • share the same co-operative society and much of the field administration 

of the Department of Settlement is common to the three schemes'. Thus 

-^ block which is known as a settle-

' menOomplex, ^ '

an area of

over*14,000 acres of land <2, p.'51).

Keben Settlement Scheme ie located at an altitude of just less than

the average annual'rainfall is about

S inches (;^ p*^ i^ Before the settlement .scheme was started maize and
--x.
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dairy.catile were the major farm enl^rprises on this land, 

production conditions were fayorable and as tea processing factories 

were located conveniently in Nandi Hills, the settlement planners expected 

that most settlers would grow tea, as well as keep dairy cattle and grow 

maize. Tea is an intensive crop which should produce a much higher in

come par acre than do either maize or dairy cattle. For this reason 

the settlement planners expected that the settlers at Keben would be able 

to obtain the target cash incomes of iiOO per annum on farms smaller 

than those commonly found on low-density settlement schemes. Thus the 

, average size of farm on Keben Settlement Sohsne is only 24 acres while 

the average farm size on all low-density settlement,sojreraes is 34 

(2, p, 31 and 4^ p, 358).

For the purposes of this study it is unfortmate that tea can be 

grown on Keben Settlement Scheme for not only does this mean that the 

farms at Keben are smaller than most farms on low-density settlement 

schemes, but also tea cannot be grown on the nearby large-scale farms; 

thus, comparison of the large-scale and small-scale farms is made

Also, very little of the tea on Keben Settlement Scheme is 

mature and there are-no reliable tea production statistics available 

for this.area. Moreover,, at Keben some settlers do not grow tea. On 

some of these farms there is no land which is suitable for tea productSlon. 

These farms are ^usually larger than the average size, about 30.

■.  a>Dipared-witli^ an-average .of,-24 acres, for the settlers are still expected

to be able to obtain the target cash income of ilOO per annum even though 

. they have to rely bh maize and dairy cattle alone- Onet^of these farms 

- included in the individual farm analysis in this chapter primarily

However, as

acres

more

difficult.

•. J-*

acres
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V ; be.oau^ a’ farin of ‘ this size is more typical of low-density ^ettle^neiit 

schemes as a whole, than is a farm .of,,average siz:e-,at Keben.

Some farms at Keben do not grow tea even though production conditions 

are favorable. For example, by 1964 the farmers at Keben had planted 

only about half of the tea acreag^hich the settlement7pi^meFs“~hacrex-—

This was understandable in view of thepected (1, pp. 54-56; 2, P.. 4). 

fact that tea does not begin to come into production until it is about, 

five years old and requires a substantial investment to bring it to that 

“stage.

On Keben Settlement Scheme.several settlers farmed more than one 

small-scale farm. When settlement began the planners did not intend

that' this sh(wld happen. Itowever, after the settlement scheme^uas 

tablished.it became apparent that several settlers were operating 

than one small-ssale farm although these farms may have been registered 

in different names. These settlers appeared to be content to exercise 

the de facto^ owiership of these farms eVen. though the legal oximership 

was in other hands. Recently the Department of Settlement has changed

. es-

more

the registration of some of these multiple-plot farms so that they are

■. • registerer 'ih'“'the--names~of^ :their^e facto; owners. However^ -the writer 

suspects that the Department of Settlement is not aware of all instances 

where several farms are operated ly 

do'libt advertise” this fact, 

the problem

Gonmon oh low-density' settlement schemes. For example, in the f ana 

v management survey at Keben in 1963 six of the, 27 sample farmers 

operated more than one small-scale farm (1, p. 4i). 

these multiplerplpt^^^ small-scale farms covering

one person for some of these settlers 

Thus there ;a.re few statistics relating to '

^ ® farms" are not un-

The largest of

more
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t^an 80 acres of land.

Most fanns in the Ndal^t Settlement Scheme are located at an eleva

tion of between 6,200 and 6,400 feet. A part of the scheme, however.

includes land rising to 7,000 feet above sea level. The average annual 

rainfall is about 50 inches (i, p. 65; ^ p. 1). Maize and dairy cattle 

are the only significant enterprises on this scheme, although some set

tlers do grow a small amount of millet or vegetables primarily for their 

own consumption. , ■ .

Ndalat is a high-density settlement scheme which was started in 

At that time three large-scale farms including a total area of 

5,900 acres of land were subdivided and made into 306 sjnall-scale farms. 

Since 1962 the scheme has been extended on several occasions and in June 

1966 Ndalat Settlement Scheme covered 11,200 acres of land and included

E^ch of these settlers is expected to be able 

The average farm size is 

19 acres. This is somewhat smaller than the average size of the farms 

on all high-density settlement schemes, the median farm size on all 

high-density schemes being about 26 acres.

196?.'

515 small-scale fams.

to earn an annual cash income of iZ5 to fhO.

Mautuma Settlement Scheme is located at an elevation of about 5,300 

feet and it receives an average annual rainfall of about 53 inches p. 1). 

. Maize and dairy'.cattle are the major farm enterprises although various

1/ The settlement schemes at Keben, Ndalat and Mautuma are all 
located in. areas where the average aitfiual rainfall is. about 50 inches. 
As most\of the mixed farriing land in the-former "White Highlands" does 
not receive an annual rainfall as high as this, the land on the settle- 

, ment schemes discussed here can be fanned more intensively than that on 
many other settlement schemes. .This reason partly explains why the 
average farm;sizes on the three settlement schemes discussed here are 
.all less than the average farm sizes on low-density or high-density 

. settlement schemes taken as a whole, ■ _ ■
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other products including, sisal, vegetables, and several subsistence 

are grown; on a small scale. Originally, the Department of Settlement 

intended that sisal should begone of the major farm products on this

crops

. schema,. Althpugh^sisal was not grown extensively in this area, it hap-
, pened that Mautuma Settl^^t Sch^e was created out of' one of bh^ew- -

sisal estates located in this area. The settlement planners intended 

that each settler should growa small plot of si Sal add' send his leaf "

into the existing sisal factory for processing. Later it became apparent 

that few of the settlers were prepared to grow sisal; not ohly does-s^sal 

•require several years before it comes into production, but also the price

of sisal declined substantially,in 1964 and this .trsgd has not yet been 

reversed (2, p. 64).

Whan Mauturaa Settlement Scheme was planned originally (it was then
A ‘

called mgari Settlement Scheme) the Department of Settlement intended

that each^f the small-scale fattns should be about 12 acres in size.

^ From these small farms the settlers were expected to be able to Obtain 

annual cash incomes averaging about i25. 

started, on this basis and the small-scale farms which were included in

The settlement scheme was

the farm management su^ey in 1963/64 did have, an average size of about 

12 acres. After the settlement scheme had been started but before all 

of the small-scale farms had*been settled, the-Department of Settlement

a

^ ^de average size of the small^jscale farms

on the portion of the scheme that was^unsettl^ at that time.- On some '

®®sh incomes were expected to be as high

as; i70 per ann™ Thus there is a considerable range in-faimi sizes on 

Mautuma Settlement Scheme today* By June I966 this settlement scheme

■ .
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; . ooverS 10,367 acres Of land and included 529 small-scale farms whose ' 

average size was 18 acres (2, p. 5l)

Prom .the preceding discussion it will be a^rent that some diffi- 

ciaty was experienced in choosing suitable settlement schemes. In

it was difficult to choose settlement schemes for which de

tailed siati'stics-were_..aval^ble and where the average farm sizes

. close to the average size of all hIgft..ae4iSty^o?lqb^snsitr settieme^ .- '

schemes. However, the incjividual farais which will be studied in tks 

chapter will range in size from 10 acres for one of the smali farms,on 

Mautuma Settlement Scheme to over 30 acres for one of the farms at Keben.

_ This range -in farm size is sumcient to include -the'maJoS4ty ._pf small- 

scale fanns which are found on existing settlement schemes, apart from 

some of those which are Ideated in areas where the agriQuitural potential - 

of the land is lower than found on the settlement schemes discussed here, '

■ti •

were

Sources of Data

Throughout this study a major problem has been the lack of suitable 

data bpth for the large and small-scale farms. The only detailed indi-

J vidual tCarin statistics which were available were those collected by the 

writer in two farm management surveys 7).

■ management survey of the la.rge-scale farms related to the 1965/66 

While the survey of the small-scale farms covered the 1963/64 

After 1963//64 the farm management survey of the small-scale farms

■ • continued on a greatly expanded scale by,the Kenya Government.

Unfortunately, the farm

season

crop year.

was .

However,

the only-additional; data published as a. result of this'expanded survey 

(at the- time of whiting) were provisional survey results from the 1964/65 

season (|)V ;-Giesn^i there are; difficulties involved if the large and
■
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j small-scale i’arms^e compared using data for different seasons.

available, and -the procedure used “here

However,

ha.s .been to compare tlB different farms using data for the I965/66 season 

■for the large-scale farms.and for the 1963/64 season for the small-scale 

farms, the latter being updated to 1965/66.

Between 1963/64 and I965/66 there undoubtedly were changes in ^elds, 

prices,, crpp-dcreaghs-and livestock numbers on the small-scale'farms on 

settlement schemes.

••

The changes in livestock numbers over this period

are.known, to have been small (l, pp. 55, 75, 96; 2^ pp. 51, 54; £, pp. 

' 15. 20). The changes in maize acreages oyer this period are unknown. 

However, they are thought to have been small and this,opinion was con-

in several interviews with field stai^ of the De

partment of Agriqulture and with some settlers during I966. Few signi

ficant price' changes odcurred between 1963/64 an<L-1965/66. the only 

price change of any imporbanoe wap "an increase in the price of maize from 

just over 30/00Vshillings per 200 pound bag in I963/64 to 37/00 shillings 

, in 19i$/66,-' ■'V

The most difficult problem is that presented by the yield data.

Dnfortimately there is only scant evidence of the yield clanges that have 

taken place on the settlement schemes in the past few years (10). .Through

out this analysis it wili.be apparent that yield variability is an important 

issuei While some cropping seasons produce better average yields than 

others, very high and very low yields are obtained by some fanners in 

'all seasons.- This is true not only of cpmmeroial farms but also of 

experimental stations. For example, in 1965/66 maize yields on e^qjeri- 

mental plots receiving the same treatmient but a few miles apart sometimes

'.V

t
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differed from each-other by more than., 1,000 percent (ll). Similarly, 

the survey samples on the three settlement schemes surveyed in 1963/64' 

and the sample of large-scale farmers included in the 1965/66 survey 

both contained farms with widely differing yields. Frequency distribu

tions of the maize and milk yields obtained by these farmers are shown 

in Chart 2 and Chart'3. There are two reasons for presenting this in

formation. First, it supports the ,h3rpothBsis that although the survqy 

data refer to two specific years, the range in yields shown in the two 

charts is ‘sufficient to include the important ranges of yields that may 

, be expected in an average ^ar. Second, it indicates that yields are 

* highly variable ifithin each type of settlement: and^it is not possible to 

draw any firm conclusions about whether average maize and mtlk yields 

differ between the large and small-scale farms.

Milk yields are shoim in Chart 2. Apart from Ndalat, which had 

somewhat better yields than the other areas, milk yields appeared to be 

very similar in the different survey areas. However, if the milk yields 

in Chart-2 are compared with the maize yields in Chart 3, it is apparent

that both within and between locations, maize yields ware more variable

than milk yields. This illustrates the point which was made in Chapter 

5» namely that maize is a less reliable enterprise ihan milk production.'

.  .. maize and milk yields between the three

different settlement,schemes may have resulted from oertaini activities 

of the Department of Settlement. When a settlement scheme is ‘started .

usually b^s a few large dairy herds,-v per- 

faraers who farmed the land previously. These

cattlearerthen resold to the settlers. If the Department of Settlement■■

'mi mm,.
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Gha^i; 2 AVERAGE MIUK YIELDS ON SETTLEMENT SCHE^ AND 

■ LARGE-SCALE farms.
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Chart 3* ' AVERAGE MAIZE FIELDS ON SETTLEMENT SCHEMES 

... . : ■ Airo LAi®E-SCALE
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happens to buy a particularly good herd of cattle then most of the set

tlers purchasing these cows should obtain better than average milk yields. 

This may have been the reason why the settlers at Malat were able to- - -

obtain higher milk yields than were the settlers on the other two settle

ment schemes which are shown in Chart 2. Similarly, most of the maize 

on settlement schemes is planted by a contractor; usually, at least in 

■the early years, the Department of Settlement itself provides these 

services. If the contractor has good equipment or is a particularly 

good manager then the cultivations will be done well and the maize will 

be planted on time. The writer believes that the average maize yields 

at Ndalat were good in 1963/64 (althpugh very variable^) partly because 

the settlement officer who organized the cultivations at-that time did 

'the qultlyatipns well. In contrast, the average maize yield’ 

at Mautuma was very poor and the writer observed that the cultivations

on this scheme were poorly done and the maize was planted too late in
1963/64.

It is not. possible to draw any firm conclusions about whether 

age maize and milk yields differ between the small-scale and the large- 

scale farms. The information which is presented in the two_ charts could

aver-

be used to compare yields in different years although this- would be 

difficult to interpret.

very

There are insufficient data available to permit 

computing a statistical test to see whether average maize of milk yields

on the large-scale farms differ significantly from those on the small- 

scale farms, either in any one year or for a period of years.
. . Vh - ■

it is: uncertain whether statistically significant differences in

Thus, 

average

yields were obtatoed by these two groups of farmers; from the evidence

. ; <5-
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, in the two charts and from local experience the writer believes that - 

average maize and milk yields do not differ greatly^between the large 

and small-scale jrarms. , In the analysis which begins in the next chapter, 

yield differences may be crucial in deciding which type of-African settle

ment is better with respect to some particular criterion. Should this 

occur, the final decision will have to rest either on the reader's judg

ment about the probable level of yields or, hopefully, on the better

yield statistics which may become available.

Case Studies of Individual Farms

Farm Number One

The first farm selected for detailed analysis is located on the low- 

density settlement scheme at Keben. In 1963/64 the farm management survey 

on this settlement scheme included ^7 farms. There was so much variability

among this group of farmers that it was difficult to choose one typical

However, it vrasfarm. In most respects, this farm was a typical farm, 

a little smaller and somewhat less profitable than the average farm on 

this settlement scheme in 1963/64,
e

This farm is exactly 20 acres in size while the average farm size 

on this settlement scheme is just less than 24 acres. The value of the 

farm and farming assets was about £5^0. The farmer had boarrowed about

85 percent of his farming capital.

The farmer operated the farm himself with assistance from his wife. 

All of his children went to school and consequently could provide little 

■farm,‘labor. In fact, the farmer did.little work on the farm. The only 

regular work on the farm, at least until the small plot of tea matures, 

was ■with the daily cattle. Most of this work was done by the.farmer’s
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td-fe. The farmer did some'work with the maize and with developing the 

small plot of tea. However, some of this seasonal work was done by

Hired labor is readily available if the farmer requires.. hired laborers.

it.

All of the major culti'ration'S-were dona, mechanically. Most settlers 

employ a contractor with a tractor. However, in 1963/6^ this farmer was 

able to do his cultivations with work oxen borrowed from friends in the 

adjoining Nandi District. The writer expects that the farmer has been 

obliged to uge. a tractor since 1963/64 for it was illegal to bring work 

. oxen onto the set-tlement scheme and the authorities have been more success- 

ful in con-broliing stock movement jsince then; livastockjraovement between 

the settlement scheme and other areas was controlled to"prevent'the spread

of disease.

In 1963/64 the farmer kept five cows and their folloxvers and grew

Ife made athree acres of maize and about one-third of an acre of tea. 

profit of. i.30 of which il6 represented a cash surplus (in I965/66 prices). 

In the 1963/64 farm management survey of this settlement scheme the aver

age farm made a profit of ii50 but made almost no cash surplus. Thus,

this farmer obtained a below average farm profit but a better than ave:^age 

cash-surplus. These calculations assume that the farmer paid his loan 

repayment installments on time. Accounting difficulties within the De- 

par-fanent of Settlement prevented the writer from ascertaining the loan 

repayment position of individual settlersol/ Cleqrly, this farmer's

' The writer does not -wish to appear unreasonably critical of the
: accounting staff of the Department of-Settlement, for the task of es-tab- 
lishing an accounting system to deal, with over 30,000 settlers was not 
easy, especially in ■view of the shortage of trained accountants. However,
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"•cash surplus of il6 was not adequate to support a family, especially 

since he had to pay school fees for ks children. Thus the writer would 

be surprised.if this settler had paid his loan installments at the right

time. During the first ten years his annual loan repayment, iueluding 

both interest and principal, amounts to iS9- If he were not obliged to 

pay this his farm income would have been sufficient to allow him to live

satisfactorily.

In 1963/64 the settler obtained maize and milk yields which 

very similar to the average levels of maize and milk yields on this 

settlement scheme; he obtained 5;7 bags of maize compared with the
. . ' V ■

of 5.0 bags per acre and 226 gallons, of milk compared.wijh the average 

milk yield of 230 gallons per cow. The most important reason why his 

profit was below average was that one of his cows died, 

even one cow, of course, has an appreciable effect on incomes on farms 

of this size.

£32 during the year.

were
4^’ '

average

The loss of

In addition to this loss, the farmer sold cattle worth

Ife did this mainly to obtain a larger cash income.' 

Certainly he did not sell just the natural increase from his cattle for

his livestock valuation decreased in value by i51 during the year, 

cidentaily, it is illegal for most settlers to sell mature 

these animals comprise a major part of the Department of Settlement's 

security for the development loans.

In

cattle 'for

although the writer understands that considerable improvement in the ac- 
cornitingsystonhas been made since I963/64, the accounts were unsatis
factory in that year. ,

For ex^ple, in June 1964 the Controller and Auditor General reported 
that -i5s900rdisorepancies had been discovered in the Department's accounts. 
In.his words "The correction of all these,Refects will be a major -task 
but until it has been completed It will, not be possible to say that the 
accounts are satisfactory and that all amounts due have been billed.to 
settlers." (l^p. 3);/

4x-
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Iffhe death of one of his cows is neglected, both his~profit and

cash: sTirpliis were similar to the ^erage‘levels of farm profits and cash ■ 

surpluses on this settlement scheme.
■—rr V

However, the average farmer made 

, almost no cash surplus on, this settlement scheme while the settlement

• 'planners expected that each settler would be able to obtain an annual 

cash surplus of■ £100. Jhere were several reasons for this. The farm

budgets which the,settlement plahhbrs Suggested for the majority of 

these farms were based on the assumption that each settler would, plant

.two acres of tea and that this, woiad produce an annual, net income of 
about £50,2/ In I963/64 none of the tea

was mature and thus the set- 

tiers were not able to derive any .income from t.hiis .source.However, 

the majority of ..the settlers had- not planted two acres of tea, 

will not derive substantially itLghSr incomes in the future.

so they

Farm

Number One, for instance, had planted.only one third of an acre of tea. 

The other reasons why this farmer's cash income was lower than that

expected by the settlement planners were that he derived no cash income

from his maize, while the planned budgets were based on the assumption 

that he would obtain £37 from maize sales. Furthermore, he realized 

only-tTO-thirds of the expected income from the sale of daily products.
.' t

•.. l'bis...farmer planted a little mo.re than three acres o'f maize and obtained 

a yield of less than six bags while the budgeted-amounts-were * ■

six acres of maize idth an aveirage yield of 10 bags per acre. This

' :2/^^ or coerced into following-the 
placed budgets. However, the development loans, were designed to sup
port the planned budgets and thus the availability of these loans en
couraged faimiere to farm In a manner similar to that:proposed in the
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. farmerj in fact, kept an average of five cows, while the budgets xrere 

'based on an average of only four cows. However, his yield of saleable 

milk was only 226 gallons per cow and he. consumed in his own home about 

one-third of his total milk production; in contrast, the budgets expected 

that his cows would yield an average of 3OO gallons of milk and that all 

of this would be sold, the farmer presumably consuming only skimmed 

milk (2j P*

The farm planners expected' that the settlers would sell only butter- 

fat. 'At the currant price of about 3/OO shillings per pound of butter- 

fat, depending on grades received-and various bonuses, milk which is 

separated yields a return of about 1/2Q shillings per |alloij,, plus the 

skimmed fS*lki This, of course, represents the return if the settlers 

were t.o.spll their milk direct to the creamery. In fact, they sell 

through their.co-operative society and by the time the co-operative has 

deducted its charges, the settlers receive only about 80 cents for each 

gallon of milk sold. At this price most settlers seem unprepared to 

sell butterfat. Fortunately the settlers' co-operative society holds 

a substantial milk quota (over 400 gallons of milk per day in I965/66 

• -plus"a variable amount of contract milk). In I965/66 less than 20 

-percent of all the milk sold through the settlers' co-operative society 

was sold as butterfat. The.co-operative society redeived an average 

price.for whole milk of 2/08 shillings per gallon in 1963/64 (2/O7 

-shillings in'1965/66). Hoxiever, in 1963/64 they paid out to the set

tlers an average price of only I/38. shillings per gallon of whole milk. 

Thus the settlers received an average return for their, milk somexvhat 

higher than that ejqsected by the settlement planners. However, if
: • V.

I*;
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°P-?pera:tive._soci§ty were; to, be organized a little more emoientOy, 

. a higher milk price could be paid out to the settlers.
'U/-

The vnritei: believes that the farming systems wlich were suggested 

by the settlement planners were realistic.. However, the yields which 

were expected in the,farm budgets were too high; only,a few of the • 
settlers were able to obtain these high yields in 1963/6i^.^ The sug

gested farm plans were based on the assumption that each settler would 

keep four cows and grow six acres., of maize and two-acres of tea. This 

will form the basis of the farm budgets, which will be suggested liere 

although as Farm Number toe is' smaller than average, three cows not four
- ' . ■ . - j.,

will be proposed.

The tea enterprise has been restricted to two acres partly because 

of the-difficulty of managing a' larger enterprise. However, a larger

tea enterprise has- not been suggested because the Kenya Government. is

not keen on encouraging small-scale fanners to plant large areas of tea.

. The. Government would prefer that the benefits from new tea production 

be spread over a large number of small-scale farmers.

This farm has efficient lMd.to’"grow about ten acres of maize.

If the farmer were to plant all of this land,to maize, the writer believes

4/ When.the fara budgets were drawn up there were no settlement 
,schemes in existence and the settlement planners had to-operate with 

, , very’liioited^ and milk yields which the planners
- ; ■ expected were,: in fact, very similar to the yields obtained,by European

: faraers in areas of similar agricultural potential, cf. (13. pp. 24 and 
: : ^ Also, the people who designed the farm budgets^^^^H^^ little to do

schemes. The financial
- arrwgemehts VttLch were-made necessitated that each settler should make 

a large annuaiaoan repayment.;'^Thus the-farm planners were obliged to 
i^ggest intensive: failing systems with moderately: higd yields, for it 

i V :^S: On3^ in; this way that Settles their
: loan “installments.

■f " '

>
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that he would be adopting an unreasonably high risk system of farming. 

For this reason, the crop‘enterprises have been restidrcted to a total 

area of not more than eight acres. This assumes that the farmer 
v; obtain sufficient working capital to plant a larger area of maize.

can

He

should be able to obtain this 
tive society.'^

as an advance on MFR through hLs co-opera- 

Also, sufficient machinery must be available. This

could bo an important weakness for, in the past at least,

havd experienced difficulty in obtaining a machinery contractor at the 

right time.

some settlers

These plans assume a stocking rate of about 2.6 acres per livestock

unit (assuming that three cows plus,their followers are equivalent to 

4.6 livestock units). In the 1963/64 farm management
suiVey at Keben,

the average stocking rate was only 2.5 acres per stock unit, whilethe 

average stocking-rate on the large-scale African farms which were included
in the fam management survey in the area close to Lessos in 1965/66 

was ,3.8 acres per stock unit (l, p. 55 and 2, P- 2). 

not believe that sufficient evidence is available
The writer does

to draw any firm con

clusions about the relative cariying capacities of these two farming areas. 

However, the above figures appear to be realistic for the small-scale 

farms at Keben receive more rainfall- than the nearby large-scale farms, 

the smaller paddocks on the settlement scheme make it easier to manage

can obtain some grazing-from the rpadsides 

for every settlement scheme is interspersed vAth a large number of roads.

4.
the grazing, and most settlers

0+ U ^ failure each fanner is paid compensation
to ^ non-hybrid maize. This
so-called Mintoum Financial Return constitutes the security against which 
advances on MFR are made.
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Four improved farm plans are shown in Table I3. The first two plans

involve planting six acres of maize and two acres of tea and keeping 

three cows plus their followers on the remaining land, 

that the farmer id 11 obtain
Plan 1 assumes

an average milk yield of 226 gallons per . 

cow, which is the same as his milk yield in 1963/64. The maize yield,

however, has been raised to eight bags per While average maize 

yields were only five bags per acre on this settlement scheme in 1963/64,

acre.

they appear to have been unusually low in that year. The Department of 

Settlement estimated that the averag^jiaize yield x-/as eight bags per acre 

in 1965/66 and the writer believes•that this is

yield to expect on this settieraent scheme, given the average levels of 

husbandry which prevail at present (10).

No tea yield statistics were available for this; settieraent scheme. 

The original farm-budgets for ttos settlement scheme were based on

a reasonable average

the assumption that settlers would obtain an average yield of about 

1,000 pounds of tea per acre. The Kenya Development Plan, on the other

hand, suggests that they can expect to obtain only 306 pounds per acre 

(1, P. 4 and 4, p. 38I). Surveys of small-scale farms in the Nyeri area

of fenya have shovm that actual average yields of about 800 pounds of tea

per acre were obtained from five year old tea p. 40). Tea production 

conditions at Keben are not as favorable as they are at ttyeri. 

writer believes that 700 pounds of tea is a reasonable yield to expect 

at Kehen and this figure has been confirmed by the Agricultural Depart

ment

The

Plan 1 returns a farm profit of i,136. IVhile this is a substantial 

which the farmer made in I965/66, it

■v

■
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■^does hot quite meet the income target for this settlement scheme, for 

after allovang for the fanner's own food consumption and repayments of 

loan principal, etc.,' this plan suggests a cash surplus of about iS5.

The second plan which is considered here is identical with the first^

plan except that the milk yield has been raised to 3OO gallons per cow

These yields are similar toand .the maize yield to 12 bags per acre.

. those which the best farmers on this settlement scheme vjere able to

obtain in 1963/6^. Plan 2 returns a farm profit of fiSl. This-Is equiva^ 

lent to a cash surplus of about £130.

£100 cash income target.

The third and fourth plans assume that no- tea is grawn. -These 

plans involve planting eight acres of maize and keeping three cows plus 

their followers on the remaining land. These plans are suggested partly 

because many of the farms on Keben Settlement Scheme do not grow tea 

even though they have suitable land available. However, these two plans

Thus Plan 2 more than meets the

would also be appropriate for many other settlement schemes where maize

In fact, these two plansand dairy cattle are the only farm enterprises, 

are very similar to those which would be suitable for a farm on Ndalat 

For this reason, no farm at .Ndalat will be singledSettlement Scheme.

out for discussion in this chapter.

Plan 3 assumes the same milk and maize yields as those X'jhich were 

used for Plant, i^e., yields similar to the average yields on this

settlement scheme in I965/66. This plan returns a farm profit of £70

This is only a little better than theor a cash surplus of about i20. 

average performance of..these small-scale farms in 1965/66.. The only

reason that it is at all better than the,actual performance is that this
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TABLE 13. SMALL-SCALE FAEM NUMBER ONE; ACTUAL USE OF 
R^'OURCES IN 1963/64 AND SUGGESTED CHANGES UNDER 

■ ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTIONS *

Actual
1963/64 2^ 32/ ipd/1^

(Acres or Livestock Units)Resource Use;

-20.0 - 20.0' . 20*0 . .20.6 2O0O
6.0 6.0 8.0 8.0

Total-Farm Area
m±ze
Tea
Dairy Cattle

8-3
2.0 2.0'1.3

4.6 4.6 4.66.7 4.6

(L.EJl.)Financial Results;

136 ■ ■ •181 ; - 70 126 
767 767 637 637
130 130

• .30Fai-m Profit- 
Capitji Investment 
Extra Capital

637

(Gallons per Cow. Bags per Acre or
Pourids orHade Tea per Acre)

-....iaelds;

226 300 226 300
8.0 12.0 8.0 ’12.0
700 700 700 700

226ffi.lk
Mai28 5.7
Tea

* Under the heading "Actual 1963/64" all of the figures are 1963/64 
figures except for those for the Farm Profit and the Capital Investment, 
both of'these'Items having been adjusted to 1965/66 price levels.

The-enterprise costs and returns on vhich these plans are based 
are shown in Appendix HI. ^

The extra capital required for Plan 1 and Plan 2 represents the 
cost of establishirtg-the extra acreage of tea, less the value of the 

——eattie-whi-eh'are-not i-equired“for~"these plans. , ‘

^ the acreages of maize and tea.
The maize yield has be^ a little but the milk yield^has been^
left at the;1963/64 level. 'This plan returns a substantially improved 
income, but still does not meet the income target. .

y This plan is identical with .Plan_.l except that the maize and 
• tmilk-yields t^e been ihci^ased. This is the only plan that meets the 
“:,:-;inbqmeIt'a^®tsV:,‘ '

0/ This is identical with Plan i except that the two acres of tea 
hayet)eeh-x-eplaced dith m -

• y This is .the same as Plan 3 except the yields-h§ya, been increased.
.V

■•V

■r

v'
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plan includes more land in maize than was found on the average farm on 

this settlement -scheme In I965/66.

Plan ^ is of interest also because it is quite similar to the ob

served performance of a typical farm at Ndalat. The major differences 

. between Plan 3 and the typical farm at Ndalat were that the latter was 

about one acre smaller and planted only three acres of maize, not eight 

as shown in Plan 3. However, the farm income "at Ndalat was almost as 

high as that in Plan 3 for despite the smaller maize acreage at-Ndaiat

average milk yields were substantially higher than those at Keben. Also, 

the land at Ndalat was cheaper than that at Keben and the capital value
1-

of the typical farm, at Ndalat'would be only about. 4.359^,,.The-target in

come at Ndalat was only i/J-0 not iAOO as at Keben. Even’so the typical 

farm at Ndalat obtained little if any cash surplus; neither would Plan

3 do so.

The last plan.„to be considered is identical with Plan 3 except 

that the maize yield has been increased to 12 bags per acre and the milk 

yield to 3OO gallons per cow. This plan returns a profit of M26 or a 

cash surplus of about ii75» This represents what a good farmer who did 

hot grow tea could achieve. In fact, a 'few of the farmers included in 

the farm-management survey in I963/64 did achieve incomes as high as 

this. This plan also is similar to the performance of a good farm at 

Ndalat. The farm at, Ndalat, however, would have a somewhat smaller maize 

acreage arid would obtain a slightly lower income. Nevertheless the good 

farm at Ndalat would achieve the target* income of f/fO.

has been assumed that

no labor would be hired unless the family labor was fully occupied. Only
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'‘ ,;tM first twa^^'P any "hired labor and even for these only a

" small amount of-hired labor was needed during the peak period from 

-April to August'. In the past, this farmer has hired labor even tl}Ough 

his family labor was not fully employed. If he continues to do this in 

the futxire then the farm.plans suggested here would return somewhat smaller 

profits than those shown in Table 13.

The farm plans discussed above illustrate that settlers at Keben 

can expect to obtain the target cash incomes only-if they plant at least 

two-. acres of tea, obtain good maize and milk yields and do not hire ex

cessive amounts of labor (Plan 2). The writei' believes that it would be 

treasonable to ep^ept more than a-few of the settlers^to do this.'" Ei- 

. comes suffii^.ent to allow settlers to repay their loans and obtain moder

ate levels of personal income could be obtained either if settlers planted 

two ,acres of tea and obtained -only average .maize and milk yields (Plan l) 

or if settlers planted no tea but obtained good maize and milk yields 

(Plan 4-)* If settlers at Keben continue to farm as they did in 1963/.^, 

the writer does not believe that,.a large proportion of the settlers will 

be able to repay their loans to the Department of Settlement.

•/

Farm Humber Two

settlement scheme at Keben.

The farnuis 31 acres in size and thus is considerably larger than the

The farm was made larger than average'for there ,average farm at Ifeben 

was no land suitable for tea production on this farm; yet the farmer xra.s 

-std.li-expected,td Ee able; to obtain the target cash income of ilOO per

,::-:v:Unnum.:::.
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The farm and farming assets were valued at iU26 in 1965/66. 

despite the larger size of tMs farm it was valued at less than Farm 

Number. Ohd.

Thus,

The purchase price of■ this farm was lower than that of Farm 

Number One mainly because it had no land suitable for tga production. .,y 

The farmer had borrowed 93 percent of his fanning capital.

A summary of the farm plan which was adopted in 1963/64 (updated to 

1965/66 price levels) and some suggested improvements are presented in 

Table 14. In 1963/64 the farmer planted 3.6 acres of maize and kept seyen 

cows plus their followers. He .made a farm profit of i60. This was

slightly higher than the average level of farm profits among the’sample 

of fanners included in the farm management survey .on^this-settlement 

scheme. -The farmer obtained a better than average maize yield, 6,9 

bags per acre, but a poorer than average milk yield, 147 gallons 

Thus the fanner’s profit was above' average mainly because his farm

per cow.

was

above average in size, not because of high yields.

Although the farmer made a somewhat, better than average farm profit, 

his farm incurred a cash deficit of i25 (assuming that he repaid his 

nual loan installment of i48). His poor cash position was due to the 

fact that he consumed rather a larg_^ proportion of his milk"and maize 

and he still had some unsold maize in his store at the end of the

an-

year,^

However, even a generous allowance for these two factors would not allow

him to make a cash surplus if he continues to farm in the future as he 

did in 1963/64 Ih 1963/64 his cash shortage was alleviated through selling 

some native^cattle w owned in Nandi District. As he no longer

owns any native cattle, he will not be able to rely.upon this source of
v:-;:

extra income in the future
'

Clearly, his income was pnsatisfactory in
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TABLE 14. SMAIIi-SGA^ ACTUAL USE OF

RESOURCES IM'1963/64 AND SUGGESTED CHANGES UNDER 
ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTIONS *

■ Budgeted PlansActual
1963/64

■

is/ 2k/

(Acres or lAveatock.Units) -MResource Use:

31.431.431.4Total Farm Area 
Maiae .
Dairy Cattle

iOiO3.6 10.0 .
7.7 7.79.5

(jc, E.A.)Financial Results;
■Y-

60 221Farm Profit.
• Capital "investment 426426

(Gallons per Cow or Bags per Acre)Helds;

14? .300200mik 
' Maiae 12.06.9 8.0

* The actual 1963/64 figures are adjusted to 1965/66-price levels 
where appropri.ate.

The budgeted plans are based on the same enterprise costs and retimis 
as'those which were used for Farm Number One.

,a/, The.first plan involves increasing the maize acreage substantially. 
Also, the maize and milk yields have both been assumed to be slightly 
higher than their 1963/64 levels. 'This plan suggests an income which 
is considerably higher than that obtained in I963/64 but still not high 
enough to meet the target income level.

b/ This plan is identical with the first plan except that the milk 
and maize yields have both, been increased to levels similar to those 
vrtiich/the best farmers were able to obtain in I963/64. This'plan suggesits 
an income higher than the target level.

;B:ftft"-ft

•■■ft".
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*v . 1963/6f<- amd the writer would-be surprised if he had repaid his loan in

stallments to the Department of Settlement.

The farm budget which was designed for this farm by the Depar-tment 

of Settlement, suggested tha-t the farmer should grow 10 . acres of maize
. . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . . .  ■ ■ . „ •f',: , . ,.

and keep six cows plug their followers. The milk yield was expected to 

be ^but 300 gallons per cow and the maize yield 10 bags per acre p. 4). 

The writer believes .that this suggested budget represents a level of 

performance similar to that which a good farmer could achieve on -tMs’ 

farm. Two budgets will be suggested here. They will both includelO 

■ • acres of maize but the number of cows will be five not six as suggested 

by the settlement planners; idth six cows the farm iraul^. he stocked at a

rate of atout 2.3 acres per stock unit and this appears''to be too high
•1.,

a level of stocking.

Plan !-which is shown in Table l4 assumes that the farmer can obtain 

a maize yield of eight bags per acre and a milk yield of 200 gallons per 

cow, i.e. about the average levels of maize and milk yields on this settle

ment scheme. This plan returns a farm profit of 4145. This is equivalent 

to a cash surplus of about 4.75• Thus, while this plan represents a con-
.. Ti-'*.

•• ■■

siderable improvement over the farm's actual performance, it does not 

meet the -target cash income of 4100 per annum.

The second and last plan is identical with Plan.1 except the milk

%

4

yieldl lias been increas per cow and the maize yield to

Thisiplan returns a profit of 4221 which is equi-valent 

Thus, this plan more than meets the

12 bags per acre 

to a cash surj^s of about ^50

target cash income.

The two plans which have been suggested here show that the farmer 

can attain the target cash income only if he farms intensively and obtains
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• high yields (Plan ^^2^ fams intensively: but obtains only average

-Hill not ■be. able to meet the target income but .he vrould be 

able to repay his loans and live moderately well (Plan l). If he does 

not ijnprove on his-1963/64 performance he will have difficxaty in repaying 

his loans.to the Department of Settlement.

The writer would be surprised if this farmer can raise his income 

to the level suggested by Plan 2. However, one or two of the 2? farmers 

w-ho were included-in the farm management survey in 1963/64 were^able to 

farm as well as this. This farmer should be able -to achieve an income •• 

level as high as that suggested by Plan 1. However, in order for the 

farmer to .do this he must be prepared to work harder th^ he /has in the 

past; in addition, he must be able to obtain sufficient'.'Short--term credit

'■r

1 apd.. sufficient •raaohin’ery~ser^ces: to allow him to plant as much as ten 

acres of maiee.' - ' ’ , .

Farm Humber Three
f

This farm, the last to be discussed in this chapter, is a farm of 

10 acres-^on the high-density settlement scheme at-Mautuma'. This farm was 

typical of,^;the-average farm_.in the farm management survey, of this settle

ment scheme in 1963/64. ■ ,

The farm and farming assets-were valued at iJ.83. The farmer imd

, borrowed from the Department of Settlement a total of' £1.46 or 80 percent.

The percen-tege of his capital which was borrowedof his farming capital.

not been for the fact that the farmer 

^ -washable:to construct most of the buildings he required with his own

labor and because his' livestock had increased in value since he

started farming■- ‘tk. ■: • - '
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A summary of the farm plan adopted in 1963/64 is shown in Table 15. _

The farmer, like^most o^'the farmers included in the farm management 

, sunrey, kept .as his major enterprises two cows and two and one^half acres, 

of maize. - The two and one-half acre plot of maize was cultivated and 

planted with a tractor- whicli .was operated by the Department of Settlement. 

In addition to the tro and one-half acre plot of maize the farmer eul'ti- 

vated another three-quarters of an acre of land entirely by hand. Cft 

about half an acre of this land the farmer planted maize although this 

was iilterplanted. with finger millet and beans. The other quarter of an 

acre wUs planted with a diverse collection of crops, including cassava,
/r :■

sweet potatoes,-bhions and cabbagessu-; These crops were. groTO^priraatily 

fop subsistence^although the farmer did obtain a small cash income from 

selling vegetables. Ife also kept about 30 native poultry.
The farmer made a profit of i21.^ However, assuming that he had 

paid his loan installments to the Department of Settlement, he would have 

incurred a cash deficit of fS. This unfortunate situation occurred 

primarily because the farmer obtained poor yields, especially from maize.

In 1963/64 he- obtained 3.0 bags of maize per acre and I88 gallons of

list:

. -
milk per cow; these yields were very similar to the average levels of 

maize and milk yields (2.5 bags of maize per acre and I85 gallons of milk 

, per cow) obtained by the 21 fanners, in the farm management survey.

While the average milk yield which this farmer obtained was,not

.y;,' . ::. ; V . ■ " ,

strictly speaking, the farm profit should be a little higher 
than this for the settler-did obtain some income ftom green vegetables, 

■etc., which he consumed in his own home. Although the major items of 
home consumed food, maize and milk, were included as a part'of faim in
come, various vegetables, etc. were not included for the quantities could 
hot be measured accurately and most_of these products do not teve well- 
established maiicet prices. ; ‘ .

'■/A
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TABIE 15. SMAli-SCALE FARM NIMBm:THREE; ACTUAL USE OF 
RESOnRCES“lSr i963'/i^”AND-SUGGESTED~CHAlGES UNDER 

ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTIONS *
. . .M.

Budgeted Plans
Actual
1963/64 l^ V . 22/

V

(Acres or Livestock Unite)Resource Use;

10,0 lO.Q 10.0Total Farm Area 
Maiae
Mixed Subsistence Crops 
Dairy Cattle ^

3.6 .3.63.0
.3 •3.3

3.13.12.3

(i,^E.A,)Financial Results;

Farm Profit ' 
Capital Investment

■'sr' ■ 8021
183183 183--

(Gallons per Cow or Bags Per Acre)- aelds;

%lk 188 3OQ200
8.0 12.03.6Maiae

* The actual 1963/64 figures are adjusted to 1965/66 price levels 
where appropriate. . .

For the budgeted plans the enterprise costs and retunis on which 
the plans are based- are shown in Appendix IH. The maize costs and 
returns ,a^e identical with those shown in Table II for Farm Number One; 
the:dairy cattle "figures are shown separately in Table IV.

All of the'plans are based on a'dairy herd of two cows. In 
the farmer had two cows and one heifer calf. This is equivalent 

to 2.3 livestock units. My the time the farmer has reared sufficient 
. youngstook to maintain his dairy herd at a permanent level of two cows, 
he should have livestock equivalent to 3.1-livestock units.

very‘Similar to the actual plan'adopted in 1963/64., 
However it assumes a slightly better milk yield and a much higher maize . 
yield.

c/ This plan is identical with Plan 1 except that the mai^ and 
miik jdelds have been increased.

1963/I4

■■V
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especially poorj his maize yield in 1963/64 was disastrous. This resulted 

primarily from the extremely poor standard of the cultivations and plant

ing which were done mechanically by the Department of Settlement. The 

weather was very wet during the planting period. The cultivations were

■dbheTbo~iate and^because"of the muddy conditTbhs^The maize planter was 

blocking up continually and leaving large gaps of unplanted land. Un

fortunately, because of poor relations between the settlers and the 

Settlement Officer, these unplanted gaps ware not filled in. The settlers 

maintained that they had paid the Department of Settlement to do this 

work and thus the Department should do the job properly. The Settlement 

Officer maintained that he could not organize the extra ftork so he issued 

more seed to the settlers asking them to fill in the gaps'themselves. 

Regrettably, both sides stuck to their original positions and thus the 

gaps remained unplanted.

i

The farm budgets which were suggested by the settlement planners 

expected that each settler would obtain a cash income of 425 psr annum

as a result of planting five acres of sisal and two acres of maize-and

keeping two cows pp. 5-6). For reasons which have been mentioned, . 

few of the settlers at Mautuma planted any sisal. Two farm budgets will 

be suggested here. Both will be based on the assumption that this fanner 

will plant three acres of maize and keep two cows; three acres of maize 

is about the maximum acreage which is consistent with this farmer’s 

lability to withstand risks. Also, the witer exi»cts that the farmer 

■ will continue' tolhand cultivate a small plot of land on which he idll 

plant a wide variety of subsistence crops. Thus the two budgets-presented 

here rely upon a system of farming almost identical with that which'the

_ _ _ s_
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fanner adopted-in^i963/64. The only important differences between the 

suggested farm budgets and the farmer’s actual performance in 1963/64 

are that the budgets assume that the fanner’s maize and milk yields will 

be somewhat higher than those which he was able to-obtain in I963/64.

~~TH‘e fir^ budget'slmp7ih'Tablenl:5- assumes that the farmer’s milk 

yield will be 200 gallons per cow and his maize yield eight bags per acre. 

Although these yields are higher than those which the fanner obtained in 

1963/64, the writer believes that they are similar to the average yields 

which farmers at llauturaa have been able to obtain after 1963/64. This 

opinion is based primarily on the result of a visit which the writer made 

to Mautuma in-.1966 for no yield statistics, are available •• Plan 1 returns 

a farm profit of *55, This represents a cash surplus of about,i21 and 

thus this plan does not quite meet the income target of 425.

The second plan assumes that the milk yield will be 3OO gallons per 

cow and the maize yield 12 bags per acre. In the farm fflanagement survey 

of- this settlement scheme in 1963/64 only two of the farmers were able 

to obtain milk yields as. high as ^00 gallons per cow. None of these

farmers obtained a maize yield higher than five bags per acre, although 

this was,,primarily_the, result of the especially unfavorable conditions 

which.prevailed in tj^at year. Plan 2 represents what the writer believes 

-a, good farmer could achieve. This plan returns a farm profit of 4S0 and 

about i46 of this would be a cash surplus.

, Prom the previous discussion it appears that this farmer could achieve, 

a cash income.almost as high as that which.the' settlement planners ex

pected if he continues to farm in the same way that he did in 1963/64 

but he obtains an average maize„yield of eight bags per acre and an
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-per COW (Plan l). This would appear 

to be a reasonable expectation. The better than average farmer would be 

. able to exceed the target cash income (Plan 2) but the results of Farm 

Number Three's operations in 1963/^ illustrate that many settlers will ' 

difficulty in repaying their loans to the Department of Settlement 

in years when production conditions are unJavorable. Even in good ^ars 

it seems that some of the poorer farms will not be able to obtain 

cash sui?plus. ,

any

¥

Conclusions

Three small-shale f^s have been hisoUssed-ih'thi3 chapter. . These

farms .were chosen from three samples of farmers inciuda'd in farm management 

• .surveys in 1963/64 on the high-density settlement schemes at Ndalat and 

Mautuma and on the low-.d,enstty settlement'scheme at Keben, 

examined in this chapter ranged in size from 10 to 30 acres, 

range was ^ficient to include the important farm sizes found on settle

ment schemes in areas of high agaricultural potential.

The farms

This size

Only a limited amount of information was available conceming the 

..sitiaUpsqale farms. . Thus, the conclusions suggested here, like those 

suggested in the.previous chapter for the large-scale farms, must be 

garded as tentative.

Ml of the farms described in this chapter were chosen to represent 

typical farms with average levels of farm profits. Some of the'^farm ' 

budgets suggested for these farms were used to represent situations 

similar to those found on the mbst successful farms, 

were, far less successful than any of those described in this chapter 

could have.been used for the analysis. However, as the subsequent

re- „

Many farms which

,v
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this would have served only to emphasize the 

elusions suggested below. Generally the less successful farms were 

those which obtained poor yields. , Also,'most of the farmers at Keben ■ 

who operated more than one small-scale farm

The three farrae^Fs-described-in-this. chapter made cash incomes

con-

x^ere rather unsuccessful.

which

were so low that it would have been very-difficult for them"to pay their 

loan installments to the Department-of Settlement. However, their cash 

incomes would haye been sufficient-to provide them xdth reasonable levels

of li-ving if they had not repaid any money to the Department of Settle- 

mfent. Mone-pf-the threg-farroers-made-a cash income-whj-ch-even-appgoacheH •
. . . . . . . .  ■■ i

the target levels set by the settlement planners,. the whole sample

of farmers studied in 1963/64 a few were able to attain the target incomes.

• If allowance is xnade for the fact that the tea at Keben was not in pro

duction in 1963/6'^' and ''fOr the exceptionally low maize yields obtained

by -soma-^amera-in-that year,.:«speciai3y those at Hautuma, perhaps 20
-H. . .

percent of the settlers would be able to meet the target income require- 

ments> In 1963/64 several farmers were observed to have sold mature 

dai^ cattle, a capital asset, and this may be regarded as further evidence

of their inability to meet their cash needs.

Although the discussion in this chapter iras restricted to the achieve

ments of settlers as farmers, mention should be made‘of the fact that

some settlers were able to obtain extra income in addition to that which 

was obtained from their farms. In particular, when a settlement scheme 

• a wtole new comnmnity comes into being and this creates' new

opportunities for employment, 

settlers is their

Qy far the major source of employment for 

However, probably less than fiveco-bperative society...

'r.
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percent of the settlers can obtain extra income in this way and thus, 

these additipnal sources of income are insufficient to materially affect 

the ability of settlers to repay their loans.^'

Further evidence that settlers have difficulty in repaying their 

to the Department of Settlement is available from the Department's 

statistics. For example, if repayments which had been outstanding for 

only six months are neglected, all settlers together had repaid only 64- 

percent of the total value of the loan installments which the Department 

of Settlement had billed to them up to June 30, I966. If the loan re-

- - —payments which ha^b^^ billed to'settlers within the six months prior

to June 30, 1966'lire included, only 39 percent of the totjLl value of 

the loan repayments which had been billed to settlers had been repaid 

(2, p. 62). Thus there would seem to be little doubt that a large pro

portion of the money which settlers ov;e to the Department of Settlement 

will hot be repaid.

Most settlers had.borrowecTbetween 80 and 100 percent of their 

farming capital. This has meant that the settlers have to make a large 

repayment to the Department of Settlement each year. Generally, settlers 

can do this only if they farm intensively and obtain good yields. Most 

of the settlers do not have the management ability to obtain sufficiently 

high yields and some of,the,settlers find it difficult'to farm intensively 

because they cannot obtain enough short-term capital or machinery^services.

- 2/ The Department of Settlement is also an important employer in 
\the.early stages of settlement. Ch high-dehsity settlement schemes all 
settlers are offered employment with the Department of Settlement for 
the first six months after their arrival. This'is primarily a welfare 
measure and is paid for with a grant from the British Government.

-
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Difficulties over obtaining a machinery contractor at the right time may 

also cause maize yields to be low as a result of late planting, 

settlers do not suffer from a shortage of long-term capital for the loans 

which were issued to them when they started farming were sufficient to

Most

enable them to obtain most of the livestock, permanent'improvements and

However, Kenya is now experiencing an acuteequipment which they needed, 

shortage of mature dairy stock and nexj settlers may not be able to obtain

the dairy cattle which they require despite the fact that loans may be 

available to allow them to purchase the animals (2, p. 2).

Although the better farmers may be able to repay their loans and 

obtain the target cash incomes, even these farmers may exp^erience diffi

culty in a poor year. Tliis was illustrated in the discussion of the 

farm at Mautuma. Mong the settlers X'Jho were included in the farm manage

ment survey at Mautuma in 19^3/64, the highest maize yield which any 

farmer obtained was only five bags per acre and none of the farmers was

able to attain the target cash income of £25*

The poor standard of farming which was practiced by many settlers 

appears to be not entirely due 'to a lack of•managerial ability but partly 

a result of the fact that the majority of settlers have come from an 

environment which is entirely different from that found on the settlement 

Most settlers.have never been involved in a chsh economy suchsch^es.

as that on the settlement schemes. Probably few farmers understand that 

-.intensive farming viith high levels of man^ement is necessary if their 

loan repayments are to be mde; mos't settlers id.ll learn this =only

Furthermore, some settlers hold political opinions which

V

fipm experience.

discourage them from making-payments for land which they believe is theirs 

However', this-attitude is'perhaps less true of settlementby. right
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. schemes in Western Kenya than of those in the central part •x)f the country.

These conclusions appear to be applicable both to the high-density 

and to the low-density settlement schemes. Although the settlers on 

the lov-density settlement schemes were supposed to have been selected 

from people with fanning experience while those on high-density schemes 

, , came from the ranks of the landless -and unemployed, there did not seem

- ' to., be any noticeable difference between tte farming performances of these

two groups of settlers. However, the evidence on this point was scanty.

The farm budgets reviewed in this chapter illustrated that consider

able improvements in farm incomes could be obtained by settlers, 

provements in the agricultural extension services, the machinery contract

ing services, the availability of short-term credit-and the organization 

of settlers’ co-operatiye societies would be helpful in enabling settlers 

to increase their incomes. Also, if settlers were to work harder them

selves they could reduce their dependence on hired labor and increase 

their cash incomes/ Similarly, many settlers could sell more farm produce 

if they-chose to consume less themselves. Some improvement has taken 

. place in the-,last few years. ,|'or example, there is evidehoe that an 

increasing number of settlers are now using improved varieties of maize 

seed and using artificial insemination rather than natural breeding 

pp. 4-8). However, the writer finds it hard to believe that these im

provements will be adopted sufficiently rapidly or by enough settlers to 

materially alter the major conclusions of this chapter, namely thaji a 

subs-tantial-proportion of the settlers will not be able to repay their 

loans and that only a fewr of them -will be able to attain the target in-

Im-

cpme levels*
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THE-EFFECT OF AFRICAN SETTLBM^ ON FOOD PRODUCTION

In this chaFfter an attempt is made to compare the African operated 

large-scale farms and the small-scale,farms on the settlement schemes 

vd.th respect to their effects on food production. The data which are 

used for this analysis are drawn from the farm management surveys which 

have been referred to previously (i, 2). While the.data for the small- 

scale farms relate to the 1963/64 season and those for the large-scale 

farms to the 1965/66 sea son» the writer believes tliaV%ese two sots of 

data can be compared without seriously prejudicing the analysis.

Some adjustments-to the^data were made, however, in order to — .. 

place the two gropps of farms oh a comparable basis. The most important 

of these adjustments were as follows: First, the lai^e-scale faxros all 

employ laborers who plant subsistence crops of their own. Estimates pf 

the laborers' subsistence food production and consumption.were made and 

.tbe'datas.for .the laiige^soaie.farms which are presented in this chapter - 

include food pTOdubed^both by the farmers themselves ancTby their farm 

laborers.

Second,/in order to compare 'the extent of food production. j^..unit— 

area of: land-on;the ;two groups of farms, it was neqessaiy to adjust the, 

:sizes;of; the bmall-eoale^farms bn the settlement schemes. On'^e thr.ee . 

settlement schemes which are discussed hare, between six and 12 percent

r

’>■

of the land area was used for non-farm uses such as coimnunity centres

Thus, in order-to-make the land areas of. .and roads, etc.,(2, p. 51)

immMgmmmmmy
i*y siy a®:*

,v' C

14?
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comparable, the acreages

percent, depending upon which particular settlement scheme was involved.

■ Finally, where, the large-scale and the small-scale fams were produc

ing identical products but were selling them at different prices, one 

, siiigle price' has been used for all of the farms. This adjustment was

import^t: only in the base- of ■milk.- In 1965/66 the small-scale farmers.

•receiYeda_lower-milk price than the large-scdle farmers, primarily be- ; 

pause the settlers* co-operative societies deducted their margin from 

the final milk price before paying the settlers. . In fact, the average 

price received by the settlers' co^roperative societies, w^s higher than 

that which the"large-scale farmers received for the latter sold a smaller 

proportion of their milk in the higher* priced whole-milk market. ■ ln_ 

this analysis interest is cehtered on milk production fjrom a national' 

viewpoint rather than from that of the individual farmers; thus it seemed 

■appropriate to use one single price, for all of the farms (l/80 shillings 

per gallon, the overall average price which was received by all farmers

together)’. Also, there would appear to be no inherent reason why, the
,. . . . . . . . .  . . .

' farmers on the settlement schemes should be able to sell a larger pro-. 

portion of their milk in the whole-milk market.

■ Table l6 contains a summ^ of the values, .in 1965/66 prices, of 

food production on the sample of large-scale farms in 1965/66 and the 

three .samples of small-scale farms in 1963/64. The value of total food 

■:V.productiOii per acre on/the '•three settlement schemes at Keben, Hdalat 

; ; and: Mautipna •was greater than 'th large-scale farms. The two

settlementschemes at Keben and Ndalat each produced food worth 121 •

V.,.'
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FOOD PRODUCTION FOR SALE OR SUBSISTENCE: 
LARGE-SCALE FAIMS IN 1965/66 AND SMALL-SCALE 

FARMS IN .1963/64 *

X9-

Settlement Sotiemes
Large- 
Scale
Farms. . -

(30 farms) (2? farms) (30 farms) (2l farms)

MautiimaNdalatKeben

(ShlllinEs per Acre)Total Pood a/ 
■ Production:

mize ■ 
'iVheat

__ Milk . , . 
Cattle^ 
Other °/

43 . • :24

' 83 / - 74

•• ' g

■16
6

51-
7

193

^ 101', 80 121 • •

Saleable Surplus: ’

Maize 3/ ' ■
Wheat ,, ^
ittlk
Sattle
Other

(12)20 . . ,22,,,'■3 ■
6

4063 42

. ^ ^ 1 ■
2 71

8 •-2.
'A'

66 438663 .■y

. 2/ --j

Subsistence: ■A,,

3614 ,21, ..Maize ,
i:;;_X...Milk.:

Other
■ ■ .my ■32 ■ 11•J• %

' 2 .' 2 10I - ■

1*7'. 55 5735'
...-'i-' V,--............•' ■ ■■

^: 1965/66 price levels,
which ws sold was ^valued at 1/8O shillings per gallon and all maize 
yalued^at: 37/00 shillings per 200 pound bag. ^Ik which wasiconsumed by_ 
farmers was valued at 1/50 shillings per gallon. This is a somewhat arbi- 
traiy valuation but it :does represent the approximate sale value of the 
milk-if^it is assumed of the milk could be sold as whole
^milk arid: the other half, as butteyfat. <

^ This is the total amount of food which is available for use as

: d

Milk
was

..y.

:-V-

(continued)
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Some of this' item represents an increase in dairy herd valuations. ' 

As most of the farms- are fully stocked,, the portion of this item which 
represents the appreciation in livestock values could he regarded as a 
saleable surplus.

c/ The category "Other” includes primarily native poultry, potatoes 
and vegetables 
«

^ The figure An, parentheses is a deficit.

•.

e/ All of this food was produced by the farmers or the laborers 
except for a portion of the.maize at Mautuma (the deficit of 12/00 shil
lings per acre). The values which are shown for farmers* consumption 
of food are based partly on detailed figures available from the farm

The values shown for-- farmers'

:V

management surveys and partly on estimates.
■•'milk consumption are based entirely on detailed :agures from the farm 

. management surveys. Some of the fairoers’ and laborers' maize and poultry 
consumption was based on estimates. The most important estimate involved 
the assumption that one family consumes 12 bags of maize each year.

V'V- .

■* *■

r
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Thus, as the average Value of food production onshillings per acre, 

the Targe-scale far^ was only 80 shillings per acre, both of these

settl'emerit schemes produced about 50 percent more food than did the

Mautuma settlement scheme produced only 101 shillinigs•-large-scale-fams i 

-wort was about 25 percent higher than

the value of food production per acre on the large-scale farms, food 

prodhiotion, at Mautuma in 1963/6^ appears to have been unusually low on 

account of -the very poor maize yields ifhich the settlers obtained<,in. 

that year. If the farmers at Mautuma had received an averJtge maize yield 

of eight bags per acre, rather than two and one-half bags per acre as 

was the case in 1963/^64, the value of ,fbod proi^ctipn at Mautunia would

Thus, in'a more normal year,have been about 153 sliilH^Jg^ per acre, 

the value of food productioh-at Mautuma should approach almost -twice the

level of food production pen acre on the large-scale farms. I'lautuma 

Settiement Scheme includes the ^^s^ farms of any which are discussed 

here; the land is farmed more intensively at Mautuma than is the case 

in the other-areas which are the subject of this analysis; thus it vjould

appear to be realistic to expect that Mautuma Settlement Scheme would
V ■:* ■ -

produde the^eatest amount of food per acre.

Not only was the 'total-value of food production per acre higher on 

the small-scale farms but the total values of'each of the two major 

-V -products, milk and maize, .-were higher on the small-scale fams as well.

: Both Keben and Ndalat Settlement Schemes produced about twice as nruch 

maize and milk per acre as did the large-scale farms. Although milk 

production at Mautuma was only about JO percent greater than that 

the large-scale farms, if the settlers at Mautuma had received an average 

maize yield of eight bags per acre, maize'production at Mautuma would

/

on
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/have been at least four times as great as that off the large-scale farms.

Aside from the effects ori total food production, subdividing large- 

scale fafins into small farms may affect the composition of farm output; . 

the two groups of farms may produce the same products but in differmt 

proportions or one group of fanns may produce some products ^hich the 

other group does,not.produce. In the areas which were covered by the 

writer's farm management surveys, maize and milk were the major farn}

, products both on the large and small-scale farms. The data whi.ch, are 

presented in Table l6 show that the average total value of milk production 

per acre was about twice the average total value-of maize production per 

acre, both on the three settlement schemes at Keben, Ndalat gnd Mautuma 

and on the large-scale farms. Thus, in the survey areas, the composition 

of farm output-is quite similar on both "groups of farms. The large- 

,scale farms, howeverj did produce a small amount of wheat, none of which 

was produced by the small-scale farmers. Also, cattle production was 

more important on the large-scale farms.

In the mixed farming areas of the "White Highlands" the major farm 

products are milk, maize, wheat and pyrethrum (Table II, Appendix I).

All of theU products, apart,from wheat, are suitable for production on 

both large"and small-scale farms. It would seem that if large-scale farms

r

are sub^-vided into small farms, the composition of farm output would be 

changed/^ap^eoiabiy only in those areas where wheat can be produced.

' included in the writer'-'s'farm management

surveys, both wheat and maize can be grown, although wheat production

conditions are not good on account of the high rainfall; -the net Mturns 

per acre from wheat are usually less than those from maize pp, 18 and

-/■■r

;s.-—•20). In addition, on small-scale farms; w^eat production is difficult to
::
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; mechanize/ These two reasons explain why noiie of the small-

scale farmers in the survey areas had planted ^py wheat. On the large- 

scalp' farms, however," even in the relatively high-rainfall areas which 

were covered by the writer's surveys, some farmers may grow wheat as-iwell 

as maize.- Probably the reason for this is.that wheat production on a 

large scale is easier to manage than maize production, for maize requires 

a much higher labor input than doeg wheat. However, the data in Table 

16 show that this factor was not important in the, survey areas (oftly 

seven of the 30 sample farmers grew wheat and one of these farmers pro

duced more than half of the tbtal)* _

Apart from the areas which are the main' subject of-.this analysis, 

it is interesting to obseiTve how the composition, of farm output may 

change if large-scale faims.are subdivided in other wheat producing areas. • 

- In Kahya Wheat is’usually produced-in areas which receive an average 

, • annual rainfall of bet'ween about 30 and AO inches-and where the altitude

So far, theis between about 6,000 and 9,000 feet above sea level, 

only wheat prodvicing areas in which settlement schemes containing small- 

scale farms have been created are in the higher altitude areas (the p.kuyu

settlement schemes around Thompson's Palls.and in the Kinangop, where the

altitude is generally above 8,000 feet). At these high altitudes maize 

can be grown only-with-difficulty; it is subject to frost damage and it 

takes a very long time to mature. Perhaps for this reason,-wheat As 

still grdW.by the anall-scale farmers on these settlement schemes 

(i PP* 60-61) .^ m very high altitudes where maize

■ cannot- be grown, smaii-sbale fanners will continue to grow wheat despite 

: the difficulties of mechanizing the production of this crop.
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‘in other wheat producihg areas of Kensra, most of which are at 

about 7,000 feet above-sea-I.evel,jthe situation may be quite the reverse 

of that in the higher altitude areas. This, however, is only an opinion 

for there are very few small-scale African farms in these areas. For 

example, in the Uasin Gishu Plateau and the Njoro area (near Nakuru),

‘both lof which are major wheat growing areas, some samples of European 

farmers were Included in farm management surveys between 1958 an(I.i962» 

Maize and wheat were the major crops planted by these fanners, alfthough 

they had planted more wheat than maize. Even though the farmers concen- 

trated on wheat production, the farmers' average net returns per acre 

from wheat were lower than those from-maize. They appeargd to-concentrate 

on wheat, not because'it returned the highest profit per acre but because 

it is easier to manage on a large scale pp. El, 22 and 57} ^ PP» .

^3j 25 and 59)* Thera is no reason to believe that African latge-scale 

farmers would behave differentiy* However, if Africans were to be re

settled on small-scale farms in these areas, the writer believes that 

• they would concentrate oh maize production and plant little if any wheat. 

Maize returns a higher.income per acre than wheat; it is the staple food 

crop and' usual cash crop of these people and on small-scale farms the 

high labor requiremejit of maize presents few problems while it would be 

difficult to mechanize'wheat production. Thus it would seem that when
■er--'

. la:^e-‘Soale farms are: subdi'vided the composition of farm output wpuld be 

. changed substantially only if the re-settlement were to take place in

the^lnajor crop but where maize can be grown success

fully as well.

Thera is one other factor which-may have some effect oh the composi-
'.'X

' tion of-farm' output. Table l6 shows" that" cattle pr-pduction was more
"■■■ ■ ■ ....................... ........................................................ ^
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important "on the large-scale farms. This occurred mainly because a few

of the large-scale farms, kept native cattle while very few native cattle

. were found on the small-scale farms. On small-scale farms native cattle

are not suitable primarily because they return only a small income per

acre;_high-grade dairy cattle are more profitable and can be managed

without great difficulty. On the large-scale fanns, howeverj especially— 

on the larger farms, there are two reasons why some cattle, in addition 

to dairy cattle, may be kept: first, on some of the fanns although very 

large dairy herds could be kept, these large herds would be difficult to

manage; thus, some of the"land may be used either for rearing dairy 

steers'or for native cattle. Second, on those fanjis. which',JLre operated 

by large groups of .partners, and these again are usually the larger farms, 

some of the partners may decide to keep native cattle, regardless of the 

interests of the farm as a whole. The main reason for tliis is probably

that when a partner keeps his own herd of native stock, he derives all

of the income from these cattle himself; if high grade dairy cattle were

kept, they would ‘be run as one enterprise for the whole farm and each 

partner would obtain only a share of tte income.

In-the survey areas, not all of the food which farmers produced 
• >

xias available for sale. Most farmers consumed some of their own maize 

and milk and possibly some native poultry or native sheep or goats as 

Most farm laborers on large-scale farms produced their own sub- 

-sistence crops and native poultry and perhaps were able to obtain some 

skim milk or whole milk from their employers. Table l6 shows the extent

well

■

of farmers' arid; laborers' consumption of the nkjor food products. On 

the three settlement schemes the farmers consumed food.worth between two 

and three times as much as that which'was.'consumed qn the large-scale
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fams. The higher level_of consumption of milk was especially noticeable 

on the small-scale farms, the average level of milk consumption 

.6?ing fipm five to 15 times as great on the settlement schemes as on 

the large-scale farms. A small part of this difference probably is due 

to deficiencies in the data, for it vras not possible to 

mate the-exbent-of -laborers' milk consumption on the large-scale farms. 

However, very little milk is consumed* by these farm laborers for milk 

is the major source of cash income for the large-scale farmers and'they 

do not provide milk to their laborers in normal circxunstances.

per acre

measure or esti-

Table I6 also shows the extent of the farmers' production of a 

saleable surplus of food. Although the figures which are shown under 

the heading of a saleable surplus are not appreciably different from the 

farmers' actual sales of food, there are some differences between these

. two cataggries; The^gures for the saleable surplus .include several 

items which had not been sold but which faitiers could have sold had they 

Stocks of maize surplus to farmers' oim requirements 

and increases in livestock numbers were the most important items.

-though the small-scale farmers consumed a higher proportion of their total 

food production than the large-scale farmers, the valud of the saleable 

surplus of food from the small-scale farms was not lower than that which

elected to do so.

Even

was available from the large-scale farms, except in the case of Mautuma 

Settlement Scheme. At Mautuma the value per acre of the saleable fopd 

surplus was only two-thirds as high as that on the large-scale farms.

This was entirely a result'of the poor maize yields at Mautuma in 

1963/6i;-.^- settlers at Mautuma did not produce sufficient

maize to meet their own requirements let alone produce a saleable surplus.
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However, -had the settlers at Mautuma obtained a more normal maize yield ^ 

(eight bags per acre), the saleable surplus of food from this settlement 

scheme would have-been at least 50 percent greater than that which the 

large-scale farmers produced in I965/66.

The value of the saleable surplus of food at Ndalat, 66 shillings 

per acre, was only a little better than that which the large-scale farmers 

produced, 63 shillings per acre. However, the settlers at Keben produced 

a saleable surplus of food worth 86 shillings per acre, or about 35 percent 

more than that which the large-scale fams produced. Thus from the evi

dence which is available here it vnuld appear that the small-scale farmers 

on the settlement .schemes are able to produce a saleable ..fopd surplus at 

least as great as that which the large-scale farmers produce and perhaps 

as much as 50 percent larger.
■'t

The analysis so far has been confined to a discussion of the average 

levels of food production on the different fams. However, these aver-

This is illustrated in

. v. -

ages conceal a large measure of variation.

Chart h which gives frequency distributions of the total values of food

production on the individual farms in the four areas which were included

■ in the farm management surveys. On' all three of the settlement schemes

'the modal v^ues of total _food production were between 100 and 150

On the large-scale farms the modal value of food

These figures cor-

■ shillings per acre'^

Production was between 50 and 100 shillings per acre, 

respond with the average figures vMch were presented in Table 16.V.

However,- it is apparent fiPm Chart 4 that many of the small-scale farms 

pr.Qduc:^.Jio,jnore.food_per acre than: do. the large-scale, farms. Also, some ' 

of the large-scale farms produce as much food as the ^.all-scale farms.
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Chart 4 FOOD PRODUCTION^-eW SETTLEMENT SCHEMES AND

LARGE-SCALE FARMS

(Shillings Per Acre)

Large-Scale Farms 
30 Farms in I965/66

50-
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if25

l T7At3 0
+3
3
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‘ In the sample of 30 large-scale faims, 12 farms produced food worth 

^ ^ 100 shillings per acre. These 12 farms included almost all

of the smallest faimis inthe sample. Only two of these farms were 

Targer size and one of these farms was managed by

a farmer who had an exceptionally high ability as a farmer- and a larger 

than average amount of capital available. In Chapter 5 some of the dif- 

.-ficulties which prevented the larger of the large-scale farms from being 

farmed intensively were mentioned^ J?hese included management problbras, 

especially as many of the larger farms were operated by groups of partners 

rather than individual operators, and shortages, of. machinery. It appears 

that these factors-prevent the larger of the large-scale. faWs from pro

ducing as much food as the average farms on the settlement schemes, jfbw- 

■ ever, the smaller large-scaie farms (especially those less^than 350 

acres) .were able to' produce as much food as the average level of food 

production bn the small-scale farms.

V 'P-
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?: CHAPTER 8

the effect of AFRICAN SETTLMENT ON NET NATIONAL PRODUCT

In*this chapter the small-scale farms on the settlement schemes and

the largh-scale farms are compared with respect to their effects on value

Both the method of analysis andadded or Net National Product (NNP). 

the sources of data which are used in this chapter are similar to those

whicii are described in.Chapter ?. ,

The pi’ocedure which was adopted in oijier to estimate the individual 

farms' contributions to NNP was as follows; The value of farm output in. 

1965/66 prices was calculated for each farm. Then, the value added by 

each farm was estimated through deducting from the value of farm output 

all expenses for purchased farm inputs, except the amounts spent for 

labor, interest and land rent. Finally, the cost of the government - 

operated agriculttiral extension and credit servicss, etc., was deducted 

from the value added in order to arrive at each farm's contribution to

4 ■

> .NNP. . I . ■»

In order to ensure that the data for the two groups of farms were

placed on.a comparable basis, several adjustments were made to the data.

These involved:lliree of these adjustments were described in Chapter ?• 

first, including laborers' subsistence production together with- the other

. largeTrsSale farm data; second, increasing the size of the small-scale

fUimis tX^^ which is used for non-farming purposes such

as community centres; and finally, for both groups of farms, valuing

farm output on the same basis regardless ..of the actual prices which were

r-:^. -
161'Wm
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In addition.to these-three adjustments,fdoeived by the different farmers, 

one other adjuistment was made to the data which are used in this chapter.
■i:

fhi5: .sas necessary in order to allow for the effects of the co-operative

societies on the settlement schemes.

On the three settlement schemes which are the subject of this 

analysis, those at Eeben, Ndalat and Mautuma, the co-operative societies

Ail three of the co-' 

^tfcSOi

provided a range of services to the settlers, 

operatives collected, transported and sold the settlers' milk, 

they provided some machinery contracting and cattle dipping services for 

However, in no case'was the co-operative society the only 

machinery contrsotor for.private contractors were operating as i«ell.

the settlers.

Also, the cattle dipping service at Hdalat has been taken over by a

These three services, selling milk, operat-private contractor recently* 

ing cattle dips and. raachineiT' contracting, were the most important services

However, somewhich the co-operative societies provided to settlers, 

of the co-operatives provided additional seirvioes such as selling maize.
r

repaying settlers’ loan installments through regular deductions from 

their monthly, milk receipts and administering short-term credit.

In order to estimate the value added by each farm, the individual 

farmers' expenses for purchased inputs and the co-operative societies’ 

expenses, other than for labor and interest, have been deducted from ^ 

the figures for the'value of farm output (in such a manner that n^double

V : cburtihg
■ several-problems arose and soma arbitrary decisions had to be made.

These problems’stemmed primarily from a lack of although another

In deducting the co-pperative^eocieties' expenses.

problem was presented in that-the cb-operative societies' expenses co.uld'~

mXisMwMm
-

as
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« ■ be allocate 'to individual farms only in an arbitrary manner. No data . 

were available concerning the fin^cial operations of the private con

tractors who operated the tractor cultivating or cattle dipping services. 

Audited.accounts for the co-operative societies at Keben and Ndalat were 

available although only, estimates of the financial accounts of the co- ' 

operative society at Mautuma could be obtained 2, 2)•

Because of the incomplete information available concerning the costs 

of operating the cattle dipping and machinery cultivating services^' the 

. procedu.re Jised - here, has been_to deduct from the value of farm output on 

each farm the prices which the small-scale farmers actually paid for these

- - services. Possibly, thia-rproeedure has-penalized the gnjallsscjale .fama..-.

for part of the price which settlers pay for these services- should represent 

either wages'or profits. However^ the lack of data necessitated this ap

proach and if the bmall-scale farms have been penalized the efrect'vrill 

liave been small; the cattle dipping services represent only a small item 

, of expense (three to four shillings per acre) and there is evidence to 

■ suggest that the private contractors do not earn a large surplus from 

. their operations.

if

The.costs which were incurred by the co-operative societies both in 

coimeotion with their administration and with their handling of milk 

were obtained from their accounts and these costs were charged to the

p

, in^y^al farms of these, expenses are of an overhead natpre,

y ■ While no figures relating to private contractors' expenses are 
availabler several contractors have discontinued operations which sug
gests that they do not earn large profits. The writer discussedthe_ 
matter-with one contractor and he expressed the opinion that it was dif
ficult to cover more than his costs.

'rife'
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they were allocated equally to each fam and not on the "ha'Bl's-Df-each- - -•

;■ farm’s acreage.or volume of business.

Table'17 contains a siunmary of the average values added per 

by the large-scale farms and the three samples of farms on the settle- 

ftOTt schemes at Keben, Kdaiat and Mautuma. No account of the costs of 

the government operated services which are provided to these' farmers has 

been taken at this stage although this will be discussed later in this 

chapter. The figures presented in Table 17 conform to a pattern quite 

similar-to that slrown by the statistics for food production given in 
Table l6. Chapter 7. The average values added-per acre b^

acre

le two settle

ment schemes at Keben and-Nda'lat were Substantially'higher-=thap "the
-V . “

age value added by the large?*scale farms? the-average value.added at' 

Keben, 100 shillings per acre, was almost twice as'high as that which 

-the large-scale fairms produced, 51 shillings per acre. Ndalat with an 

^average value added of 89 shillings per acre was not quite as good as 

Keben but even so this was still 75 percent higher than the average 

■ value added by the large-scale farms.

, at MautiOTa, 56 slillings■per acre, was only a little better than that 

‘ which the large-scale farms produced.

aver-

However, the 'average value added

Due to the special circumstances which prevailed in 1963/64, 

of the figures for the values^dded on the settlement schemes appear to- 

be lower than may be expected in the long tern. This is espeoially»true. 

of MSutuma on accountof the very low maize yields which the settlers at 

Mautuma obtained in 1963/64. If these farmers had obtained an average 

. maize yield of eight bags per acre rather than two and one-half bags per

some

■■ V

*:.
acre, as was.the case in 1963/64, the average value added at Mautumaa

a’-

V

WmSIlWW. .liS
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VAHJE ADDED; LARGE-SCALE FARt4S IN 1965/66 
AND Sl-IALL-SCAp: FARMS IN 1963/64 *

TABLE 17.

Settlement Schemes
large- 
scale 
Farms 

(30 farms)

Keben Ndalat Mautuma

(27 faras) (30 farms) (21 farms)

(Shillings per Acre per Annum)

Farm Output 83 128 121 101

Expenses;

S/
Machinery , 
Depreciation ^' 5
Purchased ; 
Requisites ^ 12

Co-operative

15 143 21
12 7 9

9 9 12
4 2 3

•; '
2832 4532

Value Added 51 100 89 56

* All of the'data is in I965/66 prices (see the footnote to
Table I6).

a/ Machinery expenses include the cost of fuel and oil, spares 
and repairs, degreqiation and any machinery contracting.

^ This.includes depreciation on everything except machinery.

c/ This item consists mainly of fertilizer, purchased cattle feed, 
dip fluid or veterinary expenses.

i
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would have been about 110 shillings per acre, i.e. more than twice.the

Similarly the settlers at

'4»

level which the large-scale farms produced.

Keben obtained an average maize yield of only five bags per acre in

1963/64- and if they had receiyed eight bags per acre thqy would have -

Probably m.produced an extra value added of 21 shillings per acre, 

even more important addition to the average value added at Keben will be

obtained when the tea which these settlers have planted comes into pro

duction. However, estimating the possible increase in value added ■'from 
this source is somewhat speculative.^

Rrom the above discussion it would seOra fair to conclude that the 

average value added by the small-scale farms on the settlemgnt schemes 

is of the order of twice that which the large-scalg farms produce.

.... -: -Iable_l^mustrates that this situation has- arisen largely because of

diffeiehces in levels of farm output for the expenses for purchased

inputs incurred on the settlement schemes were not vary different from

There was a tendency for the level ofthose on the large-scale faras.

- expenditure on purchased inputs'to be a little higher on the small-scale 

This was most noticeable at Mautuma where the average level offarms.
_■ ■

expenditure, 45 shillings per acre, was about 40 percent higher than that-'

At Ndalat and Keben the level of expendi-found on the large-scale farms, 

ture was either the' same or lower than that on the large-scale farms.

■ However, the expenses at Keben appear to have been unusually low in^

Scheme there are 131 plots with lapd suit- 
/ablo/l^^^^^ If it is assmed that each of these
settlers plants one acre of tea and obtains an, average^ yield of 700 
pounds of made tea per acre then,•basing;tte calculations, on the, tea 
enterprise costs end return are shown in Appendix III, Table IH,
the average value added at Keben would inp.rease by 3^ shillings per r — 
when ithe tea comes into production. i,:* '

acre
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1963/64 pidmarily because ^ettlers at Keben used work oxen
■■■■

: , to do 'their cultivations in that year. If these settlers had used
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ •• — I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -—_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ' ■

tractors instead of work oxen, as they are obliged to do now, the level 

of'e^icpenditur'e 'at Keben would have been about 15 shillings per acre 

higher than the level shown in Table 1?. ■

. Differences in fariii output were the most important factors contributing 

to the higher average levels of value added on the small-scale farms.

As the majoilty of.farm output consisted of food products, the discussion 

•in Chapter 7 which examined the reasons for the differences in the levels 

of food output between the large and small-scale, farms,is relevant- here 

also. In Chapter 7 it was noted that there was considerable-variation 

among.,all of the s'amples of.farmers and that several of the large- 

scale farmers,' especially the smaller ones, were able to produce as much 

fo'bd per acre as the ayerage farm on the settlement schemes. In Chart 5 

frequeney distributions of the value added per acre on the large-scale 

•farms and the small-scale farms on the settlement schemes at Keben,

Ndalat and Mautuma are shown. These frequency distributions are quite 

similar to those which were shown for food production in Chart 4. On 

. . -the large-scale farms the modal value of -value added per acre was between

AO and-80 shillings. At Keben and Malat the modal values of -value added 

were higher than on the large-scale farms, both of them being between 80

However, at Mautuma the modal value of -valueand 120 shillings per acre

added per acre^was’the same-as that on the large-scale farms although

this was primarily a result of the exceptionally low maize yields which

. - the faivners at Mautuma received in, 1963/6A.

Only 30-large-scale farms produced, a value added higher

7
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.Chart 5^ ' VALUE ADDED BY LARGE-SCALE FARMS AMD
*

SETTLEMENT SCHEMES

(Shiliings per Acre per Annum)
t-

... , „

Large-Scale Farms 
50 .Paimi in 19^/6650-

25

0
O

■hiC3
Keben Settiement.Scheme. 

27 Farms in i9657’64
.....J3 50a

5 25. I•w m m r/'7~A Vf'JA XT7~A I777L0
0)
H

50- Ndalat Settlement Scheme 
30 Farms in XSdifih

02

W\YAvA I?za m
25.<l>tQ 1

a
0)o 0:U/

- .0^ ^

50 Mautuma Settlement Scheme 
21 Farms in,1963/64

IJI25:-

; Less=''" -40 , So ; - 120 160 200 240 280 320
than to to to to to to to to
39 79 119 159 199 239 279 .319 559

* The lowest class - ihteihral^^ i^ open-endedi: On -one of the 
: largerscale farms and pn;-three farms: :at Keben and three - - 

farms at Ndalat^the -values added were :hegati-ve.;
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•than 80 shillings per acre. All of’ these farms, except foh'one, were 

below the median farm size; of the 30 farm sample; even the one exception

• was less than 700 acres in size. Thus the conclusions to Chapter 7

' ^ here; The large-scale farms do not per-
• . * " , • '. . .  _ . . .  ,_

f form as well as the. small-scale f^ the smaller of the large-scale

fams are able to achieve levels of performance as good as that which 

the average small-scale farm achieves. Again, the reasons for this ap

pear to be that the larger of the large-scale farms do not have either 

the management or capital resources to enable them to farm their land 

as intensively as the smaller farms are able to :dp• .

So far the discussion,has been confined to an exaioinatidn. of the 

^lues added by the individual farms, based oh actual farm data and ex- 

I .eluding the codts of the governmerit^operated,services provided to these 

farmers.further step in the analysis will be made. The eentiibutidn 

of the fams to HKP id.ll be estimated through deducting from the previous - 

value added figures the cpsts of the government services. However, the 

actual figures for value added, will be adjusted to remove some of the 

differences which appeared .to be peculiar to the years in which the data

were collected., .This adjustment will involve primarily changing the 

actual figures for value added under the as'sumption that all of the farmers, 

both large ahd_small-scale, receive an average maize yield of eight bags

appears to be the best estimate of the

husbandry. ,

^ figures, for value added at-Keben will also be adjusted both

■ C-A to allow for the increase in production which should ;take place when the

Keben comes into production and also to provide for the extra costs 

which these^farmers now liave to pay for tractor cultivations. .
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: Z 18 contains a summary of the contributions to 'NNP of the'"

large-scale farms and the three settlement schemes. The footnote to 

the table contains a description of the sources of data for the estimates

__. of the. costs of the government services. On a settlement scheme, as

opposed to a large-scale farm, the need for government services is much 

higher during the first few years when the settlement scheme -is being 

established. During the first two and one-half years, the period of'so- 

called "Normal Supen^sion," the costs are highest. In addition to the ‘ 

usual expenses for agricultural extension, etc., the Department of- 

Settlement'has to place new settlers on their farms, issue loans and help 

to supervise some of the seiyices such as-marketing produce, .tflperating 

tractor cultivations and dipping cattle, which in the long run will be 

controlled by the settlers' eo-operatlve spcieties or private contractors* 

Originally, the Department of Settlement intended that all of these 

services should be taken over by the co-operatives or the private con

tractors before the end, of the two and one-half year period.
/ , -I''

after the settlement schemes had been established for some while it be-

S'::

-.j. V

However

oame apparent that in many.cases a two and one-rhalf year period was in-

to allow the settlement schemes"to become well established.

■ Thus, another two and one-half year period-of "Extended Supervision" 

introduced

was

IMring this period of "Extended Supervision'^ the Department 

of Settlement's expenses would be lower than in the initial period of^ 

"Normal Supervision" but still not as low as in the long tera wheh’thO^

settlement?schemes wou^W have no need for any administrative assistance

from ;the Departmenttof Settlement.

.i':.
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THE EFFECT'OF AFRICAN SETTEEMENT ON- NET 
NATIONAL PEODUCT *

: - v ;TAbee 18.

Settlement SchemesLarge-
Scale
Farms

C30-^wis)
Keben 

(27 farms)
Ndalat . Mautuma 

(30 fajTDs) (21 farms)

( Shillings' per Acre .per Anniim)
Value Added;

Actual 2/ 51-
Plus Extra Maizef 4
Plus Ectra.^^^^^^
Less Ectra Tractor 

Costs

5689100
(3) 54.21

31

15-

88■ I37■ 55 110

Government Services"

104 21 10,Nori^
E^eMed
Ipng

Contribution to NNP;

4 5 59
4 35 3

116 76 10051Normal 
Extended 
long Run

128 81 10551
83 107 '51. - 132

Ail of the data.i.s in I965/66 prices. . 

a/ From Table 17 •

^ The figure.in parentheses is negative.

c/ See footnote ^ in this chapter for the calculations.

■X

of the government.services on the •
‘Settlement schemes are based on the detailed estimates of the Ministry 
/ of lands ' and Settlement (5) cost of the field services has
‘ been/dndludedj^ l.e. the /cost of ithe agricultural and veterinary extension 
services and the Department of Settlement'si,.administration on the; settle
ment schemes. None of the Department of Settlement's head oface ex
penses have been included.

The figures shown for the government services oh the large-scale 
farms comprise the expenses of the Ministry of Agriculture's field

(continued}- ;
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^ ser^be^ and the’expense land Bank and the Agricultural finance
-Gorporation. Pew detailed statistics were available for any of these 
items4:: Th.. dsts^tJike,-extensiQn:iservices_grp\dded, by the Jan^ “
Agriculture were based partly on figures available in'ffie Kenya'Develop- 
ment Plan p. 160) and on information'obtained from the District Agri- 

Office at a The cost of the services provided by the
land Bank were obtained from that organization's Annual Accounts 
fhe post of the services which were provided by the Agricultural.finance.

- accurately for the Agricultural flnahce
CofFpration's accounts are published in such a manner that it is impos
sible to.allocate their expenditure between the largo-scale farms and 
the othOT fams with which they deal (8.).v Ifoweyer / the services
of the vf^ricultufal PSiande Gorporatipn are almost identical iJith those 
of the'lend Bank and- thus> it has been assumed that the services which 
are provided by the Agricultural finance Gorporation cost the same as 
those of the Land Bank.
. ' During the-period of "Normal Supervision" all of.the expenses of
the Kenya Government on the settlement schemes are paid with a grant 
from the British Government. After this period the Kei^a Government 
is responsible foK meeting these expenses although the writer believes 
that the Kenya Government is trying to obtain overseas'•assistance to 

, telp meet some of these costs. The Kenya Government is responsible for 
the expenses of the services which are pipvided-to. the large-scale farmers 

. although overseas assistahoe from .several sources^ including the British 
and Vfest German Governments and tte.United States Peace Corps, does help 

..to pay for some of these expanses.

iJi-

V i

S-
:r;

-
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During tjie period of "Normal Supei^sion" Table 18 shows' that the 

(jovernment's expenditure on a low-density settlement scheme such as Keben 

is about five times as great as that on the large-scale farms. Qa the 

■ high-density settlement- schemes the Government's expenses’ are only about 

j _half as-much as those on a.low-density settlement scheme but they are 

stili about two and one-half times as great as those on the large-scale 
f arms.^ However, as the value added .by the settlement schmes was much 

higher than that which the large-scale farms‘produced, the settlement'-

schemes contributed_more to. HNP than the large-scale fams even during. . .

the period of "Normal Supervision" when the Government's expenses were 

■ • highest. At Keben," during tlip period of '!Normai Supervision,";J;he average 

contribution to NNP, ll6 shillings per acre, was ..more than twice that of 

the large-scale farms, 51 shillings"per acre. Mautuma Settlement Scheme 

cpntrlbut^jlOO shiliihgs per acre -tp NNP, about twice the level of the 

large-scale farms’ contri'bution and Ndalat which contributed 76 sMllings 

per acre was 50 percent better than the large-scale farms. Once the 

settlement schemes become established and the Government's expenses have 

been reduced to the expected, long-term level, the relative position of
• •

■the..set-blement schemes may be even better. In the long run, Ndalat 

Settlement Scheme should-contribute 83 shillings per acre, tlautuma 10?

' 2/ Whpp h .settlement scheme is established ■the Department of Settle- •
men'b incurs some; d^ense for capital development in addition to the ex
penses for Administration and extension, etc., which are shown in Table ■

• 18. This capital expense, which is estimated to. cost about 2? shillings
per acre, is associa^ted. with the extra road building, soil conservation 

. and -survey work, etc., which has to be done before the large-scale farms, 
can l)e_ subdivided .(2,^ P. 2^) .-nEf this .expenditure, had been included^ . ■_ 
here through charing interes-t on the capital used at six percent per 
annum, less than two shillings per'acre would have been added to the costs 
of the government services which are shown in Table 18,

■ costs, of course, . are paid with a grant firam the British. Government.-
All of these
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shillings per acre and Ifeben 132 shillings per acre. These figures
vs: represent improvements over the long run performance of the" large.

• scale farms b’f 63, 110 and 159 percent respectively. However, if the 

output from tea at KeBeh:;is:;:negleotedy the average contribution to MNP 

at Keben falls to 101 shillings per acre in the long run and this .is 

almost 100 percent better than the performance of the large-scale farms.

Prom thesabove disoussioii it appears that in areas where maize-^d_ 

dairy cattle are the d,orainant farm enterprise the small-scale farms on . 

the settlement schemes contribute from between 50 to 100 percent more 

to MP than do the large-sscale farms.’ However, the proviso that some
. ' . ' ' ' w

of the smaller large-scale farms are as successful as :the.,a’y’erage farm 

6n the settlement schemes still applies.
i .

f

O
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CHAPTER 9 .

THE HFFECT OF AFRICAN SETTLE21ENT ON EHPLOIMENT

- In'-this chapter the small-scale farms on the settlement schemes and 

the large-scale farms are compared with respect to their"affects on em- 

ploymenfi As in the previous two chapters, most of the data which are 

used for the analysis are drawn from the farm management surveys of 

large-scale farms in the Uasin CH,shu and Trans Nzoia Areas and small- 

scale farms on the settlement schemes at Keben, TJdalat and Mauturaa"'(l, 2).

In trying to compare, the levels of ‘ employment which'tH'e''sfflAll-sqale 

and the large-scale, farms provided, several problems arose. These st^ed 

partly fl?om a lack of data although difficulties in defining and measur

ing emplo^ent were important also. In measuring the amount of employ

ment which the farms provide, the.extent of employment may be related 

'either to the number of people who are supported by the farms or, alter

natively, to the amount of actual work which is done. In this analysis 

the fprmpr defipitipn-of emplpyment will be stressed, partly because it 

, is easier to measure, but mainly because the major concern or item of 

interest in, this analysis is the number of people who are supported or 

maintained on; the land.

there was little diffic\ilty in measuring 

the size of the labor: force;for, as mentioned in Chapter 5, the large-

4

ta

scale farms-employ only those labbrers-who live on the farms, at least

Gh the small-scale farms the problem is'moreihlnomdi iCirbumstanceas Srr';
ra.-;

difficult. On the two high-density set-blement schemes at Ndalat andiiiiit..a--

fsiiliiliiiliili 176
a:;:-
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Mautuma, none of the farmers.ineluded in the farm management surveys em- 

ployM any laborers bn a regular basis. However, almost all of these 

farmers employed some casu^ labor. AtNdalat in 1963/64 the average 

annual expenditure on labor was only 73 shillings per farm and 88 per

cent of the farm work was done by family labor. At Mauturaa the average 

farmer in the survey sample in 1963/64 spent 83 shillings on hired labor 

and 96 percent of all farm work was done by family labor (2, pp. 73» 80,

92 and 102). The writer believes.that most of this casual labor was ob

tained from other settlers and their families. 'Thus, in this analysis 

the small-scale farms at Ndalat and Mautuma have been.assumed to support 

only the settlers themselves.

On Keben Settlement Scheme several of the settlers provided regular 

employment to laborers, although frequently these laborers did not live 

on the settiersi -farm's. In the farm management survey at Keben in 1963/64 

the average annual expenditure on hired labor was 569 shillings per farm

•..... and only-42 percent jef the faiTO work was-done by family labor (2, .pp. 51-

and 60). Thus, on Keben Settlement Scheme the problem of defining x<fhat 

constituted a regular laborer arose. The procedure adopted here has been

_--v

■

to assume that if a farmer employed a person for more than six months,

. then that person was a regular laborer who was supported by his employ-

•ment; Anyone enfployed for less than six months, and frequently the 

periods involved were very short, was considered to be either another .., 

'Settler or a member of another settler's family and thus, he was hot 

supported by his short-term employment,

“Under the above assumptions. Table 19 shows the’number of male workers 

who were supported by the large-sbale fams and the settlement schemes at 

Keben, Ndalat and Mautuma. These figures include only employment.provided
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EMPLOMENT: LARGE-SCALE FARI-IS IN I965/66 
AND aiALL-SCALE FARMS IN 1963/6^1

TABLE 19.

Scale 
Farms 

(30 farms)

Settlement Schemes

Ndalat Mautuma 
(27 farms) {3O farms) (21 farms)

‘ . Keben ■■

(Number of Adult Male Workers)

ferkers Supported 
Per Farm;

sJ 1.0 1.01.0Farmers
laborers

7.7
1.412.9

2.4 1.020.6

(Acres).J'

^ze^ 32.8

(Number of Adult-Hale Workers)

12.5687.3 20.9Average Farm• ^

Workers Supported 
Per 1,000 Acres 80.1- 74.4 ■' 47.730.0

a/ Ascertaining the exact number of partners in some of the farm 
business wa.s diffioult-. On some farms some of the people who were de
scribed as-laborers may have had an undisclosed financip.1 interest in 
the farm.

•S-

^ The average farm sizes-shoim for the small-scale farms are not 
the actual average farm sizes for they have been increased to allow for 
the land which is used for non-farming purposes. '

At, Keben the 27 fams which are-mentioned in the table included 
35 small plots; six of the farmers operated more than one plot.
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by'the fanris themselves and they do not include any additional employ

ment provided by, for example, the co-operative societies on the settle

ment schemes. On the large-scale farms, the average farm supported nearly 

21 people, of whom about eight were farmers or partners and the remainder 

laborers. All of the small-:scale farms supported their owners and, in 

addition, the small-scale farms on the low-density settlement scheme at 

Keben supported an average of 1.4, laborers* If these figures are placed

on a comparable basis, and the extent of employment is measured in terms , 

of 1,000 acres of land, the large-scale farms supported JO people per.

All of the settlement schemes supported more people than1,000 acres

this. The high-denkty settlement scheme at Ndalat support.ed 4?.? people

per 1,000 acres or almost 60 percent more than the large-scale farms. 

The settlement scheme at Keben supported-74.4 people and the scheme at 

Mautuma 80.1 people per 1,000 acres. The latter figures represent, 

respectively, l48 and 16? percent more employment than that which the 

large-scale farms provide.

The settlement schemes would appear then to support from 60 to 160 

percent more people than the large-scale farms. However, the figure 

which is shown for ICeben Settlement Scheme in Table 19_is higher than

■ 1/ In Chapter .2 it was observed that the European large-scale farms 
in the mixed farming areas'” of the "White.. Highlands" employed about one 
adult male worker per-54- acres of land, or about 19 adult male workers 
per i,0OO acres of land. The African large-scale farms which are dis
cussed here supported about 3O adult male workers per 1,000 acres. 
However,.some-of:these farms are operated by partnerships and many of

little farm work. If each 
V African'large-Scalb farm had supported only the hired laborers who were 
" resM^ farms would' have support^,

.on the average, only 20 adult males per 1,000 acres. -This figure is very 
sindlat per 1,000 acres supported by the
former European farms.
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would be expected for most settlement schemes with farms of the size .of 

those at Keben for the tea at Keben is an intensive crop which increases
(TO

the farms' labor requireraerits. In the farm'management survey on Keben 

• Settlement Scheme in I963/64, the tea enterprise used 52 percent of the 

labor which was hired p* 60). If this employment is neglected, the 

number,of laborers supported at Keben would be reduced to 52.2 laborers 

per 1,000 acres of land, not 7^*^ as shown in Table 19* Ifewever, even 

this level of employment would be so«\ewhat greater than that which Ndaldt

Settlement Scheme provides.

Throughout this thesis the variability in individual farms* statis

tics has been stressed. The statistics for employment are no exception.

Frequency distributions of the amounts of labor supported per 1,000

acres of land on the individual farms in the four survey areas are shoiTO 

In each of the four areas the modal range of employment cor-in Chart 6.

responds with the average figure's which are shown in Table 19. 

the range in the levels of employment which the individual farms provided

However > >

was sufficiently large so that some of the small-scale farms at Keben 

and Ndalat supported, per unit land area, no more people than did the

None of the small-scale farms at Mautuma sup-
Tv ■

sale farm.average large.

ported so few people. This was entirely a result of the very small farm 

sizes at Mautuma.' At Kebes'^^the farms which supported few people tended

to be those which were either larger than average or which grew little 

or'no tea. At Ndalat the farms with'a low labor to land ratio were the 

larger farms. In fact,- as the small-scale farms at Ndalat and Mautuma 

, supported only one adult male worker each, the frequency distributions 

which are shown in Chart.6 for these two settlement schemes are only
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Chart 6. WORKERS SUPPORTED BY THE LARGE-SCALE FARMS

AMD THE SETTLEMEMT SCHEMES

(Workers per 1,000 Acres)

Large-Scale Farms 
30 Farms in 1965/66

50-

25 iiI 0
IH

I y / I 17/1

O

Kehen Settlement Scheaie 
27 Farms in 1963/64''
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c
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Ndedat Settlement Scheme 
30 Farms in .1963/64
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distributions of the reciprocals of the farm sizes. On the'settlement 

schemes the larger than average farms are generally (except for the 

multiple plot farms at Keben) farms which, include some poor quality land.

Nine of the 30 large-scale farms provided a le.vel of employment 

-equivalent to 40 or more people per 1,000 acres of land. Of these nine 

farmers, seven employed between 40 and 60 people per 1,000 acres^f land 

i.e. the same level .of employment as the modal level of employment at 

Ndalat, the settlement scheme with the lowest labor to land ratio.

Four of these seven farms were below the median farm size of the large- 

scale farm sample and these smaller farms tended to be operated more 

intensively than the larger farms. The three farms which were..above ■ 

the median farm size and which employed between 40, and 60 people' per

t

1,000 acres were all operated by partnerships (60 partners in one 

easel). Of these three farms the level of employment was high, not be

cause the farms v^ere operated intensively, but because the partners had

acquired residence rights through virtue- of their-being part-owners of • 

the businesses.

Only two of the large-scale farms provided a level of employment 

■greater than 60 people per 1,000 acres, 

below the median farm size.

Both of these farms were well 

In addition, the one that provided the 

highest level of employment^was. quite exceptional in that it was a small 

Tarm.(350.. acres), yet it was owned by a large group of partners (24

partners and five laborers). -

From the above discussion and from some of the remarks which were 

made in Chapter 5> many of the large-scale farms appear to support more 

people than the number for which they can pro-vide employment. Whether
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■ these surplus woikers can continue to live on these farms is question- 

. able although the farmers would have difficulty in persuading many of

- - . in the case of the farms operated by large

groups of partners,, the management problems have been so severe that 

official policy will probably place,increasing, pressure on these farmers 

to simplify their management structure and allow only those partners who 

are willing to work and who can be usefully employed to live on the 
farms»^ ^

On some of the setUement schemes underemplojuaent could be consid

ered a problem also, although in this case much of the underemployment 

voluntary and thebe is little risk that it will lead ta-,the.Xarmers 

losing their means of support (unless, of course, they are evicted for 

non-repayment of their loans). On Ndalat Settlement Scheme, for example, 

the average labor input per farm in 1963/61^ was only 186 man-days (de

fined as being eight hours’ work) and only 73 of these days were provided 

.by the-settlers-themselvesr-a-s- epposed-to other members of- the family 

or hired labor. Ch Keben Settlement Scheme the average settler in

1963/64 provided only 57 days of work although at Mautuma the average
. , . ... , ; .
settler-put in 179'^days--of-«ork (^, ppr 61,'75, 80, 81,-and 103)v" .

In view of the small labor inputs which many of the settlers put into

is

art»,sio„

. 2/ The settlers at Ndalat and Keben-are all members of the Nandi
and most of the work 

children or old men. Possibly 
their traditions discourage the farmers at Ndalat and Keben from working 

; : hard.- Ths^ s^ axarorg
jjeople.^ : ha;ve been cultivators and the men are
accustoMd to working. Perhaps this explains the .agher leVel of labor 
input wach the faraers at Mautuma provided. .
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their farms, some of them have time to woric else\diere if other forms of 

employment were-available. -

X}n-all of the settlement schemes some employment, in addition tP 

that which the farms provide, is available. During the early stages of 

settlement the Department of Settlement is the major employer although • . . 

as,the settlement schemas become established the .settlers' co-operative 

societies assume this role. Most of these jobs, however, are bcoupied 

by settlers, for employers do not need to engage outsiders when there are 

so many settlers with free time available. Thus, even though the settle

ment schemes do provide some employment in addition tp farm work, if this 

extra work were taken, into account in this analysis, it MOuld,.,tend to * 

overstate the extent of anployment on the settlement schemes. For example, 

in 1966 the co-operative society at Ndalat employed 21 people but only 

one of these employees’ was not a settler. The co-operative at Ndalat 

caters for the settlers at both Ndalat and Sosiani Settlement Schemes,

which together cover 16,523 acres" of land-(hi-pr 5i)-. ThuB,- 4.he one job- -

.. which was not held by a settler represents an amount of employment equiva- 

' lent to less than one-tenth of one person per 1,000 acres of land. At
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  . .. :T.
Mautuma the-co-operative society employed 12 people in I966 and eight of

As Mautuma Settlement Scheme includes

*'• :

these people were not settlers.

10^367 acres of land, this^ extra employment represents less than one-person

per 1,000 acres. No comparable figures could be.,obtained for Keben Settle

ment Scheme.' However, in view of the very small labor input which the 

- setilers imt-into their own fam the co-operative society at Keben is

people who are not settlers. Thus no adjustment 

will be made to the figures for employment which are shown in Table 19-.

<-■ ♦
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for apart from the settlers themselves and the people laho are regularly
V

employed by-them, very few other people are employed on the settlement

schemes. -

The bonclusions of this chapter may be summarized as follows: All 

three of the settlement schemes discussed in this chapter supported more 

people per unit land area, on.the average, than did the large-scale farms. 

In the case of Mautuma Settlement Scheme, where the farms were very small, 

about 12 acres each, or in the case of Keben Settlement Scheme, where 

the-farms were larger but. an intensive-crop, tea, was grown* the.number of 

settlers supported per unit area of land was' about two and one-half times 

the number, ■which the largersoale farms supported. However,, in the'case 

of Ndalat Settlement Scheme, where the farms were intermediate in size 

between those at Mautuma and Keberi and where maize and dairy cattle were 

the dominant enterprises, the level of employment per unit of land was 

only 60 percent greater than that on the large-scale farms. Although

- - - there,Jwas -considerable- variation^^in.each, of the_fftur-gXQup.s.jof .farms,

only one or two of the large-scale' farms were able to support as many 

^ople per unit of land area as did the average farm on the two settle- 

mient schemes at Mautuma and Keben. About one-quarter of the large-scale 

farms were able to.support as many people per unit of land as the average 

farm at Ndala-b. These Igbor-intenaive large-scale faims tended to be

either the smaller and more intensively operated farms or farms idiere...

Underemployment was quite commonthere were large groups of partners.

in all of”the aMas 'which -were studied although only in the casq of the

large-scale farms was this likely to lead to a reduction in the number 

, of people supported by the farms.'

.'.■Jt.
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CHAPTER 10

, _ THE EFFECT OF AFRICAN SETTLEMENT ON KENIA' S BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

In this chapter the small-scale farms on the settlement schemes 

and the African operated large-scale farms are compared with respect to
A

their effects on Kenya's balance of payments. As in the previous chapters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "" " ■

most of the data Mhich"arelised for this analysis are drawn from the
■- ,

writer's farm management surveys (1, 2).

The farms which are the subject of this analysis affect the balance 

of payments in several ways: firstj imported farm inputs are usecT; 

second^ - exports or import substitutes are produced; thifpd, -the people 

who live on the farms spend a part of their personal income on imported 

goods; and finally, the transfer of ownership from Europeans to Africans 

-involved-substantial capital transferw; •

No. account will be taken in this study of the imported goods which 

are used for personal consumption by the families who live on.the farms. 

This , has been neglected‘.primarily because no suitable data are available. 

However, in the writer's experience the people who live on these farms 

spend very little^ mon^ on imported goods.

- - - T-he -ef-fect-on the-baianoe-of-payments~of“the-variou3-intornational- -

financial transactions which were associated with the land transfer will * 

not be examined in detail. All types of African settlement involve 

Kenya in borrowing from abroad in order to transfer from European to 

African ownership assets which already exist in Kenya. For land of the

:

- ...

18?

v ;
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quality,ie^he- l^d and other assets (notably permanent improvements 

and livestock) which are transferrje.d..-will be worth about the same amount 

of money, per acre, regardless of which type of settlement is established.

-same

Perhaps the majortty of the European farmers who have sold their land have 

left Kenya and taken their money with themi However,., no statistics are 

available on this subject. If all of the money used to finance the trans

fer had been borrowed from overseas and if all of the Europeans who were 

bought out had taken their money out of Kepya, then for all tj^es of 

. African settlement this land transfer would have adversely affected 

Kenya* s balance of payments to the full extent bf the cost of the assets 

transferred together with any interest due on the loans (spread-pifer a- 

ntmber of years* of course). If this had been the case the effect on the 

; ^balance of payments would have been substantial. In the case of the land 

and other assets transferred to Africans under the '’Million Acre Sch^e" 

these assets were worth about 1J.9 million in total or about 417 per acre 

(lable 9, Chapter 3)* No comparable figures are available for the African 

, large-scale farms although the cost per acre should have been quite similar 

to that on the"Million Acre Scheme."

In actuality the effect of the-land-transfer-on the balance of pay-, 

ments will not have been-als severe as the hypothetical situation depicted 

above. A few of the Europeau farmers whose land was purchased have 

steyed_iivKBnya and not taken their money out of .the country. Part of 

the money received for their farms was paid to the land Bank in order to 

pay off agricultural loans. Part of the money used-to^finanee .the_land 

transfer,, especially to African large-scale raTmers,

sources-in Kenya -and part of-that used* to finance the-"Mil-lion Acre Scheme" •

was obtained from

C-
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was a'grant; from overseas, not a loan (Tables 7 and 9, Chapter 3). Thu?, 

if the ti’ansfer of land to Afribah fanners in'different types of settle-

. ment has had different effects on Kenya's balance of payments, these 

differences have arisen largely as a result of the particular financial

arr^gements which happen to have been made in order to finance the settle

ments, not as a result of inherent differences in the types of farm or

ganization* This study is concerned piimarily with systems of "faw organizes 

tion not with Intemational finance. Thus the effects on Keif'S baiance 

• of payments of the various intemational transactions involved with the 

land transfer ;d.ll not be discussed; instead, the different farms will

be compared with respect to their use of imported farm inputs ,^d‘ their .i 

production of exports or import substitutes for these effects are a 

direct result of the types of farming which are practiced.

In the farm management studies from which the individual fam data

were drawn, detailed figures for farmers' expenditure on the major items 

of purchased input were available. However, considerable difficulty 

was experienced in trying to calculate the foreign exchange content of 

these costs. Thus the figures which are presented here for farmers' use

oObxeign_,exchangO-,are only informed estimates. The procedure which 

was used to make these estimates is describ^ in the footnote to Table 20.
/ Similarly, although farmers' production of different commodities

was kno^ in detail, deciding which of them constituted exports or im- 

substitutes :was som^imes difficult. In the case of pyrethrum.

99?i?®: an^Jea there these products are exported from .

Kenya each year in large quantities and clearly they. are exports. The

oth^^pfbductsy; maize, and butter were more difficult to
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Kfeize is exported from Kenjra in some years and imported in 

others. In the past maize has been imported less frequently-than it has 

l)een-e:!^orted .although -the-:futupe pattern of Biaize trade is very un- 

. certain (2, pp. 2? and 33;^ pp. 193,and 19^)* In this analysis several- 

estimates of the farms* effects on Kenya's balance of payments will be 

made. One of these estimates will assume that the farmers* market suiplns 

of ipaize is ah another will assume that this .surplus is. an

import substitute^. .. . . . 1

Kenya imports wheat in small quantities in most years and does not 

export any to countries outside of East Africa. . However, the wheat otH.

. tained from-other cbuhtrias is imported primarily because it has a higher ^

that which Kenya produces. Thus the wheat which the . 

' ■ >A£^oan farns prSduce is not an import substitute. Kenya does export 

• wheat regularly to Uganda and Tanzania. In 1965* fOr exaraple, -Kenya ex

ported to these two countries wheat worth id.? million. This Was more 

than 10 times the value of the, wheat which Kenya imported from outside 

of East Africa (^...PP. 35,^3, ^d 45)-. Clearly then, wheat is an export 

although whether it is a source of desirable foreign currenqy is another
-■ . . . . . . . . . . •-. . . j.'r ' f - S.. - . -

question. Uhtil: I965 all three of the East African countries -used a

common currency administered by the East African Currency Board. Today 

all three countries'have .their own separate currencies. These all ex

change at par witheach other and with Sterling. However, should either 

of the other two Eaist African countries experience a foreign exchange 

crisis or if the East African Federation comes into being and the East 

African Ourrenqr is restored, then Kenya's exports to. the rest of East 

Africa mly hot be a source foreign exchange. Thus An this analysis
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the effects OS Kenya's .balance of payments of alternative settlement 

schemes will be examined both under the.assumption that exports to the 

other-Kast African countries provide, foreign exchange and alternatively 

that th^ do not. - ’

In trade with countries .outside of East Africa Kenya is a net ex

porter of dairy products. In 1965, for example, Kenya exported dairy 

'products worth fD.36 million, butter being the largest item (2, p. 27)•

In this analysis the farmers' market surplus, of milk will .be treated as-- 

a source of foreign exchange equivalent to.the foreign exchange earnings 

of the butter which could be made from this milk. A word of caution is 

called for, however, for as Kenya's exports of dairy produats,t.q^countries 

outside of East Africa are worth considerably less, than, the total value 

of the dairy products which are produced on all of the African farms in 

the "White Highlands” the results of this analysis could be misleading 

if they were used to appraise very large new settlement schemes.

Kenya does export both wholemilk and butter to Uganda and Tanzania.

In 1965, for example, Kenya ejqported dairy products worth il.k million 

to these two countries. About percent (by value) of these., exports 

,conksted. of butter (2, PP. ^3 and 45). In terms of the return per gal- 

■ Ion of milk from which it is produced, butter eocports to Tanzania and 

Uganda are worth substantially less than wholemilk exports. ' Thus any 

mar^nal changes in Kenya's exports of dairy products would presumably ,

1/

1/■ There are no statistics available for the value of milk production • 
on the African large-scale farms. However, in I965 the small-scale farms

their co-operative societies dairy
i ; i jproduc^^^ export prloe-of butter were worth iO.51

mil Hon. : THub the small-scale farms alone jpifoduce more dairy products 
than Kenya's total e:q)Orts to countries outside of East Africa (2, P.

■ 61; 2, P. 27).
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affect.the butter market and not the wholemilk mariset. Butter which is 

. sold to Tanzania and Uganda obtains a slightly higher price than that 

which is sold outside of^^st Africa. In this analysis the different 

effects on Kenya's balance of payments, of alternative settlement schemes 

will be studied arst under tte assumption that the farmers', milk surplus 

is sold as butter in the Uganda and Tanzania markets and second under the 

assumption that this butter is sold outside of East ASricav—

Table 2Q contains a Summary of the affects on Kenya's balance of . 

payments of the three settlement schemes at Keben, Ndalat and Mautuma 

and the sample of large-scale farms. The total value of the foreign esx.- 

■ change used for f^ra inputs was essentially the same in a^l, fPlJf areas; 

Keben Settlement Scheme used a total of 13 shilldpgs per acre while the 

other three areas each used 11 shillings worth of foreign exchange per

V v:—...

acre*

In all four areas more tten half of the foreign exchange used for 

farm inputs was associated with the use of machineiy. These machinery 

costs were quite similar in all four areas, although, of course, the 

large-scale farmers used their own equipment while the small-scale farmers
3

■ employed contractors. Although the production techniques which are-em

ployed on the large-scale farms are almost identical with those used on 

the small-scale farms, it may perhaps be“ expected that the machinery 

..costs would be much higher on the small-scale farms; these farms are 

cropped more intensively than the large-scale farms; also, the fields are • 

itUch-smaller bn the ^ll-scaie farms. But these effects may be offset, 

in part by more efficient use of equipment, since contractors who operate 

on the Small-scale farms appear to'work their equipment for longer hours
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TABIE 20. THE EFFECT OF AFRICAN SETTIMENT ON 
KMIA' S BALANCE OF PAYMENTS * ,

Large-
Scale
Farms

Settlement Schemes
- '

K^n";.......Ndalat Mautxuna
(30 farms) (2? farms) (30 farms) (21 faims)

(Foreign ^change In.ShiTl^ga per
: Ahre per Anhain)

Used for Farm Inmts;

Depreciation of Mach
inery &,Equipment ■ 

P\iel, Spares & Repairs 
Machinery Contractors

- f

22 2
2

6 6Jt
6 ' 886. Total Machinery

. Dip & Veterinary 
Fertilizers/ 
Other

2 22 3
2 2

.1 11 2

Total Foreign Exchange 
Used 1111 13 11

Eacports;

62 4234 39Butter, I 
Maize 2/ 
Wheat • 

-Py^ethnim 
Coffee

(10)18 192
7f

- 2
,2

Total-Foreign Exchange 
Produced 618048 - 29

68 1850,Foreign Exchange Surplus 37

♦.The large-scale farm data relate to 1965/66 and the ^all-scale ' 
farm'data' to I963/64 although bpth sets of .da.'fcA^are.'in I965/66 prices.

of exports ■wera'obtaired from the . 
Statistical ^Abstract. 1966 and from the Maize Commissioh of Etaquiiy 
(2, pp. 27-48; 4, pp. 193-19'^) .

; The foreign exchange content of fam costs was obtained through 
^multiplying the major^ items; of i^orted farm input expenditure by 
standart pertentages which estimated proportions of these
icosts Which represented foreign exchange; "

(conttoued)
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These percentages.were as follows:

Item' Percentage of J’arm Price which 
represents Foreign Ex-rihango

Drugs ; & C!hemi,cals 
Fertilizer '

"Y'Pliei" /
- Machinery ^ares 
Mac hipe ly Repairs 
Machinery Depreciation 
Building Dapreciation 
Machinery Contract & Hired Transport

of these figures are based large^ on local experience and - 
judgment for few statistics are available and merchants in Kepya will 
^t usually divulge the landed cost of the items which they sell^
Ifowever, in the case of the major iteis, tractors, fuel and fertiiizdrs, 
^foraation contained in the Statistical Absiraot. 1966 was helpful, 
iha foreign exchange content of raaohinery contracting services was> 
estimated by applyipg the percentages shown above for fuel,, .spares and- 
repairs, pd depreciation, to the breakdown of contractors^ expenditure 
as publish^ by the World Bank in their bulletin A;rrimntnraT sation

■ in E&St-African Countries (2, pp. 33-38; 0. ' ; . . .

a/. The farmers at Mautama did use some fertilizer although this is 
not sho^m in the table. 'At Mautuma .the Department of Settlement

■ 5 “Size for .each settler, .charging them 
250.shillings for this. This charge included the cost of ths complete

- operation including the cost of the fertilizer which was used. It was - ■ 
not possible, however, to discover how much fertilizer was used and thus 
■the total charge was treated as a charge for machinery hire.

h/ The figure in parentheses is a debit, i.e. the farmers at Mautuma ' -
did not produce sufficient maize to meet their .own food requirements.

. 3b . '
90
15
50
25
70
10
30

"■v;-
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each year. For example, in 1964/65 the,Department of Settlement was able 

- t^ for an average of 763 hours-per year whi]^

the writer's faim management survey suggested that the Afiican large- ; 

, hpaie farmers used their tractors' for an average of only 528 hours each 

per year-^ Hdweyef^:^”^le the machinery costs per acre

may be quite similar on both the large and small-scale farms, the,writer 

' believes that these costs ;Will increase on both groups of farms in the 

future. In view of the apparent shortage of machinery, contractors 011 .

.some settlement'schemes’and because some contractors have apparently not 

been able to operate profitably, the small-scale farmers may have to pay 

, higher contracting fees, in the future. Likewise, on the large-sqale - 

:: farms much of the equipment is in poor cohdition and in need of replace- 

raent.

r;

In addition to their nse of foreign exchange for machinery, all 

of the farms used foreign exchange for other farm inputs such as drugs 

' and-dip fluid for livestock and fertilizer for crops. Again, the levels 

of expenditure on these items were quite similar On both the large and 

small-scale farms (although no fertilizer was used at Keben). " As with

the-machiheiy. expenses,- the. writer would expect that, on both groups of 

farms, the use of foreign exchange for fertilizer will increase in the 

future as the farmers gradually adopt improved methods of maize husbandry. 

Hokever, even if in the futu^^ all of the_farms use more foreign exchange 

•for maChineiy and fertilizer, the effects of the alternative African 

; : settlement- sCh^es on the balance Of payments will not be altered'sub- 

:: stantially; as the subsequent discussion- will show^-differenoes in -the

purc^sedvinpu-ts in alternative -types of
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African settlement are small; the effect on.the balance, of payments of 

" their production of export products is of far greater importance.

There .were more noticeable differences between the large and small- 

scale farms in the'amounts of foreign exchange which they earned from 

the production of exports. If East African trade is included and if 

maize is treated as an.export, the average foreign exchange value of 

the ej^brts wMch were produced by the large-scale fanas was 48 shillings 

The two settlement schemes at Keben and Ndalat both produced •; 

more than this; Keben produced 80 shillings worth and Ndalat 6l shillings 

worth of foreign exchange per acre. Mautuma Settlement Scheme, however, 

which produced only 29 shillings worth of foreign exchange per.aqre was 

worse than the large-scale farms. This poor performance was entirely 

tlie result of the low maize yields and.the consequent maize deficit . 

at Mautuma in 1963/64.

After deducting the farms' use of foreign exchange for purchased 

inputs frcmi their foreign exchange earnings from exports, the farms' 

foreign exchange surpluses were calculated. The large-scale farms which 

earned an average foreign exchange surplus of 37 shillings per acre ware ■- 

not as successful as the settlement schemes at Keben and Ndalat. 

two settlement schemes earned surpluses which, respectively, were 84 and 

35 percent greater than-that on t!te large-scale farms. Mautuma Settlement 

Scheme,however, produced a foreign exchange ^rplus only half as large ^ 

as that on the large-scale farms. If, however, as shown in Table. 21, 

the figures: are ad.justed under the assumption that the farmers all re

ceived an average maize yield of eight bags per acre, the position 

changes somewhat. All th^^ settlertent schemes how earn foreign exchange

per acre.

These

::
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THE EFFECT OF AFRICAN SETTL0IENT ON 
KENIA* S.. BALANCE OF PAIMENTS: SOME CHANGES UNDER 

AITERNATIVE ASSUMPTIONS *

TABLE 21.

' / Large-
Scale
Farms;

Settlement Schemes

Keben Ndalat Mautuma. • 
(30 farms) ' -(27 farms) (30 farms) (21 farms)

■V ■

. (Foreign ^change Surpluses In .fillings
per Acre per tonnm)

Foreign Exchange ...
Sarpluses Assuming a.
Maize Yield of Eight
Bags Per Acre Bat
Otherwise;

. I----.

. 564888 ,41Actual

Actual and tea . /
mature at EebenS/ 48 5617441

Actual with East 
African traaa. 
excluded

Actual ^th maize 
imported

■J.-

44 . 5180. . 29
4 ■

58 -7144 110

' * The_general footnote to Table 20 applies to this~table also.

. a/ The figure which is shown foiLthejCoreign exchange produced by
the tea at Keben is ba'sed on the assumption that the 13I sman-scale 
farmsat Keben which have land suitable for tea production will each 
have one acre of tea yielding an average of 700 pounds’of made tea 
per acre. . In the farm management suinrey at Keben in' 1963/64 the median 
tea acreage per farm was 0.9 acres.

'-K
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stu^luses greater than that found on the large-scale farms. However, 

the surplus at Ndalat, 48 shillings per acre, is only a little Better 

than that on the large-i-soale farms, 4l shillings per acre; that at Mautuma 

is 56 shillings per acre op a.little better than Ndalat, while that at 

Keben, 88 shillings per acre is over twice the level of the foreign ex- 

change suiplus on the large-scale fams. The position at Heben beccmes 

,ev6n more favorable if allowance is made for the foreign exchange which 

the tea at Keben . should eam. When this tea comes into produbtion the - 

average foreign exchange surplus at Keben should be more than four times 

as great as that on the large-scale farmn’.

Table 21 shows that if the extra export-earnings from, Ka3t..^rican 

■ trade are excluded from the calculations or if maize is treated as an 

import substitute rather than as an export, the relative positions of the 

large-scale farms and the three settlement schemes remain the same as

. those which occurred when the actualjllgures were adjusted on the basis

of a common maize yield; the absolute magnitudes of the foreign exchange 

surpluses do not change much either. In the case where the extra earnings 

from Jast African trade, are excluded, all of the farms produce smaller 

foreign exchange surpluses. However, as wheat is excluded and- as this 

crop is grown only on the large-scale farms, these farms suffer more from 

this adjustment than do the small-scale farms. In the case where maize 

is treatedjas an import substitute, which, of course, means that a given

-■.5

■

■"rP

quantity of maize is equivalentto more foreign exchange than would be 

bhe ■cabbilf it wei«; exi^ of the farms, produce higher foreign

exchange surpluses. However, as the maize surpluses on the small-scale 

farms were, in physical units, greater than those on the'large-scale farms, 

this adjustment also favors the small-scale "farms'.'

i,..

i -
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■ ■ * From the above disouesibn it appears that all three of the settle

ment schemes produce larger foreign exchange surpluses than the large- 

scale farms. Although these surpluses at N^lat and Mautuma were not' 

much greater than those on the large-scale farms, the average surplus . 

at Keben was more than twice as large as that on the large-scale farms 

or, four times as great if allowance is made for the extra foreign ex

change earnings which should be produced by the tea at Keben. These 

conclusions are based entirely on the average figiires shown in Tables 20 ; 

and 21. However,these average figures conceal a large amount of vari

ability. In Chart 7 frequency distributions of the foreign exchange sur

pluses on the individual farms in the four survey areas are shown;-. These 

distributions are based on-the actual surpluses earned, i.e. they include 

trade with Uganda and Tanzania, they treat maize as an export, they have 

not been adjusted for possible changes in maize yields and they take no 

account ,of the-extra foreign exchange, earnings at Keben when the tea

matures. Examination of these frequency distributions suggests that the
^ . ■

conclusions mentioned above, based on average figures. Cannot be sup

ported with any. confidencei In Chart 7 the general positions of the fre- 

quency distributions and the modal levels of the individual farms' forei^ 

exchange suipiluses do not correspond at all well with the average figures 

shown in Table 20. The modal level of foreign exchange surplus per acre 

onthe.large-scale farms, between.60 and 90 shillings, is as high as that , 

at Keben and higher than those, at Ndalat and Mautuma. • Although the poor 

performance at Mautuma may be explained in terms of the very poor maize 

yields which-were obtained in 1963/6^,■this explanation will not suffice 
at Ndalat. If the results at Ma^W''ere neglected. Chart 7 shows that
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Chart 7. FOREIGN.EXCHAKGK SURPLUSES ON LARGE-SCALE
.
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the frequency distributions of foreign exchange surpluses oh the large- 

scale farms and.the settlement schmes at Keben and Ndalat are quite simi

lar in appearance, although the modal level of sui*plus at Ndalat is lower 

than thosd at Keben and on the large-scale farms.

.Clearly, the evidence in Table 20 and Chart 7 is insufficient to 

allow any firm conclusions to be drawn. The writer believes that the best 

interpretation that can be placed on these data is that, if the possible 

earnings from tea at Keben are neglected, there is essentially no differ- - 

between the large-scale fanns and the small-scale farms in the foreign 

exchange surpluses which they earn. Certainly, any possible differences 

' between these farms are very dependent on the level of yielde ohts,ined - 

ard the yield data available are not accurate enough to allow any firm 

. assertions to be made about differences in average yields between the 

different farms. However, there can be little doubt that the foreign 

exclfinge surplus at Keben will be higher than that in any of the other 

areas when the tea at Keben matures.

Whether, on the average, there are' differences between the large- 

scale farms and the settlement schemes in the foreign exchange surpluses 

■which they produce, or not^ Chart 7 shows that some of the large-scale , 

farms were able to produce foreign exchange surpluses as high or higher 

than the modal levels of surpluses earned by the small-scale farms on the 

three settlement schemes at Keben, Ndalat and'Mautuma. Thirteen of the

-» -

ence

large-scale farms earned surpluses greater than 60 shillings per acre.

Tta'ee of the§e.Joanns earned surpluses worth between 90 and 120 shillings 

All three of these farms were well below the median farm size.per acre

thelargest one‘being only 31^ acres. The-10 large-scale farms which
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, earned surpluses worth between 60 and 9° shill^gs per acre included, 

farms Which were below the median farm size.

K-

Thus, the most

large-scale faras bejihe smaller ones, whether

• judged from the standpoint of their effect on the balance of payments or

• on net hatiohal product or employment.

Although the conclusions in this chapter are based almost entirely 

on data taken from one particular area of Kenya, the writer believes that 

th^ would be applicable to other areas also.. In Chapter 7 if was noted ^ 

that when large-scale fanns are subdivided, substantial changes in. the 

composition of farm output would probably take place only.in those areas

where wheat vras the major urop but where cohdltlohs were suitable,for the. 

production of maize also. However, even if this substitution of maize 

for wheat were to take place, Kenya's balance of payments would not be tA

imterially affected for the foreign exchange earnings of an acre of wheat 

are veiy similar to those of an acre of maize.
i

€

A ^" *
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'CHAPTER 11

StffiMARI AND CONCmsiONS

In tliig the'sis an attempt has been made to appraise the econaaic 

efTeots of. different forms of.^African settlement in the former "White 

ffi-ghlands" of Kenya. Two main forms of African settlement were studied;
• jO

these were the large-scale farms operated by Africans as oonqilate entities 

and the small-sgale farms settlement sotemes created'through the sub-on

division of former large-scale farms.

of data, only a few farms of each type were atiidied. All of these"farms 

were located in the IJssin Gishu and Trans Nzoia areas of western Kenya. 

In choosing these farms an effort' was made to select farms from 

of uniform agricilLtural potential. Although it was not possible.to find 

, an area which contained all of the desired types of farm and where the 

agricuitural potential was completely uniform, all of the farms which 

included in the study .are located in areas where maize and dairy cattle 

are ths major.enterprises, where the average annual rainfall is about 50 

inches and where ^ altitude ranges from about 5,500 to 7,000 feet, above 

sea level.

Primarily because of a shortage

an area

6^

are

Most of the data for the large-scale farms used for this study were

— obtdWed from group of farms included in a farm management study 

ducted by the xod I966.

con-

The farms covered by this study in

cluded farms ranging in size from 200 to over 2,000 acres and farms 

operated, either by individual operators or by groups of partners.

.
■'i';
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•Most of the small-scale farm data were obtained from farm management studies 

which the writer conducted during 1963/64 on the higb-density settlement 

schemes at Ndalat and Mautuma and the low-density settlement scheme at 

Kebeh. These small-scale farms ranged in size from 10 acres for the small- 

est farm at Mautuma .to over 30 acres for the largest farm at Keben. 

ever, some of the settlers at Keben operated more than one small-scale 

farm as one unit. The largest of these jnultiple plot farms included fbur’• 

small-scale farms covering a total area of 80 acres of land.
' ■ f

There were two reasons for making the economic appraisal of the 

African settlement farms. First, it "was hoped that the results of this 

appraisal would be helpful to the Konya Government in formulating policies- 

for future extension of African settlement. Second, the results of the 

analysis should be of use to the Kenya Govo^ent in trying to take measures 

. to improve the economic psrfomance of the African farms which exist al-- 

ready in the highlands. Hopefully, the analysis'will be helpful in meet

ing both of these requirements. However, some caution-is required in in

terpreting the results of the analysis.

Only a limited amount of data'was available and much of the individual

How-

r

farm data exhibited a high degree of variability. Most of the data related
i -■

to small samples of farms.

stricted the analysis to a comparison of the mean levels of performance 

of the cH-fferent types of settlement; clearly, sample means .cannot be 

expected to be good estimates of population means if small samples are 

chosen from highly variable -populations, 

characteristics of the different types of 

comparing the sample means arid through observing the behavior of frequency

Thus it would have been hazardous to have re-

For this reason, the important 

irm were examined both through
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distribations of the' data. In many instances the frequency ^distributions 

were quite well-behaved and examination of the sample means alone would

have been sufficient. But in other cases this might have been mislead

ing. For example, £n Chapter 10 the foreign exchange surpluses 

produced by three settlement seheraes and one group of large-scale farms

per acre

were compared. If the foreign exchange surpluses of these four samples

- were compared using the sample means the order of rankihg was different' 

fran that suggested by the modal values of-the four samples, 

are difficulties
Thus there '

involved if farm management data from siaall samples of 

farms are used to appraise large-scale agricultural developments such as

African settlement. Nevertheless, this type of data is often all,.that 

is available. Useful results can be obtained if the data are used with 

caution.

Several criteria were used in order to make, an economio appraisal of 

the alternative types of African settlement. Tte first criterion 

the level of profits. This was not a sufficient criterion, however, since 

the type of organization which leads to high individual farm profits would 

not necessarily be superior from the standpoint of society as a whole'. 

Other criteila were needed-primarily because Kenya's economy does not ful-

was

fill all of the ccnditions of the perfectly competitive model and imper

fections within the economy may 

iMividuais and the nation as a whole to diverge.
cause the interests of-profit maximizing

The most important of ^ 

these imperfections were the inflexible nature of farm sizes once they

have been establisBed initially and the positive market wage rate which 

Prevails in Kenya ddspite the high level of unemployment, 

cr^ei^ which were suggested,, in addition' to the profitability criterion.
The other

,■ y
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were the effects of alternative forms of Afiloan settlement on food pro

duction, en^loyment, net natienal product and the balance of, payments.

FaM Profits

In using a profitability criterion to appraise the alternative forms 

of Afiicah settlement interest was centered oh comparing the levels of . 

income, the debt repayment capabilities and the possibilities for orghniz- 

ing farm production more efficiently and thus for improving faiTn incomes 

on the different types of -fanns.

Both the samples of large and small-scale farms included units where

w

income levels, based on current yields and conditions, were insufficient 

to allow the farmers to remain in business. Few of the large-scale farmers 

were unable to meet their financial commitments; however, a large proportion

pf the small-scale fanners couid riot do so. This conclusion was supported 

both by the farm management survey data and by other published statistics 

which show the extent of loan repayments made by the different types of 

farmers to public agencies. Not only was default on loan repayment 

common on'the small-scale farms but also many of these farmers were ob-

more

served, to have sold' capital assets, notably mature dairy cattle, in order 

to increase their cash incomes. Few of the large-scale farmers sold 

capital assets in this way. The techniques of production and the yields 

obt^in^ were essentially the same on both groups of farms. Probably the'

; mos'b ^important;reasori the financial difficulties of the small-scale ""

farmers was that they had borrowed a much higher proportion of their farm- 

- ing capital than had the large-scale farmers. On the average the large- 

scale farmers had borrowed only about 50 percent of their capital while 

the small-scale farmers had borrowed about 90_ percent.'

I.'

This meant that
;

.I.''" ^->•
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the small-scale farmers could meet their financial obligations only if 

" they farmed intensively and obtained quite high yields, in contrast, 

the large-scale farmers weje not under so much pressure to farm more in

tensively. .

Even though'default on loan repayment was mdespread on the small- 

scale farms a fe^^f, these farmers were able to obtain the target incomes 

suggested by the settlement planners. . During the years covered"by the

« .

farm management survey, there were some particular circumstances which 

tended to lower farm incomes on some of the settlement schemes (especially 

the very low maize yields at Mautuma and the fact that the tea planted 

at Keben was not then-in production). .-If'.allowance is made for .these., 

factors perhaps 20 percent of the small-scale farmers shoxild be able to 

obtain the target incomes. The less successful small-scale fanners were 

- usually those who planted small crop acreages and obtained poor yields.' 

However, employment of excessive amounts of hired labor and consumption 

of a high proportion of farm-produced output in the home were important 

factors contributing to low cash incomes on some farms. Also, on Keben 

Settlement Scheme those farmers who operated more than one small-scale 

• farm as one unit were usually not very successful.

On the large-scale farms, although most farmers were able to meet 

their financial commitmehts, few were able.,to invest in any capital im

provements on their, farms. On most of .these farms.the machineiy and 

buildings were in poor condition and the machinery insufficient to handle 

all the' acreage that might have been cultivated. The few farmers who 

were able -to make capital improvements to their farms were usually those 

who ob'tained,high yields and planted large crop acreages. Also, these
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faims'were usually operated by a single owner rather than by a group of

Most of the smaller of'the large-scale farms were more successful 

than the larger ones. There were several reasons for this. large farms 

are more:difficult to manage and-managaaent .skills were.limited. Perhaps 

more important was the fact that many of the larger farms were operated

by. groups of partners while the smaller farms tended to be owed by sibgle
. . . . . . . . . . ■ ■ . •

operators. The African farmers appear&d to have b.een able to obtain the 

“ capital required to operate the

- ■:.

larg|r farms only if they entered into 

partnership with others. But few o:||thase partnership groups were able 

to organize management effectively.|//Thus there were large differences V; 

in ihcdmes between, farmers. A single operator on a smaller farm

(say about 506 acres) obtained an Mhcome of. about iSOG to iL,000 per annum. 

Ha operated a motor car and lived i'l a large house in a manner similar 

to that of his European predecessor. In contrast, on a large farm operated

by a group of partners each partner: might have obtained an income similar

to that of a farm laborer.

le farms, incomes could be improved 

rms raising yields through the adoption 

J5e the most impoidiant means of in- 

more intensively through planting 

^larger;acreages to maize or export props also would be helpful. Prob

ably the farmers* lack of management! skills is the most important single 

factor preventing them from raisingi'jl heir incomes. Thus making better 

extension services available to thes't farmers and helping them to organize 

paetnership groups more effectiyelyUnd^perhaps the best ways in which the 

Government can help. Also, farmers would be able to plant larger crop

substantially.; On both groups of f 

of better methods of husbandry woul 

Hoijever, farming

a

creasing inconBs
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aoreag,es' and''tiine thrir operations “better if more machineiy

On the large-scale, i^rms increased availability of. intermediate- . '

would help.- On the ‘small-scale farms

measures should-be talten to improve the availability of machinery contract-"

purchase of these machinery

■ services and seeds, fertilizer, etc'.

iathough„5u.bttanti^]^J^pi^ved incomes are fea^ble and the measures’ .

suggested above would; be helpful in attaining tlds end, farmers will make •’ 

the effort to.improve their incomes only if.given sufficteni

were avail-
.V : ■ :,ablev;;/-.

-inoent^es to

do so. Probably these incentives are not as’high as the Government would

like; For example, some African farmers believe that^e land -f 

■ :»er“‘'Whlte Highlands" is theirs by right. Thus they do not feel any 

.'stiSjng obli^^ the Govemmanjt money borrowed

•in the.. _ '

y ■

for the pur,T

chase: of this land. If they:’obtain profits insufficient to enable them

tp“ref)|y -^eir^^s^ttey^i^^ecide tteir while to 

makethe effort and adopt improved farming practices if the major benefit 

from doing so is simply to enable them to repay their land purchase loans

rather than to improve their standard of living.

.Food Production

at Keben, Ndalat and Mautuma the

, total value of food production per 

- than that on the -large-scale farms, 

land on the small-scale farms 

the large-scale farms

was about 50 to 100 percent greateracre

'his occurred primarily because the 

was farmed more 'intensively than that on

The evidence available suggests that on a high- 

densitysettlement scheme such as Mautuma, where the average farm size

was only about 12 acres, the land was/farmed more intensive3y than in the
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other "areas and the average value of total food production per-acre was 

about twice as high as that on the large-scale farms. Gn the other two 

settlement schemes at febenand Ndalat, both of which had average farm 

sizes close to 20 acres, the land was not farmed as intensively as that 

at Mautuma and the average-value of food production per acre was about 50 

percent jO-gher than that on the large-scale farms. However, the value 

of-^food production per acre on the smaller of the'large-scale farms was 

as high as that on the average small-scale farm.

The-composition of farm output was similar in all of the areas studied. 

However, in an area where both wheat and maize could be grown* the large-

-

scale-farms-jjp^d probably emphasize wheat production while the small- 

scale farms would coneentrSte^n-maize.

The'total value per acre of the food consumed by the people living

S ■ *

bn the land -Has about two to three times as great on the small-scale farms 

as on the large-scale farms. Especially noticeable was the higher level 

of milk consumption on the small-scale farms. On the settlement schemes 

at Keben, Ndalat and Mautuma the average value of milk consmaption per 

acre was about five to 15 times as great as that on the large-scale,farms. 

Bu-t Saspite the"a^^ Of food consumption on the small-scale fanns,

these farms produced' a market surplus of food per acre as large as or 

■ slightly, larger than that produced by the large-scale>farms.

EiMPlbymeht

the large-scale farms included in'the survey supported, on the average, 

-3bvwori:ers;per IjiPOah land. Almost one-third of these people

were .oimers or part-om^ the remainder being hired laborers. The small-

scale farms supported more people than this per equivalent area of land.
■ ■

Ndalat Settlement Scheme supported h?, Keben-fh

■•V;

• -•
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Thus the average level of employment on these three settle

ment schemes was between 60 and 160 percent higher than that on the large-

scale fanns. Qi the high-density settlement schemes at Ndalat-^and Mautuma 

few if any people apart frbm.the settlers themselves were engjloyed. On

the low-density settlement scheme at Keben, however, more than half of the

people employed were hired laborers. 

•The-level of employment per acre was highest at Mautuma, primariLly 

because this settlement scheme Contained the smallest farms of any of

those studied. The level of employment at Keben was almost as high as 

that at Mautuma only because tea, a labor intensive crop, was grown.

Had no tea been grown at Keben the level of employment on this-Settlement 

scheme would probably have been similar to that at Ndalat. Some of the ■ : 

large-scale farms supported as many people per unit of land as Ndalat 

Settlement Scheme, although few supported as many people as either Keben 

or Mautuma Settlement Schemes. The large-sesla farms which provided the 

highest level of employment were eithir the intensively operated‘smaller 

fams or those on which a large number of partners resided.

On manjr-of the^f^ms, both large and small-scale, the people supported 

by the land were not fully employed.. But only in the case of the large- 

scale farms is this likely to lead to a reduction in the numbers employed.

The problem of under-employment was most acute on those large-scale farms 

which w^r^^pperatg^by groups of partners. On some of these farms a 

large htunber of people had acquired residence rights

Vi

as a result of their 

part-ownership of. the fairo; but the farm could not provide employment for 

In view of the considerable management problems -sdiich haveiall of them

been experienced on these fams, measures may be taken to reduce the number

• '
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of partners and this would lead to a reduction in the level of employment.. • '

^Net~National Product

For each of-the farms studied in this thesis the value added.jwas 

estimated through deducting the cost of purchased inputs (not including 

•hired labor) from the value of farm output. Then the contributions of. 

the farms to net national product (NNP) w.efe~calotilatad.jtoough subtract

ing the cost of the government senrices provided to farmers frQm'the;.^igures 

for value added.

Expenditure per acre for purchased inputs was quite similar on the 

large and small-scale farms although the government services provided to

farmers were much more expensive on the small-scale famns, at least during 

the first few years when the settlement schemes were being established, 

ffowever, the expenditure on government services was equivalent to only a 

small proportion of the value of farm output. Thus differences between 

the large and small-scale farms in the levels of their contributions to' NNP 

were due primarily to differences in the value of farm output. On all of 

the farms studied most of farm outpjut consisted of .food products. Thus
. . '.i -

• the remarks made above >conceming difCerences in the level of food pro

duction between the large and small-scale farms are applicable here also.

On the three settlement schemes at Keben, Ndalat and Mautuma the 

average contributions to per acre were about 50 to 15O percent greater 

than tl»se of the large-scale farms. Qi Ndalat Settlement Scheme, where 

the average farm size was almost 20 acres, the average contribution to 

Nm per acre vBs' hbout 50^ p^ than that of the- large-scale

farms. Xt llautuma where farm size was only 12 acres the

land, was faimed more intensively than that at Ndalat and the average

'.m ‘•
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value pf thp contribution to NNP per acre was about twice as large as 

that of the large-scale farms. On Keben Settlement Scheme the average 

contribution to NHP per acre was about 150 percent larger than that of 

the lahge-soale farms.- However, the especially good performance of the' 

, farms at iCeben was due partly to the fact that tea.is produced on this 

settlement scheme. If tea had not been produced at Keben the average 

value of the contribution to NNP per acre would have been somewhat less

--rr

•• >

than that at Mautuina.

A few of the 'large-scale farms did contnibute as much to NNP per 

acre as~the~-avarage small-scale farm. Once'again the batter large-scale 

■ farms were the smaller ones. r'

Balance of Payments Effects

In studying the effects of alteimative types of African settlement^on 

the balance of payments the objective was to spe whether there were dif-' 

ferences between farms in the extent to which they used foreign exchange 

for purchased inputs or earned foreign exchange through supplying export 

products. ..Substantial capital transfers between Kenya and the rest of 

the world did accompany, the transfer of European owned land to Africans.

• However,- the effect 6f-extemal financing on the balance of payments was 

not studied for it was largely independent of the subsequent type of land 

use. Also, in the case of the existing settlement schemes, the effects 

of these capital transfers are of historical interest only.

-The.data available did not indicate that the large and small-scale 

farms had significantly different effects on the balance of payments, 

except in the rather special case pf Keben Settlement Scheme. • At Kehen 

Utb^Swas little doubt that the foreign exchange surplus per acre should

f
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be at least fwice as large as that in.any.of the other areas. This was 

^ue to the fact that tea had been planted’at Keben.

at Keben is neglected, the data suggest that the average foreign exchange 

-surpluses produced by the large-scale faitis and the three samples of
^ ■ >4. ..........

: sroall-scale fams were all quite similar and in the 40 to 80

r shillings.per acre,

The founts of foreign exchange used per acrs''|'or purchased inputs 

were very similar on the. large-scale farms and the three settle|nent 

schemes. Although the production techniques employed by both groups of 

farmers were much the same, it might have been e^cted that the, small- 

scale farms would have used more foreign exchange on account-of.thq^a’ -
* V.

using tractors to cultivate small fields. However, it appeared that 

machinery costs per acre were quite similar on both groups of farms. .While 

-the smallssoale.farms'did use tractors for cultivating small :ftQlds, this 

disadvantage was apparently offset by the fact that the contractors who 

provided these services ware able to use their equipment for longer periods 

each year than were the large-scale farmers.

amilarly the amounts of foreign exchange earned through the production ,

If "tea production

■ ■ -I /--V

of exports were much the same-on bo.4h groups-^f-farms. This was due
■ ••

primarily to the fact that the value of the farm output marketed by both 

the large and small-scale farmers was essentially the same, as was the 

cbmpositipn of this output.

r li^ also, the large-scale farms which contributed most

per: acre to the balance of p^ents were the .smaller of this type of farm.

Irablibatiohs for African Settlement Policy

If the average performances with respect.to the five criteria adopted
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in this thesis of the lai^e and small-scale farms were used to choose 

between.establishing either new large-scale or new small-scale farms,'

the choice would not be easy to make. From a national standpoint the most 

important considerations-are the effects on net national product, employ-

As the average small-ment, the balance of payments and food production.

-~s,cale farm performed better than or as well as the average 'large-scale

farm with respect to these four criteria, the national'^nterest would 

appear to be better served if small-scale farms are chosen. But there 

would be little point in establishing new small-scale farms if they were

to encounter the same financial difficulties as those.epcperienced by the

existing small-scale farms.

• .It may be possible to avoid the problem of default on loan repay- 

meii't on small-scale farms if new farms are settled only with farmers who 

themselves can provide a substantial proportion of their fanning capi’fcal. 

This,, in fact, is being tried on the small-scale farms which are being 

established during the period of the current development plan, i.e. from 

1966 to-1970. An alternative approach would be :^r the Government to 

reduce the capital needs of the settlers through increasing the proportion

of’the purchase price of each farm which is paid with a government grant. 

The writer vjould prefer the first approach. This would mean that no added

government expense xvas necessary. Also, farmers with some capital of
. ’ . . -_ _ _ ^

their own might be expected to be more capable farmers than those with no 

capital, especially if the latter also are unemployed and..landless people, 

as has been the case on most of the existing settlement scheme's.

From the preceding remarks it would appear that when African settle- 

ment is extended small-scale farmers will be selected on the basis of
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their capital resoiiroes. It would seem reasonable to select large-scale 

farmers on the same basis, for the data available suggest ttot the most 

successful large-scale farmers are those-with substantial capital resources

of their own.- Clearly,'this will have-an effect on income distribution.

^ type of settlement-it will, tend to make those

who are already better off more so, while not cont'hibuting directly to 

^ the employment of pepple in the lower income groups, fepeoia-lly the land

less and unemployed. But if this method of selecting settlers means that 

a more productive, type of farming is practiced a larger amount of employ

ment niay be proT^ded in the long run. Second,’ the choice between large 

-■ and small-scale farms will affect income distributioni The dat.^ avail- - 

• able^^ggOst that income distribution would be relatively unaffected if 

:;either small-scale farms or large-scale farms operated by groups of 

partners were'chosen. "But because the large-scale farms operated by 

partnership groups are usually poorly managed, large-scale farms of this 

type probably will not be chosen. If-large-scale farms operated by 

indi'vidual owners are chosen rather than small-scale farms this will tend

to have an undesirable effect on income distribution; at least, it will -

libt help'to r^ve some tof thr existing ifnequalities.

VB.thin the overall categories of large and small-scale farms, a

better phoibe may be possible if particular types of large or small-'

For example, the smaller of the large-scale■ scale farms are selected 

i faims^ especially those less than about 500 acres, performed as well as 

the average small-scale farm rd-th resjject to the criteria adopted in ,

■•this thesis. Thus bhe-nationai interest may be served equally well 

^ -whether r^all-scaile of the smaller of the large-scale faims are chosen
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for e^rtension of Jtfrican settlement. There -would be some points in favor

For instance, these farms are more suitableof the large-scale farms, 

for the ..production of high quality seeds and breeding stock.- On the

Other hand, the small-scale farms may be preferred because they involve 

-more people in land ownership.

Both the large and small-scale farmers could obtain substantially 

higher incomes if.-they were to produce higher yields afe a result of " 

adopting improved farming practices'. The rate at which these better , 

methods are adopted should be affected by, the amount and quality of the 

extension services provided to the fanners. Ch a given erea of land there ' 

are, of course, far fewer farms if the land is used for large rather.i,., ••

thaft small-scale farms. Hence it should be easier to'provide better 

vmbhsioh services to the large-soaie farms. Perhaps, for this reason,- 

the iarge-scale fafeners will be able to increase yields faster tfen the 

small-scale farmers.

The data presented in this thesis suggest that the large and small-

scale fams obtained quite similar yields; but the average value of out- , 

put per acre -was higher on the small-scale farms, primarily because the

----land-.in-smalL..soale farms was..oulti.vatM.more intensively. If in the

future the large-scale farms obtain shields higher than those on the small- 

scale farms, the extra output obtained would^lp to compensate for the 

difference in intensity of land use. But the average output per acre

obtained by the small-scale farms in the survey was about 50 percent higher

It would seem rmlil that thethan?that on the large-scale"farms

-large-shale farmers can obtain yields in the.future so mu^ kgher than 

: those found cm; the small-scale ■ f&ms that this would compens^e for the ;
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effect on farm output of the more intensive, land use on the small-scale 

farms. But the smaller of the large-scale faras in the survey obtained 

an output per acre quite similar-to that on the small-scale'■farms. Thus, 

if the large-scale farmers do obtain in the future yields higher than 

those on the small-scale^farms, the average output per acre on the smaller 

of the large-scale farms may be distinctly higher than that produced by 

the small-scale faras. '

So far the discussion has been limited to the performance and 

potential for further development of existing African farms. But if
i;

il-

African settlement is extended the land which- is transferred will noib all 

. be similar to that used by Africans at present. This may affect the rela

tive merits of the alternative forms of African settlement. For example,

much of the mixed farming land which is still in European ownership is

located in the Basin bishu and Nakuru Ustriets. Mthimgh bot.h wheat and
. ^
maize are grown in these areas they are the major wheat producing areas 

If this land were used for small-scale farms-most farmers 

.probably would not grow ^eat.

in Keiya.

Even though the individual farmers may 

be able to obtain reasonable incomes from a system of farming based on ^

maize and milk production, Kenya may experience a wheat shortage if t)7', s

land is used for small-scale farms.

Most of the ranches and plantations are still in European ownership.

It does not seem feasible to subdivide them in-fco small farms. On a coffee

estate, for example, if the land-were, subdivided, so'lne/settlers would ob-

tain farms pbntaining nothing but coffee while.others would receive land 

on which no coffee was planted and perhaps on wMch there was no land 

suitable for coffee production. In the long run it may be possible to.
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r^stribute coffee production more evenly between the ^all-scale farms. 

But in the short run coffee production would oertainly.be reduced and 

coffee is the major export.crop of Kenya.

’^fte ranches are ' suitable only for the extensive production of live- 

stock. This type of farming tends to produce a cash incoi^ only at ir

regular intervals when livestock mature. Also, specialized production, 

even in livestock, if it is in the lower rainfall areas where precipita- . 

tion is less reliable and livestock diseases more 'prevalent, is subject to - 

higher risks. Thus this land is not well suited to small-scale pro

duction; small-scale farmers tend to have few capital reserves and they 

need to obtain a regular and reliable income.

The ranches and plantations could not easily be transferred to 

Africans even for continued use as large-scale units. They require sub

stantial capital which few Africans possess. Neither do nany Africans 

have any experience in operating businesses as large as these. Perhaps 

it will be possible for Africans to taka over the ranches and plantations 

under some form of group ownership, through producer co-operative societies, 

for example. But present indications are that very few of the large-scale
i-.-f ' "

farms operated by groups of Africans are managed efficiently. For this 

reason, if the ranches or plantations are transferred to Africans, it ■ 

should be done slowly so that experience can be. gained with this type 

of organization. Some of the ranches and'many of the plantations are 

owned by limited liability companies. It would be quite easy for Africans 

, . to gradually assume control of these through buying shares on the stock 

This, in fact, is taking place on a small scale. '

Within the bverall category of small-scale farms, some choice is

■>

market'

-U-

■
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of different ^izes. The data available suggest 

that the smaller 5f the small-scale fairos tended to be more successful ' '

with respect to most of the criteria used. But, of 9ourse, the smaller

Thus,
]

the farm the smaller the income received by the individual farmer, 

in. choosing between the smallest farms,, such as those on a high-density

settlement scheme like Mautuma, and the larger farms, such as those on 

most low-density settlement schemes, a cbnilict may arise between tte 

need to settle as large a number of people as possible and the need to 

provide each settler with the opportunity for earning a reasonable level

of income. ' • ■

The major conclusions of this thesis may be summarized as follows: 

Pravidihg that the small-scale farmers can be financed in a manner less 

.ohwous than that used in the past, the costa and benefits of extending 

- African sbttlement in the mixed farming areas of the former "White High

lands'* would be quite similar whether Africans were settled on small- 

scale farms or on the smaller of the large-scale farms. The^large-scale 

• farms, however, may be preferred in areas where wheat is a major crop. 

There would seem to be strong justification for not pennitting Africans -
• - ' ' to ■

to own and operate--the larger... of theJLarge^scale farms as complete 

entities, especially if these farms are to be_ operated by glbups of 

partners.

During the period of the current development plan, Kenya is extending 

African settlement by creating new small-scale farms similar to those on

In addition,

the Government is allowing Africans to buy large.»3oale faims’ intact.

This does hot Appear to be a rational policy based oh the, evidence

the previously established, low-density settlement, schemes.. ;
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.currently available regarding the performance of the large-scale farms. 

Apart from this proviso, one could find little fault with Kenya's present 

policy for extending African settlement to new areas.

.jf

*.
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TABIE miA, LAND CATB30EEES BY DISTRICT, I96O-I962*

Footnotes

...
-Data from KetQra,-Ministry of Finance aiid Economic Planning,

Econopics aiid Statistics Division. Kenya African Agricultural Sample 
Census 1960^61. a^d ibid*.- Ream PotnlatioiLJCensus. 1962. Also from Kenya, 
Mihistiy of Agfioulture, A National Cash Crons Policy for Keiqa (1963), 
by, Li H, Brown. This table is only intended as ,an approximation* The 
areas of the different grades of land are said to be ..accurate in the source . 
However, the total areas in the. table conflict slightly with statistics from . 
other sources. - .

The figures shown for the number of agricultural holdings are 
the numbers from the Sample Census for the following districts: Central, 
Coast, l^anza, llkaM3ahi--and-.thje_African,^eaj_of,J^ ffi^^Valley Province. 
There are no agricultural statistics available • for either Maiai distriet™’- 
or the Northern Frontier District. Li fact, there are virtually no agri
cultural holdings as such in these areas for they are used almost entirely 
for nomadic livestock ranching. For these latter areas the figure'shpffe’- 
under number of holdings is-the number of adult males in these districts 
at the time .of the i962 population census. As there is virtually no non- 
agrieultural employment, in these areas this figure is an indicati^yi of 
the nuiber of people who would have agricultural holdings in these areas 
if settled farming were practioedi It is thus a fairly realistie figure 

■" to use fpr comparison purposes.

. ^ The land categories shown in the table are as follows:
A'. IB.gh Potential Land. Rainfall above 35" per annum.

With .good deep aoils and moderate temperatures.
With good deep soils but too cold for two crops a year.

Alii. I^th deep soil but either a fertility or drainage problem, 
fallow soil not suited to arable agriculture,

B. Medium Potential- land. Rainfall 35-25" per annum.
Bi,- With-good deep soil.
Bii. wath fertility or drainage problem.
Biii. With shallow soil unsuited to arable agriculture.

G. Low Potential Land. Rainfall 20-25".per annum.
D. Poor Ranching land. Rainfall less than 20" per annum.

In the table categories C and D were both included together under category 
■C in the^to it was not possible from the statistics to dis
tinguish between them,’ ,

*

Ai.
Aii.

Aiv
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Footnotes• TABLE Ui

* BasM on pi#a, Ministry of Finance & Bconomip Planning, Economics 
and Statistics Division, annual series of Statistical Abstracts. Depend
ing on which '^atistical Abstract is used slightly different estimates 
for the same figure can be obtained. For this reason some of the figures 
in this table are a little different from the comparable figures in text 
Tabled. -

a/ Provisional figures

(

•fl-

''

✓

1

1

’■r'
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KEHIA; (SOSS FARM REVENUE FROM 
SMALL FJm AREAS, 1957^965 *

• TABIE HI.

(Millions of i. E.A.);v:

1957 1958 1959 i960 196I 1962 1963 1964 196^-Erpduet

Temporary Crops

1.2 1.1 l.Q 1.0 1.1 1,1 1.2 - 0.7 0.8
0.4 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3. 0.5 6.6 0,7 •

- 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0*3 0,3 ■"
0.2 0.4 0.3 0.3'' 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 '
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2
0.7 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0,9 0.6 0.3

?i8'““3*o“ 2.6 2.9... 3«1 "2.7 3*3 2,7 2.6

Maiise 
Cotton 
Rice 
Pulses 
Potatoes 
Vegetables & other

Total

Permanent Crops . t •

3.0 5.4 5.4 
0.5' 0.7 0.2 
0.4 0.5 0.7 
0.2 0.3 0*4 
0.3 0.2 0.2 
o.i 0.2 0.4
0.2 0.2 0.3 
0.1 0.2 0.2 
0.4 0.2 0,3

0.9 1.3 1.8 2.2 2.8 3.3
0.1 . 0.3 .0.4 0.1

6.^ 0.7
0.1 0.2- . 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2
0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.1
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0,2
- - - Oil 0.1 0.1

0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

-Coffee 
.Sis^ 
^ethrum 
Oaconuts 
Wattle 
Cashew nuts 
Pineapples 

. Tea 
Other

0.2 0.50.1 0.1

1.6 2.1 '3.4 4.3 5.0 5.0 8.15.3 7.9Total

livestock & Dairy .
Products - -
Cattldl
Sheep, pigs, goats 

& poultry

2.41.8 1.9 1.8 1.9 1.8 2.1

0.5 0.5' 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4
Dairy products ' 0.2 0.2 0.2 0,2.., 0.2 - 0.3

2.2 2.3
a'

0.4 0.4
0.5 0.7

0.5
0.8

6.9 7.6 8.4 9.6 10.4 10.5 11.6 14.0 14.5TOTAL REVENUE
\

and Economic Planning,
Econo^cs and Statistics Division, Economic Sunrey. I960, through ibid.. 
1966. These’fi^es inoli^ produce sold outside of the producing
district and Are thus:to No statistics are available for
1956 or earlier years

Pip-visional figures.
i-*.
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APPENDIX H

LAROErSCALE FAIMS:

ENTERPKE5E COSTS AND RETDHNS AND INPDT/OD-TPDT 
COEFFICIENTS USED IN FARM BUDGETS..

t ■'.-■Nrt-

i"

u

%

r

Note: The (H-tation Numbers,show: in.this appendix refer to the 
. ' . loitatiphs .listed :atjUie end : of Chapter _5 •'
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TABIEy^E. LARGE-SCALE FARM NTltBBER ONE; 
_____ UJAIRrJCAmE.*

• ■

Assxuning 
HlgheT Held

Actual
1965/66::iPr

(Shillings per lAvestoek Unit)Eicpenses;

39Labor
Purchased Feed 
Transport of Milk

20
20 25

1717Dip
1515Artificial Insemination 

Veterinary 
.-Other ^

1010
11

lh9124

• V 468Output 375

319251Net Revenue

Ihput/Output Coefficients; (Gallons per Cow. Acres per Stock
Dnit and Man-Davs per Stock Pnit)

300228Held of Saleable Milk . 
Stocking Rate 
Annual labor'Requirements 
labor Requirements in 
Peak Month -(tteoughput year )

44 ■

2222

./'2 2
. V

* The output figures include the effects of inventory changes.
^ Almost 70 p.erobht of the^milk -was sold as whole milk at an average price 
of 2/26 shillings: per gallon. Most of the remainder was separated and 

. , „ pride, including bonuse_s, of 3/33 shillings ^
/ per pouM of butterfat. On the average all farmers in the- survey sold 

ohiy l|5‘percent .pf 'thei^ as wholemilk. Thus, even though this ifarmer 
-received - a milk yield very similar to the average," his .dairy output per

For the hypothetical anterprise.
' ^ witk^^^^^ that half of the extra-milk-could
;;?;'-^be:--sold;-as/'kholemilk.;>,f:::,.

‘ :y: f he labof i^a- are based on information available from various pib- 
lished farm mahagement sxiiveys (2, p. 57; 4, p. 6l arid 8, p. 60).

,'i

(continued)

,":S
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For the high yielding enterprise it was ejtpeoted that most of the 
improved j^eld would re sult::^omr:aTrgQnei^l. improvement in oattle^managesL- 
-ment, especially breeding management. This would not necessarily involve 
the farmer in additional expense. However, some items of e:^ense such.as 
purchased feedingtbuffs have, been increased to, levels similar to those 
found on the better; fawns, where Jiigh. yields were obtained. However, most 
of the increased yield is not expected to stem from a higher level of 
feedingV -
, . Throughout this thesis the ter® livestock unit is. used frequently 
ih order'to express numbers of livestock of different ages or different 
types ill a common unit. In order to estimate the number of livestock, 
units the following ratios were used: - .

0

Fraction of One livestock Unit ■

Adult Grade Cattle 
Ck’ade Cattle between one 
and two.years old 

Grade Cattle under one year old

1

2/3
■•'1/3

2/3Adult Native Cattle 
Young Native Cattle

• t ■■■

1/3

1/6Native Sheep and Goats
A

k

t>

c

.--I'

. ■

*'

t.gv
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■ TABEE U MRaE-SCAIfi FARM NUMBER ONE; 
-----------MAIZE,...

Actual
■1965/66

Assuming 
Higher Yield

X

Expenses; (Shillings per Acre)

Phel & Maohinery Repairs
Fertilizer
labor
Seed
Transport

57 57
25 40
25 33
8 8
1 8

- 120 . 146

‘ ' OutPUrt 248 444

Net Revenue 128 -298. .":-x

Ihput/Oatput Coefficients; (Bags or Man-Davs per Acre)

aeld
Annual Labor Requirement 
labor Requirement in 
Peak Month (May-June)

6.7 12.0
14.5 17.5

3.5 4.5

-1;
' * Tie wtput figures are based on a price of 37/OO shillings
200 pound bag without bag. '

The labor data are based on various published fain management 
and on judgment (i p. 57; 4, p. 6l and 8, pp. 36, 60, 80 and 102).

.The higher yield from the hypothetical enterprise with a yield of 
12 bags per acre:was assumed to have been obtained from a general Improve
ment in maize husbandry. Probably, more attention to the standard of 
wltivations, the time of planting and the supervision of labor would be 
„thp .most important. This improved level of management could be obtained 
■^I'cout any additional, e^qjense.' ^ the levels of expenditure on 
fertilizer^ labor and transport have been increased to bring them up to 
the levels which-were more generally found on the fams where higher 
maize, yields were :obtained. .Unfortunately, there is only scanty'and often 
conflicting evidence in Kenya of the potential returns whibh.can'be ob-' 
tained from the use bf extra fertilizer, c.f 1(0 for example.

per

surveys

. ^.

rr-ty)
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: 'TJffilfi m MRGE-SGALE FARM NUMBER ONE; 
: PYRETHRIM *“....... “V

s'

At^ual
1965/66

(Shil 1 iriga per Acre)
Exipenses;

■ "ir

163 .labor
Fuel. & Spares 
.Transport 
Seed

11i • ' -v- •

6•-
Kr

i.
185

678■ Output

•1r

Net Reyenue 493

jgpttt/Output Coefficients; (Pounds of Dried Flpwers par
Acre or Man-«Da.Y3 per Acre')'

372 - .: Held 
Annuar Labor Requirement- 
labor Requirement in Peak Month 

' (May-June)

91

9. ■. t

The average price received by this farmer was 1/82 shillings per 
pound of dried flowers. This is based on a price, .of 157/00 shillings per 

•■pound of pyrethrins. The average pyrethrins content of the dried flowers 
was approximately 1.2 percent .

The labOr data are derived from various published farm management 
' / surveys (2, p.. 57;.2»'.P* 36 and;^ P* 70) . :

for-seed and fuel and spares are estimated under the ^ 
assvunption that ttepyrethrum crop lasts for four years. ■
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. LARGE-SCALE FARM NUMBER TWO: 
DAIRY CATTLE *

TABLE IV.

• s-

ttt.

Assuming 
Higher Yield

Actual
1965/66

■■ '

Expenses; (Shillings per livestock Unit)

35Labor
Purchased Feed 
Transport of Milk

35
209
1813

10 12Pip
10Veterinary 10

9577 ,
■ i ■

334 410Output

315Net Avenue 257

InPut/Output Coefficients: (Gallons per Cow,. Acres per Stock
Uhit and Man-Days per Stock Unit)

300210Held of Saleable Milk 
Stocking Rate 
Annual labor Requirement 
Labor Requirema_nt in 
Peak Month (-throughout year)

3.23.2
2222

'22

* The output figures include the effects of livestock inventory 
changes. Over 70 percent of the milk was sold as wholemilk at:an average 
price of 2/12 shillings per gallon. The balance was separated and sold 
at ah average price of 3/OO shillings per pound of butterfat. For the 
higher yielding enterprise it had been assumed that.three-quarters of 
the; additional milk would be sold as butterfat.

The sources of the labor data and the assumptions about the higher 
yielding enterprise are given in Table I.

.1..-
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LABGE.SGALS FAHM NtJMBER TWO; 
MAIZE *

TABLE V.

f >

Assuming 
Highe!? H.eld

Actual
1965/66

(ShillitfgsrparirAcye)Expenses;

57Fuel & MacMneiy Repairs 
Fertilizer 
labor 
Transport

57
4032

18 25
1713

^10 10
1insecticide

152133 ■ I

444326Output

\

-Met Revenue' 292193

(Bags or Man-Days per Acre)Input/Output Ckaefficients;

8.8 12.0Held
Annual Labor Requirement 
Labor Requirement Iji . 
Peak Month (May-June)

14.5 17.5 -jM

4.53.5.t-

■* The footnote to Table H also refers to this table.

y:r
■■

V'-

'.Iv;'"-
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LARGE-SCALE FAM NUMBER THREE; 
DAIRY CATTLE .*

• TABLE VI.
■

i

Assuming. .
Average lQ.eld.

Assuming 
Poor TQ.eld

■;v

fsm lines per Livestock Unit)Expenses;__ -____ ,

3636Labor
Purchased Feed 2121

1212Dip
Transport of Milk 
Veterinary

128
1010

9187;

•jv ■
Output

■t • .

281206

:
190Net Revenue 119

V
-1

(Gallons per Cow)

Milk Held ^ ' 200130

* The figures in this table are based primarily on the average dairy 
enterprise -obsts and retdrris for farms with the above milk yields p.

It is assumed that half of the milk is separated and sold as butterfat 
-at an average-price of 3/OO shillings per pound of butterfat, the balance 
being sold as wholemilk at-an average-priee-of-2/20-shillings-per gallon.

The only item of expense which differs between the above two enters 
■prises:is the post-of transporting milk. This appeared to be the usual 
situation on the farms in the survey where the yield levels were similar 

- to those: shown above. T^ difference in yield .does not seem to ari^ _ 
^rbm a Biffarence' ihrthe amount of - purchased in^ts used, rather the' 
higher yield is bbtaiiied from improvements in dairy management such as 

^better breeding practices and better grazing management and these forms 
of impPovPment do hot involve any extra expense.

16).

V.—

«»•

5.
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■ SMALL-SCALE FAEM HMBER QNE; 
DAIRY CATTIE *

: > TABLE I. .

•V

Assuming 
Higher Yield

Actual
1965/66

(Shillings per livestock Unit)..: - Eicpensesi

if 28Purchased Feed .
Dip ■
Artificial Insemination 
Veterinary

16 . .16
12
10

6525
■ t

376Output 259

Net Revenue 234 311

V'A
Input/Output Coefficients; (Gallons per Cow* Acres per Stock

■Unit or Man-Davs per Stock UhitT
L

226 300
2.6

laeld of Saleable Milk 
Stocking Rate 
Annual labor Requirement 
Labor Requirement in Peak - -
Month (througifiout yeair) ■

2.6
2222

' ■ 2 2

The output figures include'fhe effects of inventory changes.
The milk is all sold as wholemil^ at ah average price of I/38 shillings 
per ;gallon . .

The labor data are based on various published surveys (i, pp. 60 and

enterprise was assumed to
have been obtained from a general improvement in husbandry. It does 

. n^^^ a return to- a higher level of feeding, linprove-
; rnen^ would probably be the most important factor. -

* .

> •;
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aiAlX-SC^ FARM NIMBER ONE: 

MAIZE*'
TABIE' H• '

Assuming 
' Higher Held

Actual 
, 1965/66

(Shillings per Acre)Ebcpensas;

. 101. 
.24 .

101Hire of Machinery 
Transport 

: : . FerW 
Seed

16
40-

4

izf;

g

444296 •Outgjt.

271 :Net Revenue 175
/

%Bags or Man-Days per Acre)Input/Output Coefficients:

.’SHeldc 
' ■ Apnua.1 Labor Requirement ' 
labor Requirement in Peak 
Month (May-June)

8.0 12.0
17.514.5

■4.53*5'V,

* The figures shown under "Actual 1965/66" are 1963/64 figures up^ 
dated to I965T66.W

The higher yield from the higher yielding enterprise does not represent 
solely the extra return to fertilizer. Better attention to planting at 
the right time and obtaining the correct plant population would probably 

: be more'iinpoftaiit. ,
Ifend cilLtivation has hot been considered as a realistic alternative , 

oh any of the small-scale fams, at least not for.
to make the

effort if a tractor is available; the standard of culldvation is usually ■
; . poor if done by hand and nrast fafmers would be unable to'plant more than
- ^ two acres of crops if bhey relied solely on hand cultivation; two acres 

maize would be ah insufficient area of maize to allow the farmers to

v';
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TABLE itT. SMALL-SCALE FABM NUMBER ONE: 
TEA * --

• ■

Estimates Only

(Shillings per AcreJ

Expefeses
Output
Net Revenue

945
891

(Pounds of Made Tea orinput/Output Coefficients;
Man-Days per kor^

t

?00Yield
Aimual Labor Requirement 
I^bor Requirement in Peak Month 

■ (May-July)--,, -

211

22

♦ The onl7-items of expense included hare are for pruning knives, 
baskets, etc. The figure is based on published data from the Nyeri area 
(14. p. 40). No charge has been made for interest on capital used in 
developing tea to maturity. Generally most of this work is done with un
paid family labor.

The output is based on an estimated yield of 700 pounds of made tea 
per acre. This is equivalent to 3»150 pounds of leaf if conversion is 
made at,the usual; rate of one pouhd of made tea being equivalent to four 
and one-half pounds of leaf. It has been assumed that farmers would re- 

■'> oeive an average price, of JO cents per pound of leaf. In the past farmers 
. have received a fixed price of 23 cents per pound of leaf plus a variable. 

bonus Of between five and 10 cents per pound.
• 4 The labor data are based on two published surveys from the Nyeri 

-^area (14, p. 57; iZ, P- 65).
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■SMLL-SCALB FJfflM NUMBER THREE; 
DAIRY CATTLE *

Assuming An 
Average lS.eld

Assuming A 
Higher Yield

■'i

Expenses; (Shllilings per livestock Unit)

Purohased Peed 10 20
Dip 15 15
Artificial Insemination 12

6 10

31 57

Outtiiit 260 a 354

Net Revenue 229 297

Input/Output Goefficlentai (Ballons per Cow or'Acres
Per Stock Unit)- (

.'■Yield
Stocking Rate

' 200 
2.2

•300 '
2.2

^ A^out 25-.percent of tl« milk is sold as wholemilk at an average 
pr^e of 1/40 shillings per gallon. Most of the remiinder is sold as but- 
.terfat, the farmer receiving an average price of 80:.,pents per pound of 
c?^. This farmer, who is a Maragoli, seems content to consume skim 
•milk unlike -the otber farmers who have been discussed, all of whom 
Nandi people, who appear to have a strong preference for wholemilki 
IS understandable for the Nandi

were.
This

- 'fcraditionall7 cattle keepers'while
the Maragoli are not. The skim milk which this-famer consumed has been 
valued at an arbitrary price of 50 cents per gallon. ; Therets no estab- • 
lished price foP skim mllkr-^^^, :
i ^ j^art from the above;remarks about milk prices, the footnote 
Table.I;applies i:o this table also. - . v

are

to
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